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The Princeton

Theological Review
JANUARY, 1921

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REFORMED
THEOLOGY TODAY*

Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Board of Direc-

tors, Fathers and Brethren :

I have a very profound sense of unworthiness in taking

up the duties of the Chair to which you have called me—

a

Chair made famous by the illustrious men who have pre-

ceded me, and whose labours have helped to give Princeton

Seminary a fame throughout the world for sound learning

and true piety. We think today of Archibald Alexander,

that man of God, the first Professor in this Seminary; of

Charles Hodge, whose Systematic Theology today remains

as probably the greatest exposition of the Reformed The-

ology in the English language; of Archibald Alexander

Hodge, a man of rare popular gifts and of unusual meta-

physical ability
;
and last, but not least, excelling them all in

erudition, of Dr. Warfield, whose recent death has left us

bereft of our leader and of one of the greatest men who
have ever taught in this Institution.

I would pause a moment to pay a tribute to his memory.

He was my honoured teacher and friend. For twenty years

I had the privilege of helping him in this department, and

drew inspiration from his broad minded scholarship. At the

time of his death he was, I think, without an equal as a

theologian in the English speaking world. With Doctors

Kuyper and Bavinck of Holland, he made up a great trio of

outstanding exponents of the Reformed Faith. His loss is

simply irreparable. But he has gone to his reward, to

* An Inaugural Address delivered by Caspar Wistar Hodge on the

occasion of his induction into the Charles Hodge Chair of Didactic

and Polemic Theology, Miller Chapel, October iith, 1921 .
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meet the Lord he loved and served, and we must seek to

carry on the work he did so faithfully and well.

I am oppressed, I say, by a sense of unworthiness in fol-

lowing such men as these. But their example is an inspira-

tion. Hallowed memories crowd upon us in this place. We
are surrounded by the spirits of just men made perfect,

who consecrated great powers and learning to the Master

whom they loved. Relying on the help of God, I shall teach

the same theology they taught, and give myself whole-

heartedly to its exposition and defense. And so I wish to

say a few words to you today about:

The Significance of the Reformed Theology Today

We hear much nowadays about the difference between

the old and new theology.

The old theology, as one of its leading opponents in this

country admits, is characterized by definiteness, and gives

us a great reinforcement of power from dependence on God.

It has a profound view of the infinitude and transcendence

of God as the Creator and Ruler of the universe. It there-

fore makes a clear distinction between the world and God,

and between the spheres of nature and of grace. It views

man as created in God’s image, as fallen and ruined by sin,

which is no mere incident in human evolution, but a trans-

gression of and want of conformity to God’s law. God
himself, therefore, must intervene in the world-process for

man’s salvation. This He does by giving man a super-

natural revelation recorded in a supernaturally inspired

Bible which consequently gives us truth concerning God and

His plan of redemption. The old theology views Christ the

Redeemer as very God in essence, become man for our sal-

vation
;
not merely God in man, but God and man. With its

profound sense of the justice of God and the guilt of sin,

the old theology makes the Cross of Christ central, and pro-

claims expiation through His blood. With no less deep a

sense of the power of sin, this theology cannot look for sal-

vation to the natural perfectibility of man, or any change in
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his social environment, but asserts the regeneration of the

sinner by the almighty power of God. And with this thor-

ough going supernaturalism, this theology cannot see in

Christianity a religion chiefly for the betterment of this

world, but is profoundly eschatological in its outlook, and

sees the final realization of God’s eternal purpose and king-

dom in a future consummation brought in by mighty acts

of God. The distinctive mark of the old theology, then, is

supernaturalism and the realization of the infinitude and

transcendence of God, in opposition to paganism which

finds God only in the world.

The new theology likewise is not a matter of date but of

principles. It is not the result of the needs of the heart but

of an intellectual revolution going back to English Deism,

the French Revolution, and the German Illumination. It is

claimed by its advocates that it is a theology determined by

the modern scientific movement, but in reality it is the pro-

duct of a philosophical dogma rooted in Kant and Darwin.

It takes on a multitude of forms in Schleiermacher, Cole-

ridge, Sabatier, and Roman Catholic Modernism. Thus, in

contrast with the old theology, it is lacking in definiteness.

It has no formal creed; no official representative. Indeed if

one looks at the attacks of the Ritschlians on the Hegelians,

of the Radicals on the Liberals, of Loisy on Harnack, one

is tempted to believe that here are fundamental dififerences.

Yet this is not the fact. There are common principles

underlying the various forms of the new theology. What
are these common principles?

First, there is its idea of God. This theology has no ade-

quate sense of the majesty and transcendence of God. He
is not distinct and separate from the world, but only a name

for the immanent law of the world; of an ever present

Spirit in the world
;
or the divine in man. In this, the new

theology is akin to paganism which, whether polytheistic

or pantheistic, finds God only in the world. The advocates

of the new theology like to call this a conception of the

world as a unity, and assert that it does away with what they
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term the dualism of the old theology. But in seeking to

escape from a false dualism, they have done away with any

real distinction between God and the world, and the contrast

between the natural and the supernatural, fundamental for

the old theology, has vanished. “Nature,” says a new theo-

logian, “expresses the law of development in process, the

supernatural is only the end to which it tends.”

In harmony with this low conception of God and his rela-

tion to the world, is also the exalted idea of this theology

concerning the natural perfectibility of man, and its low

view of sin. Man is naturally divine, or destined to become

so. He is not in a natural state of sin, and redeemed by the

supernatural grace and power of God. He is by nature

both natural and supernatural, they tell us, i.e., at once the

product of mere natural causes, yet destined for an ethical

end. In consequence of this view of man and sin, there is

the view of man’s religious knowledge. Man has not a nat-

ural knowledge of God from reason, and a supernatural

revelation from God. The terms natural and supernatural

express only two aspects of knowledge. All of man’s reli-

gious knowledge is natural and psychologically mediated in

origin, and supernatural only in the religious purpose which

it serves. Hence there is no real distinction between natural

and supernatural revelation, and the Bible is not regarded

as different from other religious books, but is subjected to

a naturalistic reconstruction. It gives us no revealed truths

;

it simply nourishes the religious life from which doctrine

is supposed to spring. Its uniqueness is found only in its

spiritual content as the nourishment of religious life.

Furthermore, with its naturalistic idea of redemption, this

theology needs no divine and supernatural Redeemer. Its

low conception of God makes it easy to call Christ divine,

for all men are divine in the same way. Christ is not God

and man, but only God in man. He has, as this theology

acknowledges, many brethren. And there being no concep-

tion of the guilt of sin, all idea of expiation vanishes, and

the Cross and Calvary become only an illustration of the
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principle of all religious life. Instead of regeneration by

the power of God, we have the false hope of the natural

evolution of man, and his perfecting through adjustment to

his environment and the improvement of the latter. Chris-

tianity is no longer a religion for the future with tremendous

issues of life and destiny, but is chiefly a religion for this

present world, looking toward its social betterment and the

rule of ethical principles on earth.

Such then, in general, is the new theology. To under-

stand it and its underlying causes, we must go back and see

how the logic of its principles has worked itself out relent-

lessly. Speaking broadly this theology has come to us from

Germany. To understand the situation today, no less than

formerly, it is necessary to go back to Schleiermacher. The

rapid development of the historical and exegetical theo-

logical disciplines with their claim to exact scientific knowl-

edge and their attitude of indifference or hostility to Dog-

matics, led to a denial of the scientific character of the latter,

and to a sharp separation between History and Dogmatics.

The historical group of theological disciplines was supposed

to be scientific and to have no practical motive; whereas

Dogmatics was supposed to be purely practical and non-

scientific, and to serve the practical interests of the Church.

Consequently Dogmatic Theology turned from the state-

ment of objectively valid doctrines to set forth the ideas

implicated in Christian experience. It was this situation,

as Troeltsch points out,^ which led to an attempt to justify

theoretically this separation between the theological disci-

plines which had already taken place. The supposedly prac-

tical and non-scientific character of Dogmatics had to be

justified. This was done by means of an agnostic theory

of religious knowledge and a sharp distinction between reli-

gious and theoretic or scientific knowledge. This unfortun-

^ E. Troeltsch, “Riickblick auf ein halbes Jahrhundert der theolo-

gischen Wissenschaft,” in Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Theologie

Jahrgang 51, N. F. Heft 2, p. 105. I have also previously outlined this

situation in an article “Modern Positive Theology,” Princeton Theol.
Review, No. II, pp. 179 ff.
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ate point of view is quite generally recognized as a distin-

guishing mark of modern theology, as contrasted with the

old evangelical theology and the old Rationalism. This reli-

gious agnosticism denotes the impossibility of adequate

scientific knowledge in the sphere of religious truth, and

the practical, experiential character of religious knowledge.

And more than this
;

it means the inadequate and symbolical

form of all doctrinal statements which embody this religious

knowledge. Thus Dogmatic Theology separated itself from

the historical theological disciplines and assumed a purely

practical character.

In order, however, to avoid falling into bare natural re-

ligion, Schleiermacher emphasized the fact that it was Chris-

tian experience, i.e., an experience connected with the influ-

ence of Christ, which was the source and norm of Christian

truth. But his emphasis on the experience of the individual

was so strong that he failed to do justice to the Christian

revelation.

In order to avoid the danger of making Christian doctrine

purely subjective and of reducing Christianity to the natural

religious sentiment of man, it was necessary to give more

emphasis to the objective revelation in the historical Christ;

and in order to avoid the speculative construction of Chris-

tian truth of the mediating theology, it was thought to be

necessary to reassert the practical character of religious

knowledge and its distinction from scientific knowledge as

well as from metaphysics. It was the significance of the

Ritschlian school that it sought in these respects to carry

out Schleiermacher’s ideas more thoroughly than he had

done. In doing this, Ritschl reacted from Schleiermacher

so much that, though he rejected the old doctrine of the au-

thority of Scripture, he nevertheless laid so much stress on

the teaching of Jesus and the Apostolic conception of Chris-

tianity, that he was inconsistent with his fundamental prin-

ciples. Some of his followers were more consistent. Herr-

mann, for example, regards Christian faith simply as trust

in God’s providence brought about by the impression which
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Jesus makes on the soul. All ideas about God and Christ,

i.e., all Christian doctrines, are merely the way in which we

think about Christ and God in view of our experience of

God’s presence in Christ. Dogmatic Theology which for-

mulates these doctrines is purely an individual and subjec-

tive matter. It can lay no claim to universal validity. All

that is permanent is the experience and life; doctrine is sub-

jective and changing.

While, therefore, this theology sought to be conservative,

its conservatism is only apparent. It sought to escape natur-

alism, but let it in by the back door in giving up as un-

essential to Christianity all that naturalism demanded. It

would keep Christianity free from metaphysics, yet it de-

pends on a philosophical theory of knowledge. It asserted

independence of historical criticism, yet used it to separate

a human Jesus from unhistorical surroundings. It was de-

termined by a naturalistic philosophy, and yet would isolate

Christianity as the final religion.

In opposition to the Ritschlians, the school of compara-

tive religions arose, Troeltsch being its theologian. The

isolation of Christianity from other religions, and of Christ

from history, is abandoned as a remnant of dogmatism.

A thorough application of historical method is demanded,

which changes Christian doctrine into a chapter in the evo-

lution of religious ideas. All is an unbroken evolution,

naturalistically conceived. Troeltsch speaks of defending

an “inclusive supernaturalism” in contrast with the old

“exclusive supernaturalism”
;
but by this he means only that

some contact with God is back of all religions. The religion

of Israel is connected with old oriental religious traditions;

late Judaism, from which Christianity is supposed to have

sprung, is thought to be influenced by oriental and Greek

thought, and New Testament Christianity is regarded as

the product of a syncretistic religious evolution. Natural-

ism determines the whole procedure, and Troeltsch acknowl-

edges that the application of these principles renders the

uncertainty of the portrait of Christ in the Gospels “a
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heavy burden.” How is the Christ of Apostolic tradition

related to the actual Jesus? To what extent, in the Gospels,

do we get the dogma of Christ’s followers instead of his-

tory? How did this dogma arise? From such a point of

view the Gospel narrative is treated more and more skepti-

cally, until it is doubted if Jesus claimed to be Messiah; the

tradition in the so-called Logia is shattered; the difference

between the Johannine and the Synoptic tradition is laid

aside; and any certain historical knowledge of Jesus is

questioned. The so-called historical Jesus has become a

continually changing, even a vanishing quantity, so that any

faith at all in Jesus is rendered difficult. We are left to

choose between a divine Christ in a wholly mythical Gospel

and a purely human Jesus in a Gospel which is supposed to

be true only in so far as it is desupernaturalized.

And what has been said of Christ and Christianity, is true

of the entire sum of Christian truth. All Christian doc-

trine is merged in the stream of evolution, the result being

that all that is distinctive of supernatural Christianity, i.e.,

the Christianity of the New Testament, is explained away.

For Christian truth is not the product of man’s nature, and

every attempt to explain Christianity as the culmination

of the naturalistic evolution of religious thought, must end

in the reduction of the doctrinal content of Christianity to

that of bare natural religion.

In this situation more positive theologians judged rightly

that the Christian Faith had been destroyed. But the at-

tempt to mediate between the old theology and the modern

consciousness has proved a failure and the so-called Modern

Positive Theology—a new mediating theology—seems to

have had little vitality and influence.

Since the war the Dogmatics which have appeared show

either a return to the old mediating theology, though with

differences, as for example Lemme’s Glanbenslehre, or to a

line of thought which goes back to Schleiermacher, Ritschl,

and Herrmann, as in the recent Dogmatics of Martin

Schulze and Stephan.
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When, now, we enquire what are the causes underlying

this whole movement of modern theology, we should note

that the chief cause alleged by modem theologians is not

the real cause. It is usually claimed that, while the old

theology is at variance with modern science, the new the-

ology is the product of modern scientific thought. But such

is not the case. There is nothing in the ascertained results

of the modern natural sciences which need cause such a

theological revolution. It is only when natural science fails

to observe the limitations of its knowledge, and attempts

to construct a naturalistic view of the world—in a word,

when it becomes unscientific, speculative, and dogmatic

—

that it can be claimed as the cause of the new theology.

The real causes of this new theology are : first, agnosti-

cism in religious knowledge, which reduces religion to mere

feeling, making doctrine of no objective validity and purely

symbolic. This is the result of the false anti-intellectualism

which sprang from Kant’s philosophy, and which is a wide-

spread and potent error of modern thought. Under the

false plea that religion is a matter of life and feeling only,

the new theology brands the old theologians as “rational-

ists” because they believe in the rational basis of religion.

This religious agnosticism can be met by showing that its

alleged grounds lead to agnosticism in regard to all meta-

physical questions, and that this kind of agnosticism leads

in its turn to a complete skepticism which is self-contradic-

tory. But this is not enough. It can be met in a construc-

tive way only by a vindication of our natural knowledge of

God from the point of view of Augustine and Calvin and

the Reformed Theology which recognizes the innate reli-

gious sense in all men, or the semen religionis as it was

called. This alone will give an adequate basis by which to

meet the religious agnosticism which underlies the new
theology.

A second cause and fundamental characteristic of the new
theology is that it rejects all external authority in religious

knowledge, and rests upon the Christian consciousness in-
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stead of on the Bible as the Word of God, as did the old

theology. Again, under the specious plea that, because faith

is trust which springs from the heart, and not a mere in-

tellectual assent to truth, therefore it cannot have its doc-

trinal content given to it by revelation or accept it on au-

thority, the new theology changes our whole conception of

revelation and of the Bible. Revelation cannot give us

truth objectively revealed, and the Bible does not contain

such truth. Revelation consists in quickening our religious

life, and the Bible is not intended to teach truth, but to

nourish life.

It would not be difficult to point out the speciousness of

the plea upon which this view of revelation and of faith

rests. But we must hasten on to the real cause of this posi-

tion. The real cause of this fundamental difference between

the old and new theology runs back to the difference be-

tween naturalism and supernaturalism. Here we strike the

third, the fundamental, and the underlying difference be-

tween the old and new theology. It is not, then, the evan-

gelical conception of faith which is at the basis of the re-

jection of the authority of the Bible by the new theology, as

it claims, but a naturalistic philosophy which denies all

supernatural revelation, which demands a revolutionary and

absolutely naturalistic reconstruction of the Bible, which

sees revelation only in man’s thoughts about God or in the

Christian feelings, and which asserts man’s ability and

power of moral reformation over against a supernatural new

birth from God. It is this naturalism which underlies the

reconstruction of the Old Testament history and the Gospel

criticism from Reimarus to Wrede, as well as all the doc-

trines of theology. By naturalism in this sense we do not

mean simply the denial of teleology, and the assertion that

the mechanical view of the world is final. We mean the

denial of the power of God to make bare His arm and

intrude in the world for man’s salvation. This, chiefly, nay

we may say, this almost alone, is the false root from which

the whole movement of the new theology has sprung.
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This all-engulfing speculative philosophy—for such it is

—

cannot be met by half way measures. We cannot withdraw

into the citadel of our heart, and suppose that thereby we

have saved the Christian religion. We cannot set up an

apologetic minimum and hope to defend it and escape with

the essence of Christianity from the flood of this naturalis-

tic stream. Only by a bold assertion, and adequate defense

of the opposite principle,—that of Christian snpernatitralism

—can we maintain our common Christian faith; by the de-

fense of a supernatural Bible as the Word of God, and a

supernatural salvation which comes from the power of

Almighty God.

This pure supernaturalism can be upheld only from the

standpoint of a pure theism which interprets all events as

the unfolding of the purpose of God, and which sets no

limits to His power; of a pure religion which acknowledges

our absolute dependence on God, and rejects the naturalistic

or Pelagian principle of dependence on self
;
and of pure

grace or our absolute dependence on God for salvation.

This pure theism and pure religion and pure grace are

just the essence of the Reformed Faith which is really

just Christian supernaturalism come to its full rights, and

in which alone it comes to its full rights.

For what is the Reformed Theology? Goebel, Schneck-

enburger, Schweizer, and many others, have defined it

chiefly from its points of distinction from Lutheranism.

But Dr. Warfield,^ calling it Calvinism, has taught us to

distinguish between its distinctive differences and its for-

mative principle. Its formative principle is, as Dr. War-
field said, the vision of God in His Majesty, and, we may
add, the realization of our absolute dependence on God, and

the immediacy of the relation of the soul to God. The Re-

formed Theology, therefore, is essentially just three things,

as Dr. Warfield put it—pure theism, pure religion at the

2 B. B. Warfield, Calvin as a Theologian and Calvinism Today. Three

Addresses in Commemoration of the Four Hundredth Anniversary of

the Birth of John Calvin.
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height of its conception, and pure grace or evangelicalism in

“its pure and only stable expression.”

It is, I repeat, pure theism. For theism is just the in-

terpretation of the universe from the standpoint of God’s

purpose. And pure theism is just the construction of all

that happens in the physical and mental spheres as the un-

folding of the eternal purpose of God, and the refusal to

limit God either by the world of nature or the human will.

And this is precisely the view of the Reformed Theology.

Withdraw the acts of free agents from the purpose of God,

under the false notion that an event cannot be certain as to

the fact of its futurition and free as to the mode of its

occurrence, and you must also withdraw such acts from the

foresight and providence of God which render them equally

certain. The next step is to deny creation by this blind

and helpless God, and to end in an ultimate dualism or else

in the modern notion of a finite God. Your theism is gone,

and the flood of naturalism sweeps away your Christianity.

Go the opposite way and merge God in the world-process,

and you end in pantheism, and then the flood of naturalism

not only overwhelms yourself but God as well. To main-

tain theism you must keep it pure and regard God as the

Almighty Creator, Preserver, and Governor of the uni-

verse, whose purpose and power are not limited. This is

the Reformed Faith.

The Reformed Theology is secondly, I repeat, pure reli-

gion as absolute dependence on God, and not on the hu-

man will, using God only as a helper in our struggle against

the world. Take this attitude of pure religion; let it have

its way in all your thought, in all your feeling, and in all

your life, and you have taken just the position of the Re-

formed Faith, and are in a position to defend yourself

against naturalism in religion.

The Reformed Theology is thirdly, I repeat, the concep-

tion of pure grace or the absolute dependence of the sinner

upon God for salvation. All the power in our salvation it

ascribes to God; all the glory to Him alone; all to His won-
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drotis grace. Only in this consistent form can evangelical-

ism be adequately defended against naturalism in soteriol-

ogy. Subtract from this pure evangelicalism in any degree,

and you fall into the idea and attitude of dependence in

some degree on human merit and human power for salva-

tion. You are in unstable equilibrium between the Re-

formed Theology and a bald naturalism and Pelagianism in

which this relentless philosophy has now entered the center

of your life and attacked the very ground of your hope for

yourself and the world.

Only as the Christian Church defends her faith against

this naturalism in all spheres, can she hope adequately to

propagate it.

We must conclude, therefore, that, since the essence of

the new theology is naturalism, it can be opposed adequately

only from that viewpoint which gives us the opposite prin-

ciple of supernaturalism in its purity and thoroughly

grounded on an adequate basis, i.e., from the point of view

of the Reformed Theology.

It is true that this theology emphasizes Christian super-

naturalism especially in the sphere of soteriology. But you

cannot deny it there, and hope to maintain it in regard to

the origin of Christianity and the Christian revelation.

Hence there follows the tremendous significance of the Re-

formed Theology for us today in giving us the only ade-

quate support for supernaturalism against a naturalism

which, when it has run its logical course and borne its bit-

ter fruit, not only robs us of a supernatural salvation, but of

supernatural Christianity and a supernatural Bible, and

which indeed does not stay in its course till it has robbed us

of Christ and even of God.

We are being told that the Reformed Faith or Calvinism

is dead today or at least about to pass away. Doubtless it

has not many representatives among the leaders of religious

thought, nor does it court a place alongside of the wisdom

of this world. But wherever humble souls catch the vision

of God in His glory, and bow in adoration and humility be-
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fore Him, trusting for salvation only in His grace and

power, there you have the essence of the Reformed Faith.

Once let this life blood of pure religion flow from the heart

to nourish the anaemic brain and work itself out in thought,

and it will wash away many a cobweb spun by a dogmatic

naturalism claiming to be modern, but in reality as old as

Christianity itself.

And if amongst professed theologians we find not many
who accept this faith, let us thank God that here in America

and in our Church, the influence of Charles Hodge, Robert

Breckinridge, James Thornwell, Robert Dabney, Wm. G. T.

Shedd, and Benjamin Warfield, still lives on.

What other hope have we than that which this Reformed

Faith gives us? The forces of evil are powerful in the

world today in the sphere of human life. In the realm of

religious thought sinister shapes arise before us, threatening

our most sacred possessions. And if we look within our own
hearts, often we find there treachery from the lust of the

flesh and the pride of life, when we would fain keep our

eye single for the glory of God. With foes on every hand

around us and within; with dark clouds of yet unknown

potency for harm forming on the horizon; we dare not put

our trust in human help or in the human will, but only in

the grace and power of God. We must take the stand-

point of the Reformed Faith, and say with the Psalmist

:

“My soul, wait thou only upon God; for my expectation is

from Him. He only is my rock and my salvation; He is

my defense; I shall not be moved. In God is my salvation

and glory: the rock of my strength and my refuge is in

God.”

Princeton. Caspar Wistar Hodge.



THE CHRISTIAN WAY OF LIFE AND THE
SUPERNATURAL

In the Acts of the Apostles, Christianity is spoken of as

“the Way” and Christians as “those of the Way.” This

mode of speech witnesses to the fact that from the very

beginning Christianity was looked upon as more than a

creed, more than a world-view. It makes clear that what-

ever else Christianity meant for the early Christians it

meant a way of life, a particular mode of conduct, that it

indicated the lines along which men’s activities should pro-

ceed, that it marked out the course they must pursue if they

would reach the true goal of human life. We are not, in-

deed, dep>endent on those passages in which Christianity is

spoken of as “the Way” and Christians as “those of the

Way”—passages that are confined to the book of Acts

—

for our knowledge that, whatever else Christianity is, it is

an ethical movement, and that no orthodoxy of thought,

no punctilious observance of religious rites, no generosity

in support of, or labor in behalf of, religious movements or

organizations, will lead it to look with favor on the man
whose way is the way of sin and iniquity. No matter to

what part of its authoritative writings we turn we find

this thought clearly and forcibly expressed. Antinomians
may have minimized the significance of this, but, allowing

for these few exceptions, those calling themselves Chris-

tians have always recognized not only that Christianity is an
ethical movement but that we are perfected Christians in

proportion as its ethic finds embodiment in our daily walk
and conversation. The typical Christian has always been
as sensible of ethical duty as exuberant with spiritual hope.
The absence of endeavor to live the sort of life Christianity

commends has always been regarded as prima facie evi-

dence of the presence of a non-Christian.

Not only has it been generally recognized that Chris-
tianity, whatever else it may be, is a way of life; until re-
cently it was all but universally recognized, in Europe and
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America at least, that the Christian way of life is unsur-

passed. Within the memory of living men even those who

rejected the doctrines of Christianity, together with the

facts of which they are but the interpretation, vied with

each other in extolling the superiority of the Christian

ethic. The oft-quoted words of John Stuart Mill were

written as recently as 1873 and reflect what was then, and

what continued for some time after that to be, the common
view, even among convinced non-Christians. “The most

valuable part of the effect on character which Christianity

has produced by holding up in a divine person a standard of

excellence and a model of imitation,” he wrote, “is avail-

able even to the absolute unbeliever, and can never more be

lost to humanity. . . . Whatever else may be taken from us

by rational criticism, Christ is still left : a unique figure,

not more unlike all his precursors than all his followers,

even those who had the direct benefit of his personal preach-

ing. . . . Religion cannot be said to have made a bad choice

in pitching on this man as the ideal representative and guide

of humanity; nor even yet would it be easy, even for the

unbeliever, to find a better translation of the rule of virtue

from the abstract into the concrete than the endeavor so to

live that Christ would approve our life.”^ Our fathers, not

to mention our grandfathers, were not called upon to de-

fend their ethical ideals. Practically everybody admitted

their superiority. This, however, is no longer the case. At

the present time there is no element of the Christian con-

fession more openly assailed than the Christian ethic. One

of the most outstanding characteristics of modern thinking

is the wide-spread repudiation of the Christian ideal of

conduct. Nietzsche was the first outstanding thinker of

modern times to openly assail the Christian way of life;

and he counted it one of the chief marks of his greatness

that he had discovered the real nature of the ethics of Chris-

tianity. In Ecce Homo^ he wrote : “That which deifies

1 Three Essays on Religion, p. 253.

^P. 139-
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me, that which makes me stand apart from the whole of the

rest of humanity, is the fact that I have unmasked Christian

morality. . . . Christian morality is the most malignant

form of all falsehood, the actual Circe of humanity, that

which has corrupted mankind.” Others may not be as

outspoken in their rejection of the Christian ethic, but

they are wholly at one with Nietzsche in the repudiation

of the Christian ideal as the highest known, and do not

hesitate to affirm that the highest type of man is other

than the Christian man. Figgis is well within the truth

when he writes : “On all hands we hear preached a revival

of Paganism. Christianity as an ethical ideal is contemned.

Formerly Christians were charged with hypocrisy because

they fell short of the ideal. The charge was false, although

the fact was true. We do fail, fail miserably, to come up to

our ideal, and always shall, so long as it remains an ideal.

Nowadays the Christian is attacked not because he fails,

but in as far as he succeeds. Our Lord himself is scorned,

not because he is not the revealer of Love, but because he is.

Hardly a single specifically Christian value is left as it

was.”®

How shall we explain this changed attitude toward the

Christian ideal of character and conduct on the part of
*

so many ? Lionel Spencer Thornton in his valuable book
Conduct and the Supernatural mentions four contributory

causes: (i) the Rationalism of the eighteenth century,

(2) the general outlook upon the world-process derived

from the evolutionist theory, (3) the fatalism of the idealist

philosophy of the nineteenth century, (4) the repudiation

of Christian dogma. He rightly stresses, we think, the repu-

diation of Christian dogma as the most important of these

contributory causes. In marked distinction from those

who speak glibly of an undogmatic Christianity he writes

:

“The repudiation of Christian moral standards is a direct

and entirely natural result of the earlier rejection of Chris-
tian dogma. No doubt far-seeing theologians foresaw all

^ The Will to Freedom, p. 4.
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along that this would be the case
;
but those who repudiated

the Christian creed did not themselves see it. It is indeed

safe to say that they had no suspicion of it. There are still,

perhaps, a few pedants who declare that the essence of

Christianity is to be found in the Sermon on the Mount, and

that one can be a good Christian by practising the imitation

of Christ, without taking any notice of the traditional dog-

mas. Such people are living in a fools’ paradise; for all

around them at this moment are living proofs of the fallacy

of their opinions. If there is one thing that can be said

with absolute certainty about this whole movement with

which we are dealing, it is that the revolt against the Chris-

tian ethic is due to the previous repudiation of the doctrines

upon which it is founded. The two things, belief and con-

duct, are indissolubly bound together; they are parts of one

whole, as the roots and the fruit are both alike parts of one

tree, organically connected.”*

In our judgment Thornton has directed attention to the

more important of the proximate causes contributing to the

wide-spread denial of the right of Christianity to furnish

the individual and society with moral ideals. We cannot

overlook these causes and adequately account for the present

situation; and yet if we are seeking the ultimate cause,

that which lies at the root of this changed attitude toward

the Christian ethic, we must turn our attention to that

naturalism of thought and sentiment which is, perhaps, the

most striking characteristic of the age in which we live.

This antisupernaturalism is rooted, historically speaking,

in the so-called “Enlightenment” of the eighteenth century.

Previous to that time all life and world views, whether

within or without the circle of special revelation, had been

supernaturalistic to the core. As Bavinck says : “The re-

ligious supernaturalistic world-view has universally pre-

vailed among all people and all ages down to the present day,

and only in the last hundred and fifty years has given away

in some circles to the empirico-scientific.”® Nothing is

* Conduct and the Supernatural, p. 12.

5 The Philosophy of Revelation, p. i.
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more characteristic, however, of the empirico-scientific con-

ception that then made its appearance than its thorough-

going naturalism, the resolute manner in which it turns its

back on all supernaturalism, and supposes itself able to

find in this world all that thought and life can ask. This

new system of thought and life, this modern empirico-

scientific world-view, separates itself, therefore, not only

from the Christian but from all preceding world-views in-

asmuch as it professes to explain the entire world, includ-

ing man and religion and morality, without the aid of any

supernatural factor, purely from resident forces and ac-

cording to unvarying laws. And therein it takes up a posi-

tion of determined and thorough-going antagonism to Chris-

tianity such as characterized no previous life and world-

view, and such, we may be sure, that no future life and

world-view will surpass it in this respect. No doubt the

leading immediate cause of this changed attitude toward

the Christian ideal of conduct was the repudiation of the

Christian doctrines, together with the denial of the histor-

icity of the facts of which they are the interpretation, but

back of this repudiation of the facts and doctrines of Chris-

tianity lies the acceptance of a naturalistic view of the uni-

verse and consequently a repudiation of the supernaturalism

of Christianity. This is not said in criticism of Thornton

as though he failed to see the ultimate cause. The very fact

that he entitled his book Conduct and the Supernatural

makes clear that in his judgment the struggle for and

against the Christian ethic is ultimately one with the struggle

for and against the supernaturalism of Christianity.

There are still those—though we suppose their number

is rapidly decreasing—who hold that the Christian ethic

does not stand or fall with the supernaturalism of Chris-

tianity. Dr. Raymond Calkins, for instance, a man of ability

and standing in the Congregational Church, has recently

published a little book. The Christian Idea in the Modern
World, “to vindicate the reasonableness and practicability

of the Christian Idea, to show that it is the only one which
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does justice to all the elements of human nature, and is the

only one that can be trusted to deal adequately with the

problems of our modern world” in which he maintains that

the tenability of the Christian ethic is independent of the

supernaturalism of Christianity; and hence that to dispose

of the supernaturalism of Christianity is not to dispose of

its moral ideals. In vindicating the practicability of the

Christian ideal of conduct in the modern world Dr. Calkins’

efforts merit some consideration; but we are confident that

the logic of the situation is dead against him when he sup-

poses he can vindicate either its reasonableness or its prac-

ticability while assuming an attitude of indifference toward

the supernaturalism of Christianity, and that because he

and those who think with him fail to realize that “the Chris-

tian religion is a unity, a supernatural way of living, based

upon and inspired by supernatural facts and truths.”

In order to perceive that the logic of the situation is dead

against those who think they can vindicate the reasonable-

ness and practicability of the Christian ethic while leaving

the supernatural out of consideration—and on the side of

Nietzsche who here agrees with Paul and the “far-seeing

theologians” alluded to by Thornton—it is only necessary, it

seems to us, to realize the place that the supernatural occu-

pies in Christianity as a way of life. Unless we are alto-

gether mistaken, to realize the manner in which the super-

natural is implicated in the Christian way of life is to have

brought home to us the fact that the supernatural is no less

essential to Christian ethics than it is to Christian theology.

As a system of thought Christianity is wholly without con-

tent, as empty as astronomy would be if the stars were but

phantoms, apart from the “supernatural fact, which is God;

the supernatural act, which is miracle
;

the supernatural

book, which is the revealed will of God; the supernatural

redemption, which is the divine deed of the divine Christ;

the supernatural salvation, which is the divine work of the

divine Spirit.” The point we stress now, however, is that

the supernatural is as essential to Christianity considered
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as a way of life as it is to Christianity considered as a creed

or system of thought. Here too, we maintain, the super-

natural is the very breath of its nostrils rather than an ap-

pendage that can be lopped off for the sake of making it ac-

ceptable to the present age, so that Christianity desupernat-

uralized is Christianity extinct. In proof of this we desire

to call the reader’s attention to the manner in which the su-

pernatural is inextricably implicated in the Christian way of

life.

I. We cannot even get into the Christian way of life

apart from the supernatural. When we first take note of

our whereabouts we find ourselves in the broad way that

leadeth to destruction, not in the narrow way that leadeth

unto life. Moreover by the use of merely natural means,

those powers that inhere in us as men, we are unable to for-

sake the broad way and get into the narrow way. This is

not because the Christian way of life is barred, as it were,

by stone walls and iron gates, but because of our inability,

our sheer lack of power, to leave the one and enter the

other. We cannot confess that we are dead in trespasses

and sin and yet suppose that of our own will and by our own
power we can exemplify the Christian ethic. Can the Ethi-

opian change his skin or the leopard his spots? Is it not

forever true that only the good tree is able to produce good

fruit, while the evil tree always and everywhere produces

only evil fruit? We might as well suppose that dead and

decaying Lazarus of his own initiative and of his own
strength could have clothed himself anew with the garments

of youthful flesh as suppose that we of our own will and

by our own powers can set our feet in the path that leadeth

unto life eternal. Only as a supernatural power energizes

within us is it possible for us to rise up and walk in new-

ness of life. Regeneration, re-birth through the operation

of the Holy Spirit is absolutely necessary before we can

even get into the way of life, according to Christianity.

No doubt a different representation is widely current to-

day. We are told rather: “The gates along the way of
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life Stand open: whosoever will may enter in.” As used,

moreover, these words are not merely meant to emphasize

the universality of the gospel offer; they are meant rather

to emphasize man’s plenary ability to work out his own
salvation. In harmony with this we are constantly told that

the parable of the Prodigal Son contains the core of the

Gospel, even the whole of the Gospel. We have no desire

to minimize the value of this parable but we are not blind

to the fact that there is no Christ, no atonement, no Holy

Spirit in it. But what is the Gospel without these? If this

parable contains the whole or even the core of the Gospel,

then, we, altogether of our own will and power, can get up

and go back to God whenever we choose—no questions

asked and a warm reception assured. No doubt such a con-

ception is pleasing to the naturalistically-minded, but, mul-

titudes to the contrary, this is not the Christian conception.

The fact that in wide circles the whole saving process is

naturalistically conceived is merely an indication of the ex-

tent to which the so-called New Protestantism has departed

from Christianity. We are more immediately concerned

to point out that there is no place here for the effectual

operation of the Holy Spirit at the initiation of the saving

process. We are dependent on the Holy Spirit at every

stage of the saving process; but just now we are concerned

to point out that apart from the supernatural operation of

the Holy Spirit we cannot even get the process started. The

teachings of Jesus are not yet antiquated. “Verily, verily,

I say unto thee. Except one be born of water and the Spirit,

he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God.” If we are

walking in the Christian way of life it is fundamentally be-

cause we have been recreated in Christ Jesus by the almighty

power of the Holy Spirit. When it is said that salvation

is the human response “I will” to the Master’s call “You

can,” apart from such action on the part of the Holy Spirit,

a way of life other than the Christian is being preached.

We may profitably ponder these words of Dr. Warfield in

this connection : “It is not enough to believe that God has
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intervened in this natural world of ours and wrought a

supernatural redemption; and that He has Himself made

known to men His mighty acts and unveiled to them the

significance of His working. It is upon a field of the dead

that the Sun of righteousness has risen, and the shouts that

announce His advent fall on deaf ears: yea, even though

the morning stars should again sing for joy, and the air be

palpitant with the echo of the great proclamation, their

voice could not penetrate the ears of the dead. As we

sweep our eyes over the world lying in its wickedness, it is

the valley of the prophet’s vision which we see before us

:

a valley that is filled with bones, and lo ! they are very dry.

How shall we stand and cry, ‘O ye dry bones, hear ye the

word of the Lord !’ In vain the redemption, in vain its pro-

clamation, unless there come a breath from heaven to

breathe upon these slain that they may live. The redemption

of Christ is therefore no more central to the Christian

hope than the creative operation of the Holy Spirit upon

the heart: and the supernatural redemption itself would

remain a mere name outside of us and beyond our reach,

were it not realized in the subjective life by an equally

supernatural application.”®

II. There is no progress along the Christian way of

life apart from the supernatural. It is not enough that

after having been helped into the narrow way we be told,

“This is the way; walk ye in it.” We need to know the

rules and regulations of the road, we need adequate and de-

pendable directions lest we lose our way. Moreover as

rational creatures we need to have motives or incentives

brought to bear on us to induce us to walk in this way rather

than some other. Still further we must have sufficient

energy or power to enable us to propel ourselves along the

way designated. Whether we consider the directions that

have been given us, or the incentives that are brought to

bear upon us, or the power that enables us to move along

the lines desired, we are forcibly reminded that there is no

® The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Jan. 1897, p. 72.
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progress along the Christian way of life apart from the

supernatural.

The directions that have been given us, and which we
must follow if we would make progress along the Christian

way are of supernatural origin. They come to us as a reve-

lation of the will of God. This means that Christianity

does not look upon its moral code, its ethical ideal, whether

as expressed in words or embodied in the life of its founder,

as naturalistic in origin any more than its looks upon its

creed as naturalistic in origin. If man had been left to him-

self to work out his destiny on the plane of nature he would,

according to Christianity, be as ignorant of the Christian

standard of conduct as he would be ignorant of the Chris-

tian dogmas. It is contrary to Christianity’s own represen-

tation of the matter to suppose that the superstructure of

Christian morality can be erected on a naturalistic founda-

tion. The morality of Christianity is not a man-made

thing. It is divine and authoritative because it is a re-

vealed morality, an expression of the will of God. Ac-

cording to Christianity the moral standard is objective, in

the will of God rather than the will of man, and thus as-

sumes the reality and activity of the supernatural. Either,

therefore, the Christian ideal of conduct is ungrounded and

destined to pass away, or it rests on a supernatural basis.

In short the directions that have been given us are either

of supernatural origin and so reliable, or in the nature of

the case they are deceptive and misleading.

When we are told “This is the way; walk ye in it,” even

though the exhortation be accompanied with directions

telling us when to turn to the right and when to the left,

the question arises : Why should we proceed along the way

suggested? You tell me I ought to live a Christian life. I

ask. Why? Perhaps some other sort of life appeals to me

more strongly. And if you are to persuade me that I ought

to do as you say you must convince me that Christianity is

true, that it alone points out the way that leads to God

and peace and happiness. Only on the assumption that
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Christianity is true is there any lasting warrant for saying

I ought to live a Christian life. But though it be granted

that Christianity is the true religion and teaches the way

of God in truth—an assumption that can be made only

as we recognize the reality and activity of the supernatural

—yet there is still need of additional motives or incentives

to induce us to proceed along the Christian way, and in pro-

portion as we appreciate these incentives will we speed

rather than lag along the way. I am especially concerned

just now to point out that the main motives and incentives

advanced by Christianity to induce us to proceed along

the Christian way are drawn from the supernatural. Chris-

tian ethics do not disdain motives drawn from purely earthly

considerations—those derived from expediency in the use of

the things of this world, consideration for our fellows, love

of country and such like—but it attaches chief significance

to motives that have no existence from the viewpoint of

naturalism, those derived from God and his love. The

motive drawn from the thought of rewards and punish-

ments in a future life is not absent from Christian ethics.

But while this motive is appealed to—a motive that has no

point apart from the reality of a supernatural world—yet

its place is near the periphery rather than at the center.

The central and controlling motive in the life of the Chris-

tian is represented as grateful love to the redeeming God
who mercifully set his love upon us and sent his Son to

die for us. “The love of Christ constraineth us; because we
thus judge, that one died for all, therefore all died; and he

died for all, that they that live should no longer live unto

themselves, but unto him who for their sakes died and

rose again.” The grace of God is the supreme motive
—

“I

beseech you by the mercies of God, that ye present your

bodies a living sacrifice.” No doubt we all act from mixed

motives, but if this motive has no place in our lives it is

quite certain that we are not walking in the Christian way
of life. And yet only as we recognize the supernatural

is there any such motive with which to reckon. When we
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ask for the reason why we should walk in the Christian way
we are always pointed to supernatural considerations. Even
when mere earthly motives are appealed to they are not

appealed to apart from these more ultimate motives.

It is not enough, however, that we be directed aright and

that we be persuaded that we are in the way we want to go.

We may have the latest model automobile; we may have

studied our Blue Book and be certain of our route
;
we may

be anxious to follow the route chosen; but, if there is no

gasoline in our tank or our ignition system is not working,

we cannot advance a single mile. And so it is not enough

that we know the Christian way of life and that incentives

be brought to bear upon us to lead us to walk in that way.

Ethical teachers of all ages have bewailed the fact that

“men know the good without the power to do it and that

they know the evil without the power to avoid it.” What
we need more than instruction and more than incentive

is power, an energy that will enable us to realize the Chris-

tian ideal of conduct in our own lives. Apart from such a

power we may dream of being good but we will never be

good. And the more earnestly we strive to be good the

sooner will we be driven to make our own the despairing

cry to which Paul gave such striking expression
;
“to will

is present with me, but how to perform that which is good,

I find not. For the good that I would, I do not: but the

evil that I would not, that I do. I delight in the law of

God after the inward man, but I see another law in my
members warring against the law of my mind and bringing

me into captivity to the law of sin.” On the plane of the

natural the antithesis between the ideal and its fulfilment

is irreconcilable. We must look beyond the natural if we

are to regard the Christian ideal as realizable. It is because

and only because Christianity looks beyond the natural to the

supernatural that it has the courage to affirm that its ideal

is translatable into terms of human conduct. It proclaims

not only an ideal but a dynamic adequate for the realization

of that ideal. This dynamic is found in the supernatural
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Christ acting through the Holy Spirit. Apart from the liv-

ing Christ the Christian ideal would confessedly be but a

beautiful ideal, an unrealized and unrealizable vision. It is

because and only because we can do all things through Him
that strengtheneth us that it is possible to get the Christian

ideal expressed in terms of human life and character. Apart

from this element of power Jesus would still possess sig-

nificance as a moral and spiritual teacher
;
and yet He would

differ merely in degree and not in kind from men like

Socrates and Plato and Aristotle and Confucius and others.

Because of this element of power, He occupies an abso-

lutely unique place among the moral and spiritual teachers

of mankind. Others may hold before us visions of truth

and duty. Jesus not only holds before us the highest of all

ethical ideals. He enables us to realize that ideal. Surely

we cannot perceive the significance of the living Christ as a

moral and spiritual dynamic, according to Christianity, with-

out realizing how impossible it is to make progress along

the Christian way apart from the supernatural. The power

that enables us to walk along the Christian way makes clear,

as perhaps no other consideration, the indispensableness of

the supernatural to Christianity considered as a way of

life. And herewith is given also the reason why we cannot

vindicate the practicability of the Christian ideal apart from

the supernatural. We may indeed show that the Christian

ideal is the best known, and that this would be an infinitely

more desirable world in which to live if it was generally

embraced and lived; but we cannot show that it is prac-

ticable simply because it requires the supernatural to make it

operative. As well expect an automobile to run without

gasoline or a spark as expect men to make progress along

the Christian way of life apart from Christ and the Holy

Spirit.

HI. When we speak of Christianity as a way of life

we imply not merely that it prescribes the path along

which we ought to walk but that this path leads somewhere,

that when followed it will bring us to a definite goal. If
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now we consider the end of the way, we will have impressed

upon us anew the futility of supposing we can retain the

Christian ethic while ignoring the supernatural. The natural-

ist may get along without an eschatology; the Christian

cannot because his goal lies in the world beyond. We
should indeed be on our guard against supposing that Chris-

tianity regards earthly blessings as valueless, and that it

prizes only the world-shunning and contemplative life. The

shibboleth of Christianity is not separation from the world

but only from that which is evil in the world. And yet

unquestionably it finds its center of gravity in the life to

come, so that it is impossible to vindicate the reasonable-

ness of its ideal of conduct save as we recognize that super-

naturalism in which alone it finds its proper setting. Unless

there be an immortality of blessedness to which the Chris-

tian way of life leads, the Christian is of all men most de-

ceived. On the assumption that there is no such super-

natural fact as the God and Father of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, and that the present economy is but a short

span of life between two eternities of death, it is altogether

certain that the Christian ethic does not indicate the sort of

men we need to be and the lines along which our activities

may most profitably proceed. How impossible it is to erect

the superstructure of Christian morality on a naturalistic

foundation appears when we consider that the center of

its gravity lies in a supernatural world. Whenever such

an attempt is made it topples over of its own weight.

We have called attention to the manner in which the

supernatural is implicated in Christianity as a way of life.

We do not pretend, of course, that we have done this in an

exhaustive manner. It is impossible to bring out the per-

vasive manner in which the supernatural is implicated in the

Christian ethic merely by directing attention to particular

points in the Christian life where the supernatural seems

most clearly involved. Just as impossible as it is, for in-

stance, to set forth the strength of the evidence that the

New Testament teaches the deity of Christ by calling atten-
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tion to the texts in which it is definitely asserted. Just as the

New Testament everywhere takes for granted that Jesus

was divine so the Christian ethic constantly takes the super-

natural for granted even when no mention is made of it.

From first to last it proceeds on the assumption that there

is a natural world and that there is a supernatural world.

It does not despise the natural world but it recognizes that

the earthly and visible sphere is constantly under the in-

fluence and derives its significance and value from being

correlated with an invisible and transcendental world. It

not only looks to an end not of earth; its center of gravity is

always in the transcendental and supernatural. For the

Christian God is the center and His will the ruling principle

of action. Hence not merely some but all of our activities

should be done as unto the Lord. Moreover, according to

the Christian ethic, the supernatural is not involved in any

external or mechanical fashion. The supernatural is not

to be conceived after a deistic but after a thoroughly theistic

fashion, not merely as transcendent but equally as immanent.

In its operation the supernatural is not merely an influence

exerted outside of and upon man. It is a power that works

within the soul. The mystical union of the Christian with

the risen Christ must not be minimized. So little is the

supernatural thought of after a deistic or mechanical fashion

that the Christian is thought of as one who can say, “I live

;

yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now
live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God who
loved me, and gave Himself for me.” But while we have

not indicated all the ways in which the supernatural is im-

plicated in the Christian ethic, yet it seems to us, that we
have made clear that the supernatural is so inextricably im-

plicated in it as to preclude the possibility of vindicating

either the reasonableness or the practicability of its way of

life apart from a frank recognition of the supernatural as

a factor in human life. If we have done this we have ac-

complished our purpose.

If our main contention be at all sound it is difficult to
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exaggerate the seriousness of the issue for and against the

supernatural as a factor in human life. It has been cus-

tomary for the enemies of Christianity to maintain that they

were opposed not to its moral ideals but to the puerilities

of its supernatural creed. Mill and Huxley and Matthew

Arnold, for instance, denied the supernaturalism of the

Christian creed but praised the Christian mode of life. Ap-

parently they were unaware that the supernatural is inex-

tricably implicated in the Christian ethic. Nietzsche saw

more clearly. He had the insight to perceive that the Chris-

tian ethic is organically connected with the Christian creed;

and having rejected the Christian creed he saw that the

logic of the situation demanded that he wage war against

the Christian ideal of life. And since his days it is in-

creasingly admitted by those who reject the supernaturalism

of Christianity—the more thoughtful Christians had always

admitted it—that Nietzsche was right. Hence we may be

sure that the time is rapidly approaching when it will be

generally true that those who reject the Christian creed

will also reject the Christian way of life. It is scarcely

likely that the case of George Eliot will ever be duplicated.

She wholly rejected the supernaturalism of Christianity,

was in fact virtually an atheist, and yet she maintained and

commended the Christian ideal of life. It is difficult to sup-

pose that the future will contain a person of outstanding

ability who will defend the Christian ethic while rejecting

the Christian creed. More and more those who reject the

supernaturalism of its creed will reject its ideal of life both

as unreasonable and impractical. We look forward to the

time when the non-Christian world will be as unanimous

in rejecting the Christian way of life as it is in rejecting

the Christian creed. In the struggle for and against the su-

pernaturalism of Christianity, it is not merely the Christian

creed that is at stake. It is equally true that the Christian

morality is at stake. If the present attempt to uproot faith

in the supernaturalism of Christianity should succeed, there-

fore, it would mean an end of our Christian culture and
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civilization and the supplanting of this culture and civiliza-

tion by another type of culture and civilization. Because

ethics is the soul of all culture. That which distinguishes

a Christian from a non-Christian civilization, that which

distinguishes non-Christian civilizations from each other,

is not so much their relative developments in the arts and

literature, in science and agriculture, in industry and com-

merce, as in the ethical ideals that pervade and control

them. The chief representatives of every type of culture

confess that the highest good of humanity does not consist

exclusively, or even principally, in the improvement of ma-

terial welfare. Even Haeckel regarded the worship of the

true, the good, and the beautiful as the kernel of culture.

When, therefore, the moral ideals of Christianity are at-

tacked a shot is fired at the very heart of our Christian

culture and civilization.

When Christianity entered the world it found a world

rich in culture and highly developed in its civilization. With

that culture and civilization Christianity engaged in a life

and death struggle that lasted for some three hundred years

and in which at great cost and sacrifice it conquered. As a

result the hegemony of the Western world passed into the

hands of Christianity. Since that time the right of Chris-

tianity to furnish the individual and society with its moral

ideals was not seriously questioned until quite recently. In

fact though the plant, one of whose products is the denial

of the right of Christianity to dominate the culture and

civilization of the future, is rooted, as we have pointed out,

in the so-called “Enlightenment” of the eighteenth century,

yet it is only within the last fifty years that it has burst into

bloom, thus revealing its true nature to all. Today, how-

ever, it is so widely and so seriously questioned that we must

go back to the first three centuries of the Christian era to

discover a situation parallel to that which now confronts

us. There were never lacking those who foresaw that the

rejection of the Christian world of thought would issue

in the rejection of the Christian ideal of conduct, and so
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ultimately of the Christian type of culture and civilization.

But most were apparently unaware that the foundations

were being undermined, and no doubt the fact that the

Christian ideal of conduct was not openly attacked acted as

a barrage that kept them from seeing the full significance

of the attack that was being prepared. Today, however,

we do not need to be gifted with special foresight to per-

ceive what confronts us. We are already experiencing it.

The storm clouds that have been hovering on the horizon

have assumed a threatening aspect, nay more, they have

already begun to hurl their thunderbolts and to cast not

only rain but hail upon the earth. No longer can we conceal

from ourselves the fact that our Christian culture and civ-

ilization is imperilled, that the Christian world is face to

face with a situation that has not been paralleled since the

third century, and that the issue of issues is whether Chris-

tianity IS to be relegated to one side and a non-Christian

conception of thought and life shape the culture and civili-

zation of the future. In the battle for and against the

supernaturalism of Christianity, therefore, everything is at

stake. Christianity desupernaturalized is Christianity ex-

tinct not only as a creed but as a way of life. Either this

supernatural must be maintained or we must look forward

to the day when Christianity will be “without name or re-

mainder on the earth.”

Before concluding permit us to indicate, in part at least,

what in our judgment, the situation calls for on the part of

those who rejoice in the Christian heritage and who would

maintain it for themselves and their children—yea for the

whole world.

In the first place there should be a clear recognition of

the nature of the situation. Nothing is gained by concealing

from ourselves, or by seeking to conceal from others, the

fact that the attack being made on Christianity today is not

aimed at individual facts or doctrines or precepts but at the

Christian system as a whole considered both as a creed and

a way of life. It is useless to try to placate the enemy by
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yielding an outpost here and there. The central citadel

itself is being attacked and its unconditional surrender de-

manded. What we are witnessing today is two life and

world systems struggling together in mortal combat. The

most fundamental difference between these two systems has

to do with the supernatural. Modernism is resolutely bent

on explaining the whole world, including man and religion

and morality, without any recognition of the supernatural.

On the other hand the supernatural so enters into the very

substance of Christianity both as a system of thought and

a way of life that Christianity desupernaturalized is Chris-

tianity extinct. It is especially important, in this connection,

that we conceal neither from ourselves nor from others the

fact that there is a radical difference between the ethics of

Christianity and the ethics of naturalism. Professor Mc-

Giffert is responsible for the statement that “there was com-

paratively little difference between the ethical principles of

the Christians and the principles of the best men of the

pagan world. Such a statement is blind and misleading.

As a matter of fact the ethics of Christianity are radically

different from those of paganism. Moreover Christianity

has everything to gain and nothing to lose by frankly con-

fessing the supernatural basis of its moral ideal. We only

deceive ourselves if we suppose that Christian ideals of con-

duct with the supernatural left out will prove attractive to

mankind. The day for that is past. The words with which

Thornton closes his discussion of Conduct and the Super-

natural could profitably be committed to memory by every

Christian teacher: “The whole strength of the Christian

position lies, not in repudiating those features in it which

are most unlike the temper of the world, but in emphasiz-

ing them. If the Christian ethic were of this world and like

unto it, there would be nothing more to be said. Its dis-

tinctive character is its very otherworldliness. For Chris-

tianity, so far from being a system or a code, is the mani-

festation in the world of a life which draws all its power

The Apostolic Age, p. 506.
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from a supernatural experience—an experience which in

its turn is based upon a supernatural creed.”

In the second place there should be a clear recognition

that, in a profound sense, the struggle in which we are en-

gaged is an intellectual struggle. In view of that naturalism

of thought and sentiment so characteristic of the present

age, which threatens the elimination of Christianity both as

a creed and a life, the differences that separate the various

evangelical churches—in a sense even the differences that

separate Protestants and Roman Catholics—seem compara-

tively trivial. The situation therefore calls loudly to the

various branches of the Christian faith to unite their forces

for the struggle against naturalism whether in its more

materialistic or its more pantheistic forms. And yet fully

as we believe that the divisions of Christianity are one of

its chief weaknesses as over against encroaching modernism,

we are far from supposing that the one desideratum is the

erasing of denominational lines and the formation of one

great church organization. That were to overlook the in-

tellectual nature of the conflict. We are the advocates of a

Christian morality and culture and civilization because we

believe Christianity to be true. Others are the advocates

of a different morality and culture and civilization because

they believe Christianity to be false. The fundamental rea-

son for the present-day defection from Christianity is that

on more or less solid grounds men have been led to believe

that Christianity is not true. We must at least have a re-

ligion we can believe to be true. It is a fatal mistake to

admit, as some of our would-be advisers urge us to do, that

Christian conceptions are subjective merely and incapable

of being validated in the forum of reason. If Christianity

is to shape the future we must be able to maintain, as all

the great heroes of faith have maintained, that the Christian

is the only true rationalist and that all that Christianity asks

for from a purely intellectual standpoint is a fair hearing

and a just verdict. The court of reason is at least the court

of original jurisdiction. If non-suited before this court it
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will be denied a hearing in every appellate court. Chris-

tianity will soon cease to move our hearts and guide our

hands when it is no longer approved by our heads. The

task of convincing the present age that many have been over-

hasty in concluding that Christianity is not true, and that

as a matter of fact the Christian is the only one against

whom the charge of irrationality may not be brought, may
therefore not be shirked. It is true that rational assent does

not make a Christian, but no one who withholds rational

assent will become a Christian. Christianity claims to be

a revelation of the truth and to teach the truth, and it is

futile to suppose that we can advance its interests while

we ignore this fact. A closer coordination of the forces

of Christianity is much to be desired. And yet if such a co-

ordination should be brought about at the cost of loyalty

to truth our last state would be worse than our first. Such

a force would be little more than a mob and utterly

unable to defend itself against the intelligently conceived

and scientifically applied attacks of modern naturalism. Let

us seek a closer union of the forces of Christendom, but

let us not suppose that Christianity can get along without

a life and world view of its own. If we are even to defend

our own camp, still more if we are to conquer the enemies’

territory, we must face the consistent and scientifically con-

ceived naturalism of today—within as well as without the

Church—^by a consistent and scientifically conceived Christ-

ian supernaturalism. An eclectic, half-way system will not

suffice. Ultimately the victory will rest with an out-and-

out naturalism or an out-and-out Christianity. As Abra-

ham Kuyper® said more than twenty years ago in words

that are even more significant today than when spoken:

“As truly as every plant has a root, so truly does a prin-

ciple hide under every manifestation of life. These

principles are interconnected and have their common root

in a fundamental principle; and from the latter is developed,

logically and systematically, the whole complex of ruling

Lectures on Calvinism, p. 260.
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ideas and conceptions that go to make up our life and world

view. With such a coherent world and life view, firmly

resting on its principle and self-consistent in its splen-

did structure, Modernism now confronts Christianity;

and against this deadly danger you Christians cannot suc-

cessfully defend your Sanctuary but by placing, in opposi-

tion to all this, a life and world view of your own, founded

as firmly on the base of your own principle, wrought out

with the same clearness and glittering in an equally logical

consistency.”

In the third place we need to realize for our heartening

in the strife that though it has to do with a fundamentally

intellectual struggle between opposed conceptions of life,

based on opposed conceptions of God, man, and the world,

yet it is not simply a struggle for the mastery between two

life and world views. If that were the whole of it we
would have small confidence in the ultimate triumph of the

Christian view. This is not to admit that the Christian

occupies the less defensible position. This statement finds

its explanation in the fact that Christianity must make its

appeal to sinners, to those who are prejudiced against it

both as a system of thought and a way of life, and that here

to a marked degree the proverb holds good that “men con-

vinced against their will remain of the same opinion still.”

Hence if Christianity were but one system of thought and life

struggling with other systems for the suffrage and support

of men we would despair of its ever receiving even a major-

ity vote. We need to keep clearly in mind, therefore, that

while Christianity is a specific system of thought and life

yet it is at the same time infinitely more than this. The

Christ who stands at its center, and makes it what it is, is

infinitely more than a teacher and an example. He is also

the Saviour of the world and the Lord and Life of human-

ity. He is not merely one who was
;
He is one who is

;
and

through all the world’s changes He remains the same, yes-

terday, today, and forever. As truly as in Apostolic days

it is the Lord who adds unto the Church -those who are
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being saved. It is not merely with men, it is with the Lord

Jesus Christ that we have to reckon. Jesus Christ being

what He is, we are persuaded that the system of thought

and life that centers in Him shall yet, despite all opposition,

make its way to victory. We do not pretend to say what

the more immediate future has in store for Christians. It

may be that the Church is facing persecutions worse than

those of the early centuries. It may be that the love of

many will wax cold. But of this we are sure, Jesus being

what He is, the living and reigning Lord, He will make His

cause to triumph ultimately. In the future as in the past

those who seek to stay the progress of the once crucified

but now reigning Christ shall be constrained to make their

own the words ascribed to Julian and exclaim “O Galilean!

Thou hast conquered!” Here is our ultimate confidence

that Christianity will never be a dead religion and that the

culture and civilization of the future will be fundamentally

Christian. It is not surprising that the enemies of Chris-

tianity, in view of the strongholds that have capitulated,

many of them almost without a struggle, should already be

regarding Christianity as a vanished enemy, and be look-

ing forward to a culture and civilization in which the in-

stitutions of family and society and state will rest on other

than Christian principles and in which the morals and habits

of men will be pervaded by other than the Christian spirit.

We are confident, however, that in this they resemble the

South after the battle of Bull Run and Germany during the

early part of the Great War. They do not reckon with

Jesus as Lord and King. Did they not underestimate our

great Leader they would not suppose that Christianity’s re-

sources are exhausted. In proportion as we appreciate Him
aright, will we be confident that Christianity’s resources

have been little more than tapped, and that, despite wide-

spread desertion and rebellion, it will make good its right

to determine and shape the culture and civilization of the

future.

The fact that our ultimate confidence is in Christ operat-
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ing through the Holy Spirit has led some to minimize the

intellectual nature of the conflict. Such hold Apologetics

in slight esteem. Because the presentation of evidence will

never of itself make a Christian, they are disposed to think

it a matter of small moment whether the evidences are pre-

sented at all. It is true that only the Holy Spirit can make

a Christian, but it is not a blind, ungrounded faith that the

Holy Spirit works in men. The presentation of the evi-

dences is, therefore, ordinarily, a necessary stage in the

process of making a man a Christian. The qualification

contained in the word “ordinarily” is demanded so as to

leave room for the fact that the Holy Spirit “worketh when,

and where, and how He pleaseth.” It is true that it is not

he that planteth, nor he that watereth; but God that giveth

the increase. That is not to say, however, that it is a mat-

ter of small moment whether Paul plants and Apollos

waters. Granted that apart from the Lord there would be

no saved added to the Church, it is still true that there is

an indispensable need of Apologetics. Apologetes are

among the more important of the instruments the Lord uses

in the conversion of souls. Confess as heartily as we may
our dependence upon the Lord in our efforts to Christianize

the world, it still becomes us to say with Dr. Warfield that

the part that Apologetics has to play is not a small part,

rather a primary part and a conquering part. “It is the

distinction of Christianity that it has come into the world

clothed with the mission to reason its way to its dominion.

Other religions may appeal to the sword, or seek some

other way to propagate themselves. Christianity makes its

appeal to right reason, and stands out among all religions,

therefore, as distinctively “the Apologetic religion.” . . . .

Face to face with the tremendous energy of thought and

the incredible fertility in assault which characterizes the

world in its anti-Christian manifestation, Christianity finds

its task in thinking itself thoroughly through, and in or-

ganizing, not its defence only, but also its attack. It stands
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calmly over against the world with its credentials in its

hands, and fears no contention of men.”®

Finally, we should remember not only that our help is in

the Lord but that the lack of conspicuous intellectual gifts

does not disqualify us from playing an effective part in

the Christianizing of the world. We may agree with those

who say that we are witnessing the greatest war of intellect

since the birthday of the Nazarene without implying that

only those well-equipped intellectually are qualified to “do

their bit” in this war. In adding to the Church those who

are being saved the Lord makes large use of intellectual

athletes, but He makes an even larger use of moral and

spiritual athletes. Intellectual training is an important

qualification in this war, but moral and spiritual training is

even more important. It is highly significant that imme-

diately preceding the affirmation in the Acts of the Apostles

that “the Lord added to them day by day those that were

being saved,” we find a paragraph indicating the kind of

people the early disciples were. There is a vital connection

between the fact that the early disciples were the kind of

people described in the closing verses of the second chapter

of The Acts and the fact that daily there were added to

the Church those who were being saved. What was true

then is true now. If Christianity is winning comparatively

few adherents from the world, a large part of the explana-

tion is found in the sort of lives many professed Christians

are living. We say that truth is powerful and that it must

prevail. That is only a half truth. It becomes powerful

only when it “glows in human hearts, burns on human
tongues, and shines in human lives.” Christianity has

always won adherents from the world in proportion as its

ideal of character and conduct has found expression in

human lives. The most powerful of the evidences for Chris-

tianity in its influence on the world has been the life of the

true Christian. It is in these living epistles that is found

the argument that no man can answer, and, what is even

® Introduction to Fundamental Apologetics, by F. R. Beattie, p. 26.
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more significant, that no can can altogether resist. Men may
persuade themselves that they have given a naturalistic

explanation of the Christian creed, but that will afford

them no resting place for their souls unless they can also

persuade themselves that they can give a naturalistic explana-

tion of the Christian life. As long as men and women live

lives that demand the Christian creed as their only adequate

explanation, the issue for or against Christ will perforce

be a live issue. Nothing is more needed to meet the need

of the times in which we live than a fresh determination

on the part of Christians to live lives worthy of their pro-

fession. The apologetic value of such lives is incalculable

simply because “the argument of a consistent and beautiful

life is unanswerable.” It is important that we do not ob-

literate the intellectual boundary lines between Christianity

and Naturalism; but it is no less important that we do

not obliterate the ethical boundary lines between Christianity

and the World. To naturalize the supernaturalism of Chris-

tianity and to secularize its ethic are equally fatal. More-

over, in the long run, to do the one is to do the other. We
must maintain the supernaturalism of Christianity if we

would maintain the Christian ethic. Give up the supernat-

uralism of Christianity and it is useless to try to maintain

the Christian ethic. The plant on which it grows has been

cut at the root; and water and fertilize it as we may, it

will inevitably die. The widespread repudiation of the

Christian ideal of conduct, current in many circles, is the

living proof of it.

St. Davids, Pa. Samuel G. Craig.



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
INTERROGATED

The title implies no design to question the legitimacy or

even the high importance of the branch of study which

passes under the name of the Psychology of Religion. To
discover from the records of past history and from close

observation of present facts how the human subject func-

tions, for the major part, in relation to the ideas and in-

terests of religion is plainly and decidedly worth while. No
careful thinker will rate at a low figure the value of a truly

scientific investigation in this field. He will only ask that

the investigation conform to genuinely scientific canons,

and that no unfounded claims or assumptions be put forth.

With this much of preamble, we proceed at once to deal

with the specific questions which outline the subject-matter

of this essay.

I. Does psychology cover so large a province as to leave

no truly distinctive field or function to philosophy?

It is not improbable that this question will strike many as

being superfluous. Writers on the psychology of religion,

it will be claimed, are not wont to deny a distinctive place to

philosophy. We grant that this is very largely the case.

The question, however, is not quite superfluous since one or

another exponent of the study of religion from the psycho-

logical standpoint claims so much for his branch of investi-

gation as virtually to leave no separate province or distinc-

tive function to philosophy. Thus in a well-known text-

book we encounter sentences like the following: “Func-

tional psychology holds that the philosophical studies are

elaborations of certain phases of psychology. . . . Episte-

mology as the theory of knowledge involves, like logic, a con-

sideration of the nature of the cognitive processes and their

value in attaining truth and escaping error. Indeed it is

becoming increasingly clear that the problems of epistemol-

ogy are precisely the problems of logic, as these in turn are
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the problems of a developed functional psychology. . . . The
psychology of religious experience is the science which in

its developed forms becomes theology or the philosophy of

religion.” These citations, we submit, imply that philosophy

in its entirety, if not identical with psychology, is simply

auxiliary, or in a measure supplementary, thereto. The
former has its field marked out and determined by the lat-

ter. It has no really distinctive province or vocation of its

own.

That this view is pretty much of a novelty cannot fairly

be denied. It casts overboard the associations which have

prevailingly gone with the term philosophy. A study which

in field and function is simply assimilated to psychology is

not what through the ages has been understood by that

term. Philosophy may be a debtor to all the empirical

sciences, and among these psychology may be one of the

foremost, or the very foremost. But the long-standing

usage does not rate philosophy as simply coordinate with or

ancillary to any empirical science. As Plato in his day

stated the matter, philosophy seeks to attain a synoptic

vision of things, to see things as a whole or together. It

does not fall into the circle of the sciences individually or

collectively taken, but rather, as Pringle-Pattison declares,

is “in relation to them a criticism of the categories or prin-

ciples on which they proceed.” To use the apt language of

J. A. Leighton, “Philosophy seeks a totality and harmony

of reasoned insight into the nature and meaning of all the

principabaspects of reality.” Its aim is to gain, as nearly as

possible, the self-consistent system of basal truths.

But perhaps it will be urged that this consensus on the

scope and meaning of philosophy is simply one of the de-

liverances of an imperfect past, and that it is high time to

give the term a revised significance. In fact some of our

contemporaries are industriously proclaiming this thesis.

They contend that a purely utilitarian function of thought

must take the place of the ambitious constructive effort of

the past. There is no call to build up a theory of the ul-
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timate background of things. The vocation of intelligence

is simply to reshape, as best it can, the imperfect aggregate

which we call the world. In particular it is to work for the

improvement of social conditions. To use the words of a

prominent exponent, “The task of future philosophy is to

clarify men’s ideas as to the social and moral strifes of their

own day. Its aim is to become so far as is humanly possible

an organ for dealing with these conflicts.”

Now what is to be said of this transformation of the con-

ceived office of philosophy? In the first place, it strikes us

that it is closely analogous to the positivism of Auguste

Comte, at least to the primary version of the Comtean pos-

itivism, and that the history of that proffered substitute for

all the philosophies of the past does not encourage the ex-

pectation that the more recent substitute is to become ef-

fective. The ambitious Frenchman did not succeed in fenc-

ing off ultimates from all consideration and turning philoso-

phy exclusively into an instrument of a mundane sociology.

Attempts to solve the root problems of man and the uni-

verse have gone right on since the second quarter of the

nineteenth century. We strongly suspect that the positivism

or “instrumentalism” of our day will be no more success-

ful in revolutionizing the aim and office of philosophy.

In the second place, we find ground for surmising that the

new philosophy, consecrated wholly to utilitarian ends or

concrete social issues, will discover that it is exceedingly

difficult to maintain its right to any distinct place over

against the several empirical sciences. Why bother to have

a philosophy at all, save as, in virtue of its wider outlook, it

is able to judge concrete issues more fundamentally than

the individual sciences, left to themselves, are likely to judge

them ? Why keep open a place for it unless it is competent,

in the use of data from all the sciences, to form a more

harmonious whole than could be realized apart from its

agency? But if philosophy is to be given this range, it

will inevitably gravitate toward its long-standing character.

It cannot fulfil its relatively universal office without a grip
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on the fundamental and the ultimate. We conclude, then,

that rationally as well as historically philosophy can claim

a distinctive province.

II. Is there good historic warrant for defining religion

as the consciousness of social values, or as the recognition

and pursuit of social values, thus leaving out of the definition

all explicit reference to a felt relationship to a Higher

Power?

As in case of the foregoing inquiry, this question by no

means impinges upon the position of the whole body of the

exponents of the psychology of religion. But it does touch

the standpoint of a considerable group. Within a couple of

decades an appreciable tendency has been in evidence to

define religion as the consciousness of social values, or as

the attempt to conserve social values, or as the recognition

and pursuit of social values. Not all of those favoring this

definition, it ought to be stated, have meant in any wise to

disparage the idea of God or the notion of a Higher Power

upon which men are dependent. But the terms of the defini-

tion naturally tend to a slight emphasis on that idea, and

in conspicuous instances those partial to the terms are free

more or less explicitly to discard the idea or to shadow its

claim to objective validity.

In support of this revised definition of religion appeal is

made .very largely to the case of Buddhism. The opinion,

it is true, has been advanced in one or another instance

that there are backward tribes which evince no inclination

to recognize beings of a superhuman rank. But competent

investigation has left the scantiest ground for this opinion.

In any case it would be disputable whether the tribe incapa-

ble of being credited with faith in some sort of a deity could

be credited with the possession of a religion, or reasonably

be granted any office in determining the definition of re-

ligion. Why should the position taken by a little segment

of uncivilized humanity be allowed to veto the meaning to

be attached to religion in face of the general record of man-

kind ? So Buddhism, we conclude, must furnish the ground
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for the innovating definition if any real historical justifica-

tion is to be adduced.

In considering the data offered by Buddhism on the point

at issue two or three things rightly claim attention. In the

first place it is to be noted that special causes were oper-

ative in primitive Buddhism, as taught by Gautama the

Buddha, to effect a practical ignoring of the idea of God.

Brahmanical speculation had eventuated in the projection

of the supreme deity into such a high-flying abstraction that

the sense of practical relationship with him was well-nigh

cancelled. At the same time such enormous importance

was being given to an impersonal principle, to Karma, a

universal law or power of retribution, that before it the

deities of the common mythology were thrown quite into

the shade. So Gautama was moved practically, not for-

mally, to discard these deities, and to lay the whole stress

upon such conduct of the individual as might eventuate in

a final release from the thralldom and suffering imposed by

Karma.

In the second place it is to be observed that the practical

negation of God, characteristic of primitive Buddhism, was

not able to persist. Every student of religion knows that

the Northern or Mahayana type of Buddhism, covering

Thibet, China, Korea, and Japan, and including by far the

larger part of the whole Buddhist constituency for many
centuries, has been affluent in its recognition of deities and

emphatic in its valuation of their good offices. As for the

minority of Buddhists representing the Southern or Hina-

yana type, and located in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam, if they

are not as remote from the primitive form of their religion

as are their northern brethren, they have still diverged

from that form in the same direction. As appears, for in-

stance, in the careful exposition of Hackmann, the common
multitude in these regions has compensated for the void

in its own system by borrowing liberally from its neighbors

various features of a polytheistic worship. The monks, too,

in no small degree, have been affected by the same leaven.
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If then primitive Buddhism has persisted to the present, it

is the property of only a comparatively small group of the

more scholarly adherents. Taken in its whole history Bud-

dhism pays tribute to the proposition that recognition of

relationship to a superhuman power is characteristic of men
as religious beings. There is very scanty warrant for at-

tempting to elicit from it a verdict in favor of a contrary

proposition.

In the third place it should not be overlooked that the

definition of religion as the recognition and pursuit of

social values is far from corresponding to the central char-

acteristic and controlling purpose of original Buddhism.

The scheme of Gautama, it may be granted, had a bearing

on social values. But results in this direction were rather

a side product than the offspring of the basal teaching and

aim of that scheme. They flowed from the benevolent dis-

position of Gautama and his rare sensitiveness to human
suffering. The goal that was set forth as being of supreme

importance was anything but a social value. It was rather

simply the elimination of suffering by the cancellation of

desire, which meant practically the cancellation of the in-

dividual subject, and so ultimately the elimination of society.

In no other way, as Gautama conceived, could release be

found from the inexorable rule of the Karma which binds

to an ever-recurring woe. That he excluded the help of a

Higher Power in the pursuit of this goal was due, as has

been noticed, to the special religious conditions by which

he was confronted. What he actually devised was not so

much a religion in the full sense as—to use the descriptive

phrase of Professor E. W. Hopkins—“a rationalistic ethical

system.”

It may be conceded that if one gives a sufficient scope to

“society,” drawing its circumference not merely about a

human community but also about any transcendent power

which may be installed within or over the universe—in other

words, making room for the conviction that normal rela-

tionship to God is the highest social value—then the defini-
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tion would not be so emphatically deficient which identifies

religion with the recognition and pursuit of social values.

But it would still be infelicitous and defective as failing

to make formal mention of the most distinctive element

in religion. When Jesus undertook to sum up ethico-re-

ligious obligation he did not merely enjoin that a man love

his neighbor as himself. He set forth rather as the first

and great commandment, that a man love God with all the

heart, soul, and mind. If we wish to be true to the most

cogent historic precedent we will not ignore relationship to

God in our definition of religion, though of course making

large account of such an important constituent as the social

values which pertain to rightly ordered brotherhood.

This conclusion might be confirmed by appealing to a

full series of able and industrious students of religion. We
make room for citations from only three or four in the

ample list. “There runs through all religion,” says Dr.

George Galloway, “the impulse after communion and fel-

lowship with a divine object that can satisfy the needs of

the soul. ... For the normal man the God who ceases to be

independently real ceases at the same time to be useful.”

“Religion,” remarks Professor J. B. Pratt, “is the serious

and social attitude of individuals and communities toward

the power or powers which they conceive as having ultimate

control over their destinies.” From Professor. E W. Hop-

kins we have this statement: “What is common to all

religions is belief in a superhuman power and an adjust-

ment of human activities to the requirements of that power,

such an adjustment as may enable the individual believer

to exist more happily.” “Religion,” contends Professor

W. E. Hocking, “had no scorn for utility. Yet I repeat

my belief that the sacred law books of the world are closed

with seven seals to those who try to see in them social in-

struments, however crude, for reaching social ends. Re-

ligion has ends of its own: its utility was a consequence.”

III. Have arguments for the existence of God so small
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a measure of cogency as is assumed by some exponents of

the psychology of religion?

In so far as the psychologist is disposed to identify God
with a mere idea which is projected by the human mind, he

of course takes a disparaging attitude toward the arguments

for the real existence of God. The plain declaration that

God exists simply as a concept, just as a class or species

exists in that way, is penned only in isolated cases by writers

on the psychology of religion. However, some who would

not care to rule out theistic belief rate at a very low figure

the whole list of the classic arguments for the existence of

God. These arguments, they would have us understand,

were put out of court generations ago by the criticism of

Immanuel Kant.

This summary verdict, we are convinced, rates at too

high a figure the effect of the Kantian criticism. It was

not in truth annihilating. The ontological argument, it

may be, was left with very scanty reason for perpetuation.

But that was because it never had, at least in its Anselmic

form, any good claim to recognition. From the simple

analysis of the idea of a Perfect Being, it is impossible to

prove the objective existence of such a Being. With the

cosmological and teleological arguments the case is appre-

ciably different. Kant criticised them, it is true. But notice

two things. In the first place the philosopher had in mind

ambitious attempts to demonstrate outright the existence of

God. That the given arguments were fitted to accomplish

that much he was unwilling to concede, and sober thinking

will not rebuke him on this point. It has become a com-

monplace that arguments for the divine existence are not in

the plane of demonstration proper. This judgment, how-

ever, by no means carries the conclusion that they are

worthless. Kant did not so conclude. On the contrary, he

expressly vindicated the argument based on the deliverances

of man’s moral nature, not indeed as demonstrating the

existence of God, but as making it a matter of a rational

and warranted faith. Moreover, his attitude toward the
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customary arguments was not altogether depreciatory. At

least he spoke in praise of the teleological argument, and

only denied to it apodictic certainty.

In the second place, it is to be maintained, that whatever

Kant’s estimate of the cosmological and teleological argu-

ments may have been, there is no just occasion to dismiss

them as having no longer any useful vocation. Suppose

they do not amount to demonstration
;

if they support a

more satisfactory explanation of the universe than is fur-

nished by any competing point of view, and thus minister

to a rational faith, they fulfil a decidedly valuable office.

Now, it is no evidence of bondage to tradition to credit them

with this result. The cosmological argument, for instance,

adjusts itself to the concept of causality and of interaction

in a way that affords a special satisfaction to the inquiring

mind. Neither concept can be treated as a matter of indif-

ference without a good measure of speculative or practical

caprice. Hume showed that much, as respects the former

concept, when he exhibited his anxiety to get at the cause

of our belief in causality right in the course of his attempt

to discredit the notion of causality. It is the dictate of our

intelligence to reach after real causality, and the cosmo-

logical argument responds to this dictate by leading us up

to an ultimate cause as contrasted with any secondary

cause or mere medium for transmitting efficiency. Sim-

ilarly the same argument does us good service in construing

the notion of a real cosmos or unity of interacting members

It directs to the one conceivable ground of such a cosmos;

for, as Professor Borden P. Bowne contended, an interact-

ing system is impossible without a coordinating one
;
we have

to “affirm a fundamental reality which is absolute and in-

dependent, and in the unity of whose existence the possibil-

ity of what we call interaction finds its ultimate explana-

tion.” An objector may indeed make bold to deny the

existence of a real cosmos, or world system; but it would

require extraordinary hardihood to deny that the human
mind takes satisfaction in the conception of such a reality.
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and so has occasion to admit a certain balance in favor of

the cosmological argument.

The teleological or design argument undeniably makes
a very penetrating appeal. Poetry and prose alike render

it their tribute. In the presence of the wonderful phenom-
ena of nature the poet gives spontaneous expression to his

impressions in the exclamation, “The heavens declare the

glory of God and the firmament showeth His handiwork.

Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth

knowledge.’’ Apart from all sentimentality, an untheo-

logical mind, like that of John Stuart Mill, can easily

decide that “the adaptations in nature afford a large balance

in favor of creation by design.” Scientific hard-headedness

is often under compulsion to recognize the teleological

phase in the world. Evolution doctrine does not dispose

of that phase. It may curtail the demand to associate de-

sign with the isolated detail; but, as Romanes has con-

fessed, it is very far from vacating the demand for design

in explaining the amazing cooperation of causes for the

production of the world order. The survival of the fittest

cannot explain the arrival of the fittest, and its arrival in

such wise as to provide for a progressive advance of living

forms. Undirected forces cannot be supposed to take any

pains to foster promising beginnings. The overwhelming

probability is that they would frustrate them in short order.

Even those who are given to the advocacy of a purely

utilitarian philosophy, the office of which is to work for

the remaking of the world, exhibit very distinct signs of a

practical belief in teleology. They will not consent to admit

the paralyzing assumption that the purposive striving of

men, which they profoundly emphasize, is likely tomorrow

or the next day to be utterly stifled in some cosmic wreck

or breakdown. What else is it than an implicit faith in

the world order, as being agreeable to rational purpose,

which they exhibit when they confidently look forward to

the conservation and increase of social values? If in the

basal scheme of the world no account is made of such
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values it is certainly a very poor guarantee that is left

for any continued opportunity to promote them.

If it would not seem impertinent, we should be inclined

to advise the advocates of the utilitarian or instrumentalist

philosophy to make a better connection between purposive

activity in men and purpose as inwrought with the world

system. The two cannot well be supposed to be indiffer-

ently related. Man, as a purposive being, is part of the

world system. He is generated in and through that system.

The appropriate induction would seem to be that purpose

lies at the foundation of the system.

As is intimated by this point of view, the teleological

conception leads into what might be called the argument

from human nature. Stated in brief this argument claims

that the cardinal constituents in man’s being, the factors

which are most truly descriptive of his dignity and worth,

find in the theistic postulate their only adequate explanation.

Intelligence in man is best accounted for on the supposition

of an intelligent world ground. The moral imperative which

inevitably becomes operative in the developing man points

to a moral basis of the world. Free will in man is rationally

explained only by the postulate of free personality at the

head of the universe, since the necessitated cannot be sup-

posed to generate the free.

So the problem of man has its most complete solution

in theistic faith. The positivism which ignores God robs

itself of ability to explain the very subject on which it lays

the whole emphasis. It cannot construe man satisfactorily.

No more can it claim an eligible basis for conserving the

dignity and worth of man. Practical relationship with

God is at once the incomparable certificate of his dignity

and the reliable pledge of his immortality. A professor in

a prominent American institution, it is true, has taken pains

to assure us that God and immortality are both negligible

conceptions, or rather conceptions prejudicial to man’s true

interests, since they promote an other-worldliness which

hinders efficient activity in this world. But man cannot be
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made a good and efficient subject for any world by having

the dwarfing conviction thrust in upon him that he is a

mere creature of earth and time, destined after the flitting

of a few days to be turned into a little parcel of dust and

ashes. The Bolshevist rating of a man as simply a tem-

porary unit in an economic whole affords scanty incentive

to employ his powers energetically for the benefit of either

himself or his fellows. Any approximate rating will show

a proportionate deficit in real and lasting motive power.

The man who looks up to the sky, and out of the depths of

his heart is able to say, “The God who directs the motions of

the stars is my Father and I am called to live with Him
forever,” will, other things being equal, work with the

greatest energy, patience, and perseverance for the better-

ment of this world.

IV. Do psychological data involve any proper occasion

or demand to negate the conception of positive revelation?

Most psychologists would readily answer that data of this

sort can by themselves neither negate nor confirm the con-

ception of positive revelation. But that reply hardly repre-

sents the mental attitude which is in evidence among pro-

fessional students of the more radical type. Here there is

manifested a tendency to regard all the religious messages

which have been given forth in the course of human history

as purely natural products, results in all cases of the ante-

cedents, personal characteristics, and environment of the

messengers. For the psychologist who practically negates

the existence of God, this point of view is not illogical. In-

deed, he is under compulsion to take it, since he banishes

from consideration the only adequate and credible source

of positive revelation. With the divine agent out of the

field there is no occasion to admit the incoming of any

quickening or enlightening influence from any region above

man’s own psychical domain.

The idea of positive revelation—which may be taken as

including the inward admonition and religious satisfaction
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experienced by the individual as well as the messages adapted

to further the spiritual life of more or less extensive groups

—has no congenial home except in the sphere of theistic

faith. By that order of faith the idea is not simply toler-

ated
;
it can be said to be required. A living God, who intro-

duces as the very summit of creative achievement rational

beings who are capable of apprehending Him and aspiring

to fellowship with Him, cannot be thought to be so utterly

indifferent to them as to stand aloof and refuse to use any

avenues of approach to them. No genuine theist can con-

sent to harbor the notion of such a frozen image of Deity.

The living God must be concerned to lead men onward

and upward to a good understanding of the principles and

blessings of a divine commonwealth, to keep alive in their

hearts and minds such conceptions as have most virtue for

uplift. In fulfilling this great task He must in consistency

respect the limitations of men. To banish all at once a

blindness tied up by a thousand bonds of habit and prejudice

to a false or imperfect tenet would be a self-contradictory

miracle, violating the very constitution which the Creator

had Himself ordained. The conditions determined that

revelation must be by a process in which successively the

most elect personalities of the race should be utilized.

So much for the theoretical basis of the supposition of

positive revelation. The inquiry follows whether history

contradicts the theory which flows as a corollary from the

theistic position. With full confidence the answer can be

rendered that such contradiction cannot be demonstrated,

since no one can prove that a divine impact was not oper-

ative in introducing and sustaining those higher views

which have worked for uplift. Psychology has no compe-

tency to make a full and authoritative inventory of the

sources of mental contents. Then, too, we are confronted

by the fact that prophetic spirits have acquitted themselves

in a way which makes credible the supposition that the

Divine Spirit wrought with them. Doubtless some of them

can show better credentials than others
;
but the total result
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favors the conviction that the historic movement was

leavened by a divine element.

Especially is rational doubt silenced in the presence of

Jesus Christ. That his message was from God finds a

practical demonstration in the fact of its superlative and

perennial worth. It refreshes the souls of men like a pure

water of life. Those who come into closest communion

with it make the nearest approach to the ideal disposition

and conduct. Moreover, it is not to be overlooked that in

the traits of his personality, quite as much as in his words,

Jesus is a revelation worthy of a divine source. He is such

a revelation as is self-authenticating. To the question, who
could forge a Jesus? that apostle of liberalism, Theodore

Parker, gave just the right answer when he said, “none but

a Jesus.” Far more rationally may it be supposed that a

selected committee could manufacture the Shakespearian

plays than that a group of first century men could devise

the Jesus and the message of Jesus enshrined in the Gospels.

The presence of the reality alone affords a reasonable ex-

planation of the transmitted sketch. The idea of positive

revelation is thus not merely a demand of theistic theory. It

has a lustrous historic attestation.

Since Jesus accounted the prophetical succession in Israel

a true antecedent to His own ministry, no mean authentica-

tion of that succession, as a means of manifesting divine

thought and purpose, has been given. That a lesser potency

of revelation may have had place in other lines is not denied

by the standpoint of Jesus. But this is a topic which our

argument does not require us to consider.

V. Is there reason for believing that a religion can be

made to work successfully which ignores the idea of God
and stresses simply a human striving for the good of society

on an earthly theatre?

Those who have selected this as the ideal of religion will

of course answer in the affirmative, and in special instances

have in effect so answered. But it has not been made ap-
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parent that they can give adequate reasons for the faith

that is in them. For one thing the new religion will find

it difficult to gain effective historical associations. Where

can it hope to secure anything like an equivalent for the

associations which cluster about the person of Jesus? With-

out an asset of this kind it will find itself poor indeed, dan-

gerously near to bankruptcy. The responsible leaders will

very likely discover that they have gotten into much the

same plight as that which overtook the Theophilanthropists

in the time of the French revolution. They had made up

from their own thoughts what they considered a very good

religion. To their great disappointment, however, it

seemed to lack power of movement. So puzzled were they

by this outcome that one of them went to Talleyrand and

asked what he would advise to be done. The subtle diplo-

mat replied, “I would advise you to try the virtue of being

crucified and rising from the dead on the third day.” The

answer was much more than a witticism. It points to the

truth that a religion destitute of quickening historical asso-

ciations stands a capital chance to die of inanition.

Again the proposed religion would seem to be condemned

to an anomalous and perplexing position as respects satis-

fying man’s deep>-seated impulse to worship. With God,

as a real being, shut out, and heaven barred against con-

templation, to what shall the out-streaming homage of

human hearts be directed? Auguste Comte in his day felt

the force of this inquiry and attempted to answer it in a

manner agreeable to his postulate that human society is

the ultimate object of interest and it is perfectly nugatory

to recognize anything beyond. However, the cult which

he devised is not suited to afford much encouragement to

the more recent architects of an analogous humanitarian

system; for it figures as little better than a burlesque on

the genuine requirements of religious worship. No one, I

am sure, would wish to block an attempt on the part of our

contemporaries to improve on the model of worship fur-

nished by Comte. But they have a difficult task on hand.
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and may well ask themselves whether it would not be best

to give over religion as a dead issue, and confine their efforts

to the rounding out of a purely ethical system.

Let the closing word of the essay repeat the sentiment of

the opening paragraph. As the reader must have noticed,

our strictures are aimed almost entirely at opinions belong-

ing to the end of the line. For the psychology of religion,

as an important branch of study, we entertain and recom-

mend the most genuine respect.

IVest Newton, Mass. Henry C. Sheldon.



“DANIEL NOT QUOTED”
This article is designed to show the absurdity of the

claim made by the critics that the book of Daniel cannot

have been composed in the sixth century B.C. based on the

fact that it is not quoted until the second century B.C.

Following my usual method in discussing objections put

forth against the prima facie evidence of the books of Scrip-

ture, I shall state the claim founded on the absence of

citation, as it is made in the words of Professor Bevan of

Cambridge, England, one of the most scholarly of the

radical commentators on Daniel. Next, I shall give the

assumptions involved in this claim, and lastly, I shall en-

deavor to show the baselessness of these assumptions.

On the supposition that the narrative in Daniel is his-

torical, it is marvellous that it should be passed over in utter

silence by all extant Jewish writers down to the latter half

of the 2nd century B.C., that it should have left no trace

in any of the later prophetical books, in Ezra, Chronicles,

or Ecclesiasticus. It is, of course, possible in each particular

case to imagine some reason for the omission of the subject,

but the cumulative evidence is not so easily set aside. Thus
it has often been said that nothing can be concluded from
the silence of Ben Sira in Ecclesiasticus xlix. But in order

to realize the true state of the case we should consider how
easy it would be to refute, from Jewish literature, any one

who asserted that the book of Isaiah or that of Jeremiah
was composed entirely in the Maccabean period.^

There are in these objections four assumptions;

1. That it is marvellous .that the narrative of Daniel if

historical “should be passed over in utter silence by all ex-

tant Jewish writers down to the later half of the 2nd cen-

tury B.C.”

2. That it is marvellous, “that it should have left no

trace in any of the later prophetical books, in Ezra, Chron-

icles or Ecclesiasticus.”

3. That it is easy to refute from Jewish literature “any-

1 Bevan, The Book of Daniel, pp. 12, 13.
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one who asserted that the book of Isaiah or that of Jeremiah

was composed entirely ( ?) in the Maccabean period.”

4. That there is cumulative evidence that Daniel did not

exist, in the silence of the later prophets and other books

with regard to it.

We will now discuss these four assumptions in the order

in which they have been stated

:

I. The first of these assumptions has absolutely nothing

to support it, inasmuch as there are no Hebrew writings

extant from before the Maccabean period, which could

justly have been expected to mention Daniel.

Of the extra-biblical works of this period it is to be noted

:

1. The fragments of Aristobulus, who wrote about 160

B.C. and is first mentioned in 2 Macc. i.io (written about

135 B.C.), say nothing about any of the historical persons

or events of any book of the Old Testament; but state

simply that the complete translation of the whole of the

Law was made in the time of the king surnamed Phila-

delphus.®

2. The Aramaic fragments of Ahikar from the fifth

century B.C. do not quote from any other Old Testament

book. Why then should they have quoted Daniel?

3. Whenever the books of Jubilees and the XII Patriarchs

were written, it is obvious that they could not have quoted

Daniel or any of the prophets without stultifying them-

selves; since they claim to have been apocalypses composed

before the time of Moses.

4. The Letter of Aristaens written in Greek about

200 B.C. “does not profess to discuss the origin of any part

of the Alexandrian Bible except the Pentateuch.” A care-

ful reading of it fails to reveal any reference to any of the

books or events or persons of the Old Testament except

those that belong to the books of Moses.

5. Aside from the books named in the second assump-

tion, the only Biblical book which claims to have been

written in this period is that of Esther. Since this book

2 Eusebius, Praep. Evang, xiii. 12.2.
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does not mention any of the other prophets, there is no good

reason why it should be expected to mention Daniel.

Again, if its failure to mention Daniel shows that Daniel

did not exist, it might be argued that its failure to mention

the other prophets proved that they also did not exist. This

would be absurd. Besides, no one claims this.

It is, therefore, perfectly fair to affirm that the assump-

tion that Daniel might be expected to have been mentioned

in these Jewish writings from before the time of the Mac-

cabees is without any foundation whatever.

II. In the second assumption, however, it is presumed

that Daniel ought to have been mentioned in the later pro-

phetical writings, or in Ezra, Chronicles, or Ecclesiasticus.

The late prophetical writings are Haggai, Zechariah and

Malachi; to which some critics would add Jonah and Joel.

Since no one of these prophets refers by name to Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, or any of the earlier prophets, it can

hardly seem marvellous that they do not refer to Daniel.

As to Chronicles, why should it be considered marvellous

that Daniel is never mentioned in it, seeing that with the

exception of the last ten verses and the fragments of one

or two genealogies, the history contained therein ceases

with the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar

To be sure, we find Isaiah prominent in the part narrating

the political history of Hezekiah, and Jeremiah is said to

have lamented the untimely end of Josiah and to have

prophesied the captivity in Babylon and its end after 70

years; but there was no occasion for naming Daniel, who

had nothing directly to do with the political affairs of Jer-

usalem. Moreover Daniel’s history and visions occurred

in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Darius and

Cyrus, near, or after, the end of the captivity, and the his

tory of Chronicles with the exception of the last two verses

extends merely till the destruction of Jerusalem. Besides,

Chronicles contains no mention of Ezekiel, nor of any of

the Minor Prophets.

As to the last two verses of Chronicles where it is said
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that Jehovah, in order that the word of the Lord by Jere-

miah the prophet might be accomplished, stirred up the

spirit of Cyrus so that he made the decree to rebuild Jeru-

salem, can it really seem marvellous to Mr. Bevan that

Daniel is not mentioned there? Perhaps, he would have

had the author throw out Jehovah and put Daniel in its

place ?

Further, why should it seem a marvellous thing, that no

trace of Daniel appears in Ezra? It will be just as hard

to find in Ezra any trace of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and of any

of the Minor Prophets except Haggai and Zechariah,

—

and Haggai and Zechariah are named because they lived

and labored with Jeshua and Zerubbabel in the building of

the second temple, of which Ezra gives the history. Some
analogies to Ezekiel may be found in Ezra, because they

are both writing largely of matter concerning the law; but

the name of Ezekiel is not found, nor is his book referred

to.

As to Ecclesiasticus,® the last of the books appealed to

by Mr. Bevan, Daniel is possibly referred to in chap, xlix.io;

but if this be not admitted, it is possible that Ben Sira did

not mention Daniel, either because he was opposed to his

doctrines, or because he was not personally acquainted with

his book.

Lastly, it is not so certain as Mr. Bevan would have

us suppose that the LXX translation of Deut. xxxii.8

was not influenced by the view of angels propounded in

Daniel. It certainly looks as if it were, and we need more

than the mere opinion of a modern scholar to prove that

it was not.

In this connection, too, one might ask why Mr. Bevan

fails to appeal to Nehemiah. For it is certain that his

prayer in chapter ix. has a striking resemblance to the

prayer of the ninth chapter of Daniel. One of them almost

certainly had the prayer of the other in mind when he made

his own. Since Daniel purports to have made his prayer

3 See my article in this Review for July 1916.
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about the middle of the sixth century B.C. and Nehemiah

his toward the end of the fifth, the prima facie evidence

would assuredly be in favor of Daniel.

Lastly, the testimony of Ezekiel as to the existence and

character of Daniel is not to be so easily set aside as Mr.

Bevan and others suppose. Ezekiel mentions him by name
together with Noah and Job in xiv. 14,20 and xxviii. 3. So

far as we know, no other Daniel but the one who flourished

at Babylon as a contemporary of Ezekiel can have been

compared in wisdom with Noah and Job. It would have

been senseless for Ezekiel to have appealed to the wisdom

of a person unknown to his hearers and readers. It is not

fair to say, that he could not have cited the wisdom of a

contemporary. Napoleon, even during his lifetime, was

frequently compared to Alexander and Caesar, and today

some compare Von Hindenburg to Napoleon. Anyone of

us might use Bismarck or Cavour as examples of statesman-

ship. It was a natural compliment to his great compatriot

on the part of Ezekiel and an appeal which those whom he

addressed could all understand, since they had doubtless all

heard of the wisdom of Daniel and what it had brought to

him at the court of Nebuchadnezzar.

III. In regard to the third assumption, it cannot be

admitted that the cases of Isaiah and Jeremiah on the one

hand, and that of Daniel on the other are identical. In

the case of the former, we have the books of Kings and

Chronicles covering the whole period in which Isaiah lived

and a large part of that in which Jeremiah lived. Besides,

Isaiah lived more than 150 years before Daniel and his

work is one of the earliest of the prophets, and Jeremiah

labored mostly before the destruction of Jerusalem, and

both were intimately bound up with the history of Jeru-

salem and its kings and prophesied to and for the people

of Israel in particular. Whereas Daniel prophesied and

wrote after most of the books of the Old Testament had

been written. No history covering his time has come down

to us. His labors had nothing to do with Jerusalem, or its
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kings, and his prophecies concerned the world at large

rather than the Jewish people in particular.

Moreover, it is not so much easier to prove by external

evidence that the prophecy of Isaiah is pre-Maccabean than

it is to show that Daniel was. For what is the evidence

aside from the book itself for the early date of Isaiah?

The book of Kings? No, for it contains no evidence as to

Isaiah except what is found in substantially the same words

in chapters xxxvi.-xxxix. of Isaiah itself. The book of

Chronicles? No, for it again contains nothing about Isaiah

except what is found in Kings and in chapters xxxvi.-xxxix.

of the book of Isaiah. In these three books we have, ex-

cept for slight textual variations, exactly the same account

of the reign of Hezekiah and of the person and work of

Isaiah. This account does not mention the prophecies con-

tained in 1-35 and 40-66; nor that Isaiah ever wrote such

prophecies at all. For direct evidence in favor of the

genuineness and authenticity of the prophetical parts of

the book of Isaiah, we are left, therefore, as far as these

three books are concerned, to the internal evidence of the

prophecies themselves. They stand on exactly the same

footing in this respect as the Book of Daniel. If we are

not allowed, then, to use the prime facie evidence of the

book of Daniel, neither should we use prime facie evidence

of the book of Isaiah.

As to other evidence for the book of Isaiah, what is

there? The three verses of chapter ii. 2-4, which are almost

the same as iv. 1-3 of Micah? But, if the author of Isaiah

quoted Micah, he may have quoted him as well in the 2nd

century B.C. as in the 7th or 8th. In 2 Chron. xxvi. 22,

we are told that Isaiah, the son of Amos, wrote the acts

of Uzziah, first and last. Whatever this work may have

been, it is no part of our present book of Isaiah. Again,

in 2 Chron. xxxii. 32, it is said, that the acts of Hezekiah

and his goodness are written in the vision of Isaiah, the

son of Amos, in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel.

This is probably the book from which the historical section
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of Isaiah, contained in chapters xxxvi.-xxxix., was taken.

It cannot be shown to have embraced the other chapters.

Lastly, there is the evidence of the book of Ecclesiasticus.

Let us cite the evidence in full. It will be found in Eccle-

siasticus xlviii. 17-25, and is as follows:

17. Hezekiah fortified his city and brought water into the midst

thereof ; he digged the hard rock with iron (Heb. bronze) and con-

structed wells for water (Heb. dammed up mountains for a pool).

18. In his days Sennacherib came up, and sent Rabshakeh and lifted

up his hand against Zion, and boasted proudly. 19. Then trembled

their hearts and hands, as they were in pain as women in travail.

But they called upon the Lord who is merciful (Heb. God Most

High) and stretched out their hands toward him: and immediately

the Holy One heard them out of heaven (Heb. and he heard the

voice of this prayer), and delivered them by the hand of Isaiah.

21. He smote the camp of the Assyrians and his angel destroyed them

(Heb. and he discomfited them with a plague. Syr. with a great

plague). 22. For Hezekiah had done the thing that pleased the

Lord (Heb. om. the Lord) and was strong in the ways of David

his father (Heb. om. his father), according as Isaiah the prophet

who was great and faithful in his visions had commanded him.

23. Also in his days the sun went backward (Syr. stood) and he

lengthened the king’s life. 24. He saw by an excellent spirit (Heb.

Syr. “strong spirit") what should come to pass at the last, and he

comforted them that mourned in Zion. 25. He showed what should

come to pass forever, and secret things or ever they came.

This extract gives the only direct evidence to be found

in Ecclesiasticus to the existence and labors of Isaiah. And
what does this evidence prove? Only that Ben Sira knew

that part of Isaiah which is embraced in chapters xxxvi.-

xxxix. (the exact portions which are found also in Kings

and Chronicles!) and that he was acquainted with the so-

called Deutero-Isaiah beginning in Isa. xl. with the words

“Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people,” or at least with

Ixi. 2, 3, where we find the words “to comfort them that

mourn in Zion,” and with their context, where we find the

reference to the glorious future of Israel I In other words,

the only part of the prophecies of Isaiah which Ben Sira

proves to have existed before his time is the part which the

critics say that Isaiah never wrote at all!

As to other Biblical testimony, Isaiah is worse off than
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Daniel. For whereas in the case of Daniel Mr. Bevan
would deem it marvellous “that he is not mentioned in

the later Hebrew prophets (i.e., in Haggai, Zechariah, and
Malachi)

;
Isaiah is not merely not mentioned in them, but

neither is he mentioned in Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
Jeremiah, or Ezekiel, nor in Ezra, Nehemiah, or Esther,

—all of whom were later than he and must have been ac-

quainted with his works.

Eurthermore, the letter of Aristeas never mentions Isaiah

nor does any extra-Biblical source, except Ecclesiasticus,

till the time of ist Maccabees.

Again, the fatuity of the argument against Daniel based

on the fact that he is not mentioned in the post-captivity

literature can not be more clearly shown than in the follow-

ing comparisons:

1. Daniel is mentioned by name in Ezekiel xiv. 14, 20

and xxxviii. 3 and is referred to in i Macc. ii. 59, 60.

2. But ( I ) Isaiah is never mentioned by name by any

of the prophets who succeeded him; and is referred to in

the Bible, aside from a brief reference in II Chron. xxvi. 12,

only in the passages of II Kings and II Chronicles which

are as we have seen the same as those found in Isaiah

xxxvi.-xxxix. He is quoted possibly in Mic. iv. 1-3. Out-

side the Bible, he is first cited in Jewish literature in

Ecclesiasticus xlviii. 22-25, where his name also is men-

tioned. The passages in i Macc. vii. 41 and 2 Macc. xv. 22

which mention the destruction of the army of Sennacherib,

may have been derived from 2 Kings or 2 Chronicles as

well as from Isaiah xxxvii. Yet the book of Ecclesiasticus

was written 520 years after the admittedly genuine pro-

phecies of Isaiah. (2) Jeremiah is referred to by name in

Dan. ix. 2 and in 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles
;
but is not men-

tioned, nor cited, in Haggai, Zechariah, or Malachi, nor in

Ezra, except in i. i, which is the same as 2 Chr. xxxvi. 22.

Afterwards, he is not cited nor mentioned till in Ecclus.

xlix. 6, 7 and next in the ist century B.C. in 2 Macc. ii. 1-8

and XV. 14 and in the introduction of the aprocyraphal
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Epistle of Jeremiah. It is remarkable that the book of

Baruch does not mention him by name.

It thus appears that Jeremiah is not mentioned by any

Jewish writer from the time of the captivity till i8o B.C.,

except by the composer of the first two verses of Ezra,

which are the same as the last two verses of 2 Chronicles

As the critics hold that these verses were not written till

300 B.C., or later, the external testimony to Jeremiah

would thus be for them, at least 250 years after the time

of his death. (3) Ezekiel is not mentioned by any writer

of his own time, nor by any succeeding prophet, nor by any

canonical book of the Old Testament. He is mentioned

only in Ecclesiasticus xlix. 8 of all the Old Testament apoc-

ryphal literature. He is not named in the New Testament

nor in Philo; but Josephus mentions him by name four times

(B. X. V. I, vi. 3, vii. 2, viii. 2). (4) Of the Minor Pro-

phets, Jonah, Haggai, and Zechariah alone are mentioned

in the historical writings of the Old Testament and no one

of them is mentioned by name in any other prophetic work,

except Micah in Jer. xxvi. 18. No one of them is men-

tioned in extra-Biblical literature till New Testament times

except Habakkuk in the apocalyptic additions to Daniel.

In the New Testament the prophet Joel is named and cited

in Acts ii. 16-21
;
and Jonah is mentioned and cited in

Matt. xii. 39 and Lk. xi. 29. The others are not mentioned

by name. It is true that Ben Sira in xlix. 10 speaks of the

Twelve Prophets; but as he has not given their names, their

testimony is so indefinite as to make it questionable whether

Jonah was one of them!

The above considerations will be sufficient to show that

the line of argument pursued by Mr. Bevan would, if valid,

prove too much. It shows, also, that later Jewish writers

were not in the habit of naming preceding ones, simply be-

cause they did not care to do so. If most of our modern

critics, instead of citing what they call authorities, would

do more investigating of original sources for themselves.
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it is certain that they would not make so many erroneous

statements as now mar the works of some of them. The
mania for citing opinions of modern writers instead of test-

ing the evidence in ancient documents, is, like Achilles wrath

to Greece, the direful spring of woes unnumbered in the

history of the literary criticism of the Biblical books.

With regard to Jeremiah, it will be readily admitted, that

the proof outside the book of Jeremiah itself that the

prophecies were “not entirely written in the Maccabean

period” is amply sufficient to satisfy any reasonable mind.

But, when we come to the much more important question,

and the real one at issue, as to whether the prophecies as a

whole are genuine and authentic, the case of Jeremiah is not

so much better, or easier, than is that of Daniel. Might we

not say that it is “marvellous” that neither the book of

Kings which narrates at length the events of the reigns of

Josiah, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin and Zedekiah, ever mentions

Jeremiah by name, or cites any of his prophecies or deeds?

Is it not “marvellous” that Ezekiel never mentions, or cites

him, and that the post-exilic prophets never allude to him?

Daniel, indeed, refers to him (ix. 2), but the critics are de-

barred from citing him except as a writer of the Macabbean

times. It is to be feared that Mr. Bevan will find evidence

in support of the direct historicity of Jeremiah to be con-

firmed in the Old Testament only by the much despised

book of Chronicles and the two verses repeated from it

at the beginning of Ezra.*

Outside of the Old Testament, of the extant Jewish writ-

ings, the only ones which are generally acknowledged as

having been written before Maccabean times are the letter

of Aristaeus, Ahikar, parts of Enoch, the Epistle of Jeremy,

and Ecclesiasticus. The first three named do not mention

Jeremiah. The fourth purports expressly to be by him.

^ These verses according to the critics were written also by the

Chronicler (Cornill p. 252). Dr. Driver puts the composition of

Chronicles at about 300 B.C. (L.O.T. p. 535) and Prof. Cornill, “with

absolute certainty” in the Greek period “perhaps the first half of the

third century” B.C. (Introd. p. 228).
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The last cites (chap. xlix. 6, 7) from the first chapter of

Jeremiah and from the events spoken of in Jer. xxxvii. 8

and xxxix. 6. as follows: They burnt the holy city and

destroyed its ways, according to the prophecy of Jeremiah.

But they afflicted him, although he had been formed a

prophet from the womb to root out and to pull down and

to destroy, and in like manner to build, and to plant, and

to restore.”

It will be noted, that Mr. Bevan does not say that it would

be easy to show that Ezekiel was not entirely Maccabean.

And yet it is supported outside of its own self-witness by

the statement of Ecclesiasticus lix. 8, 9 alone. Here we
read: “It was Ezekiel who saw a glorious vision which

was showed him upon the chariot of the cherubim. For

he made mention of the enemies (or of Job) under the

figure of the rain and directed them that went right.” As.

verse 9 probably refers to Job, only the 8th will refer to

Ezekiel.

To sum up with regard to the third assumption, it will

be seen that, outside of the testimony to be derived from

the books themselves, Isaiah and Ezekiel are supported by

the testimony of Ben Sira alone, Jeremiah by that of Ben

Sira and the Chronicler, and Daniel by that of Ezekiel.

According to all the laws of evidence, the testimony of

Daniel’s existence and wisdom, being that of a contem-

porary, who had opportunity and intelligence to know

whereof he wrote and whose honesty cannot be impeached,

would be better than the testimony to the others, dating

as the critics say it does from the 3rd and 2nd centuries

B.C., 400 to 500 years after the death of the men of whom
they write.

IV. The fourth assumption is that the cumulative argu-

ment from silence shows that Daniel did not exist till about

the middle of the second century B.C.. While admitting

that it is possible in each particular case to imagine some

good reason for the silence, it is supposed that the cum-

ulative silence is convincing. This is equivalent to saying
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that although two times nothing is nothing, yet two times

nothing plus two times nothing plus two times nothing is

something. Besides, it ignores the positive testimony to

Daniel’s existence and wisdom given by Ezekiel in three

passages and the testimony of Mattathias about i68 B.C. to

the lions’ den and the fiery furnace, as recorded in i Macc.

ii. 59 ,
6o. Lastly, it ignores the obvious fact that by

similar reasoning we would have a cumulative argument

from silence that Ezekiel and most of the Minor Prophets

did not exist until the time of Ben Sira. In short, the

argument is absurd.

Princeton. R. D. Wilson.



THE LOST CHORD

As I sat in my study in the gathering dusk I heard the

organ playing in the auditorium near by
;
and then the voice

of one singing “The Lost Chord.” I found my way inside

and listened—and strange to tell the old song seemed so

new and wonderful that it brought tears to my eyelashes.

The singer was telling the story of an artist at the keyboard

who “struck one chord of music like the sound of a great

Amen”—and then lost it.

“It flooded the crimson twilight like the close of an angel’s psalm,

And it lay on my fevered spirit with a touch of infinite calm

;

It quieted pain and sorrow, like love overcoming strife;

It seemed a harmonious echo from our discordant life;

It linked perplexed meanings into one perfect peace.

And trembled away into silence as if it were loath to cease.

“I have sought—but I seek it vainly

—

That one lost chord divine.

Which came from the soul of the organ and entered into mine.

—It may be that death’s bright angel will speak in that chord again;

It may be that only in heaven, I shall hear that grand Amen !’’

Then, in that quiet place I seemed to hear a voice calling

“Come, come unto me!” and all the lost harmonies of the

world and the centuries were bound up in this invitation of

Jesus. The very air seemed to be vibrant with it.

I. The Evangelist

This was the note our Saviour struck in his preaching.

“I am come” said he “to seek and to save the lost.” Evan-

gelism was his great business. There were many other

things to be done incidentally,—not unimportant either, nor

by any means negligible—but always to be regarded as

subordinate and contributary to his main purpose. The

reason why he fed the hungry, healed the sick, and wrought

miracles without number was to show that he “had power

on earth to forgive sins.” This was the keynote of his

whole ministry from his sermon in the synagogue of Naz-
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areth to his last benediction at Golgotha; and the heart of

the ruined responds to it.

What Jesus thought about sin is clearly indicated; as

where he says, “If thine eye offend thee, pluck it out and

cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of

thy members should perish and not that thy whole body

should be cast into hell.” And what he thought about sal-

vation is equally clear. “He that believeth in the Son” he

said, “hath everlasting life: and he that believeth not, the

wrath of God abideth on him.” And again “No man
cometh unto the Father but by me.”

These were the dominant thoughts in his preaching;

hence the constant call to repentance and personal faith in

him. This was his “great Amen,” something like the tri-

umphant note of deliverance from a beleaguered city.

II. The Evangel

The followers of Christ were enjoined to follow him in

“seeking to save.” The twelve men who were recruited from

fishing boats and talbooths—a feeble folk like the conies

—

were the nucleus of a great living organism through which

Christ proposed to establish his kingdom of truth and right-

eousness in this world of ours. They were divinely called

not to save themselves but to evangelize the children of men.

For this purpose they were adequately endowed. They

had the Oracles in which was enshrined the Hope of Israel

as well as the promise of personal salvation. They were

not required nor expected to regenerate souls—which is a

divine prerogative—but to give the Word to the world in

full confidence that God would honor it.

Their Commission was expressed in unmistakable terms:

“Go, evangelize!” The Lord, having laid the foundations

of his Kingdom and cemented them with his blood, met his

disciples—not the Twelve only but “above five hundred at

once”—on the Mount of Ascension where he gave them his

final instructions; “All power is given unto me in heaven

and earth; go ye, therefore, and evangelize all nations!
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Ye are my witnesses; and lo I am with you alway, even

unto the end of the world, Amen.”

By this it appears that the great Commission was not

intended for a few chosen and ordained men but for all

followers of Christ. Leaders are necessary in all great

enterprises; but battles are won by the rank and file. So

it is written, “He gave some apostles, some prophets,” etc.,

“but unto every one of us is given g^ace according to the

measure of the gift of Christ.”

With this commission was given an assurance of power

to fulfill it; “Ye shall receive power after that the Holy

Ghost is come upon you.” And again the Lord said, “Tarry

ye in Jerusalem until ye be endued with power from on

high.” Ten days, accordingly, the disciples tarried; when

the effusion of the Spirit came “as with the sound of a

rushing mighty wind, and cloven tongues of fire sat upon

each of them.” So did they go forth qualified to speak

“as the Spirit gave them utterance.” In like manner there

is a gift of tongues for all and several who are willing to

witness for Christ.

Must we “tarry” then, for the baptism of power? No,

not ten days, nor ten hours, nor ten minutes ! The Spirit

came at Pentacost once for all: and the influence is imme-

diate for all who are willing to receive it.

HI. The Almost Forgotten Note

Yet here we are, nineteen centuries after Christ, lament-

ing that the world is not saved ! Has the Lord forgotten to

be gracious? Not he. We have simply not measured up

to our Commission.

The ministry is most largely to blame. I attended church

twice a Sunday all last summer and never heard a single

invitation to Christ! Is it strange that the average man,

who hungers for salvation, should decline to sit at a barme-

cide feast? Why should people with spiritual appetites be

blamed for staying away from churches where nothing is

given them to eat?
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It is the greatest of all honors to be a preacher of the

unsearchable riches of Christ. We have the best thing in

the world to give to the people, and every soul among them

needs it. To preach Science is to preach something which

the hearer can usually get better and cheaper in some near-

by lecture-hall. To preach Politics is to preach something

which the hearer can find set forth by an expert on the edi-

torial page of his morning newspaper. To offer music or

moving pictures is to enter into a hopeless competition with
^

the vaudeville shows. But the Gospel? Ah, there is our

coign of vantage! Why should we resort to adventitious

attractions when we have such a monopoly? Our ministry

is the greatest “combine” in the world. It drives all com-

petitors to the wall. The Church is the trust of all trusts

and an honest one. It furnishes the Gospel, as set forth

in the inspired Word, on such terms that nobody can com-

pete with it.

Not a few of the Churches are to blame. There are peo-

ple with itching ears who willingly follow their pastors into

all manner of byways. It must not be inferred, however,

that the universal Church is going to the bad. When a

railway train gets into trouble it puts the whole schedule out

of gear; but that is not necessarily a reflection on the rail-

way system. This is precisely what has happened in the

Church; many of its parishes have been derailed, and the

whole church suffers by reason of it.

Then, too, some of our seminaries are at fault. It is an

open secret that there are instructors in so-called evangeli-

cal schools of theology who are totally out of accord with

the Evangel. The Bible is in their curriculum; but only

to be ridiculed as an unbelievable book. Its doctrines, rest-

ing on divine authority, are supplanted by dogmas resting

on the infallible Ego of the professors who advocate them.

The doctrine of the Virgin-birth is denied by those who

are in solemn covenant to maintain it. The doctrine of Re-

generation, which Jesus defined as a revolutionary change in

the human constitution, is reduced to “turning over a new
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leaf.” The doctrine of the Atonement is declared to be a

splendid illustration of altruism on the part of a tremend-

ously good man. The doctrine of Immortality is a matter

for scientific investigation under the evidence of the physi-

cal senses. The Resurrection of the body is a mere figure

of speech. Miracles are impossible in the necessity of the

case, since all things are governed by inviolable law. Justi-

fication is “bracing up.” The process of Sanctification is

simply ethical culture
;
and the Judgment is “going on every

day.” Such are the dogmas of men as positively taught in

some of our theological seminaries in downright subversion

of the doctrines taught in the Word of God.

Is it any wonder, under such circumstances, that the sup-

ply of candidates for the ministry has fallen off? What
incentive is there for a youth to go into the ministry if these

things are so? What is there left for him to preach?

Shall he preach faith, when he is taught to question the

truth of everything that lies beyond the circumscription of

his finger tips? If not, shall he preach doubt, when he

knows that every man feels precisely as Goethe did, when

he wrote, “If you believe anything, for God’s sake tell me;

but withhold your doubts: I have enough of my own!”

Shall he preach repentance? Repentance from what?

From a nervous disease ? Shall he preach salvation ? .Sal-

vation from what and unto what? Shall he preach Christ?

Why not Plato, or Marcus Aurelius, or Epictetus or any

other good man? Nay, there is nothing left for him to

preach. If he runs he must run like Ahimaaz without a

message; and life is too short and too serious for that.

If the things alleged against the doctrines of Holy Writ

are true, a young men of ambition would be a fool to enter

the ministry. Let him rather go into the practice of law

or medicine, where there is something doing. Let him

make an honest living with a hoe or a plane, rather than

put on canonicals with the expectation of either violating

his ordination vows or preaching what is not so.

What is to be looked for under such conditions? If the
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teachers in our Military Academy at West Point were

known to be disloyal to the Government and still permit-

ted to go on denying the fundamental principles of "the Re-

public and instructing the cadets that patriotism is a lost

art, would the young men of the country, think you, go

flocking into the army? If it be true, as some of our theo-

logical teachers are saying, that there is no ultimate author-

ity in the Word of God and no sufficient ground for be-

lieving that Christ was any better than a common man,

what becomes of the call to the ministry ? “Othello’s occu-

pation’s gone.” No reasonable youth will consecrate his

life to a profession where there is nothing doing. If sin is

a false alarm and salvation a will-o’-the-wisp, our vocation

is reduced to a fool’s errand and can offer no attraction

whatever to an earnest young man.

The fact is that the Church has been largely diverted from

Evangelism, which is the business in hand. In many cases

the turning aside has been into the multitudinous forms of

so-called New Thought. “Ring out the old, ring in the

new !” Anything but the old-time religion ! The Athenians

are abroad in the land, “spending their time in nothing else

but to hear or to tell some new thing.” The spirit of the

age is exploited at the expense of the Spirit of God.

Others have turned aside into legalism. One of our dis-

tinguished preachers recently said “If we ever have another

revival, it will be an ethical revival”
;
by which of course he

meant that the p>eople would assemble around Sinai rather

than Calvary. An ethical revival can mean only a revival

with the Cross left out of it. The Ten Commandments to

the front and the Atonement to the rear ! What is this but

old-fashioned legalism? What is it but salvation by works

or “deeds of the law?”

Others have turned aside into sacerdotalism. Bell, book

and candle! Fringes, phylacteries and tithes of garden

herbs I The name of the Denomination is exploited at the

cost of the Kingdom. All this in the presence of a world

caviling at truth and dying for want of the Gospel! Can
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such churches look for ingatherings? Can fruit be plucked

from among the exuberant foliage of a barren tree? Let

us hear the word of the Lord: “To what purpose is the

multitude of your sacrifices unto me? Your new moons

and your appointed feasts my soul hateth
;
they are a trouble

unto me. I am weary to bear them.” Here is divine

nausea ! “I am weary to bear them.”

And others—many others in these days—have turned

aside into “social service”
;
the feeding of the hungry, the

clothing of the naked and the healing of the sick. A most

Christ-like sort of service! But to say this is “the Christ-

life” is to utter a false and foolish thing. He “went about

doing good,” but did not content himself with ministering

to those who were laid in couches along his way. Not

sustenance, but salvation was his keynote. One of his great

questions was, “How much better is a man than a sheep?”

And his answer was to show that a man is better than a

sheep by so much as a mansion in the Father’s house is

better than a shelter from the passing storm and a warm
fleece here and now

;
that a man is better than a sheep by

so much as eternity is longer than time. What shall it

profit, therefore, if he be provided with food and shelter

and sent out into the endless hereafter with all his trans-

gressions thick upon him ?

It is not true that the Christ-life is exhausted in the mak-

ing of this world a better place to live in. How is it then

that Christian people contribute hundreds of millions for

feeding the hungry and clothing the naked while they pro-

vide a mere pittance for carrying the Gospel to those who
dwell in darkness and the shadow of death? This is not

the Master’s way of doing things. He pronounced the life

to be “more than meat.” Those are far afield who imagine

that they are following his example when they minister to

the physical needs of the people while refraining from in-

sistence on the sinfulness of sin and the supreme impor-

tance of reconciliation with a justly offended God.
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IV, The Recovery

What shall be done ? Thus saith the Lord, “In returning

and rest shall ye be saved
;
in quietness and confidence shall

be your strength.” The “lost chord” in the ecclesiastical

programme of our time must be recovered before an out-

pouring of the Spirit can be looked for. A new Reforma-

tion is called for; a marshalling of the professed followers

of Christ in a crusade for souls. Back to the great com-

mission, “Go, evangelize !” Back to our business as marked

out by our Master, which is “to seek and to save the lost
!”

Nothing else will answer. All other service is incidental

to it. To reject this for other forms of service is as if an

errand boy sent to carry a prescription to a death-bed should

turn aside to pluck a splinter from a playmate’s hand. The
Voice was never more clearly heard than now, “This is the

way, walk ye in it!”

This is the way of the ministry. “The Jews require a

sign and the Greeks seek after wisdom; but we preach

Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and to the

Greeks foolishness, but to them that believe, the wisdom

and the power of God.” The Cross is the magnet that at-

tracts the people; as Jesus said, “I, if I be lifted up, will

draw all men unto me.”

This is the way of the Christian. The Great Commission

was laid not alone upon the ministry but upon all who pro-

fess to follow Christ. No true disciple can farm out his

personal responsibility for the salvation of souls to those

“in holy orders.” We are all alike in the life-saving ser-

vice. Andrew is under bonds to bring his brother Simon

to Jesus, and Philip to bring Nathaniel; saying, “Come and

see.”

This is the way marked out for the salvation of the

world. It is “the way the holy prophets went, the way that

leads from banishment.” There is none other name under

heaven given among men whereby we must be saved—saved

not merely from the pains and sorrows of this present life

but from the eternal power and penalty of sin.
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The voice is heard, calling more and more loudly, “This

is the way; walk ye in it.” The lost chord must be re-

covered. The Church must cease to be at cross purposes

with Christ. When it consents to follow him it will have

no more occasion to complain of leanness and barrenness.

When the Church proves itself to be willing in the day of

his power, the promise will be fulfilled; “For a small mo-

ment have I hid my face from thee
;
but with great mercies

will I gather thee.” Then shall souls spring up like willows

by the water courses. “The mountains and the little hills

shall break forth into singing and all the trees of the field

shall clap their hands : instead of the thorn shall come up

the fir tree, and instead of the briar shall come up the

myrtle tree; and it shall be to the Lord for a name, for an

everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.”

New York. David J. Burrell.
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Illustrious names ! But to how many of the present gen-

eration little more than names! To some however a topic

which serves to link the three together will surely be of in-

terest. This topic is, the health of Brainerd.

David Brainerd, a saintly character, can be studied in

his Biography and in his Diary and Letters. In what

comes from his own pen especially are portrayed his life

and labors, his religious experiences with their lights and

shadows as well. Strong lights, but also deep shadows!

For though a man of God he is often found deploring in-

ward corruption, writing bitter things against himself.

One would think that Jonathan Edwards, fifteen years

older than Brainerd, often in his society, familiar with his

appearance, his biographer, knew pretty well all that was

to be known of him. He knew him as a student, a minister,

a missionary like himself to the Indians; as the fiance of

his daughter Jerusha, as an inmate of his household. It

was under Edwards’ roof that Brainerd died. Edwards

preached his funeral sermon, and made him the subject of

extended reflections. He wrote his memoirs “chiefly taken

from his own Diary.”

The sphere of Brainerd’s labors among the Indians was

not extensive like that of the Moravians, Post, Heckewel-

der, Zeisberger, and others. The Indian population was

comparatively small and homogeneous. It was not agi-

tated by political and military intrigues and convulsions.

There was of course heathenish opposition, but there were

no warring foes, no scalpers and burners of men, women

and children, no renegades like Girty and Williamson.

There were no persecutions and martyrdoms. There was

outward calm to favor the work. There was Pentecostal

fire. There were large and precious results. It was a great

work. And it made demands of which Brainerd was in-

capable.

It is hardly necessary to state that we accept as a fact
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the chronic invalidism of Brainerd. An original feebleness

of constitution may be admitted. But his vital resources

sank as they were drained away by his labors, and in his

latter days disease had fastened upon him. Of this fact

it may plausibly be maintained that Edwards was long obli-

vious; and indeed he was never much impressed by it.

It is to be remembered that Edwards himself left a diary.

In it he mentions of himself that he had “a. constitution in

many respects peculiarly unhappy, attended with flaccid

solids, vapid, sizy, and scarce fluids, and a low tide of spirits,

often occasioning a kind of childish weakness and con-

temptibleness of speech, presence, and demeanour.” But he

must have early learned how to manage these dreadful solids

and fluids. He reflected gravely upon the matter of diet,

and about the time he entered on his tutorship at New
Haven formed a resolution about it : “By a sparing diet and

eating what is light and easy of digestion I shall doubtless

be able to think more clearly, and shall gain time: ist., by

lengthening my life; 2ndly., shall need less time for digestion

after meals; 3rdly., shall be able to study closer without

wrong to my health
;
4thly., shall need less time for sleep

;

5thly., shall more seldom be troubled with headache.” Ex-

ercise was not neglected; he rode horseback a good deal.

He was good at the woodpile in that day when wood was

the only fuel. All this must have brought solids and fluids

under proper subjection and given headaches little show.

A man able to work thirteen hours a day—such is the rec-

ord—must have been in pretty fair fettle. Allowing for the

brief period just after the death of his grandfather and ven-

erable colleague when the entire care of the Northampton

church weighed heavily upon him, we get the impression

of very good and uniform health. There was probably not

much more ground for his depreciatory account of a pecu-

liar, unhappy constitution than for the charge against him-

self of childish weakness and contemptibleness of speech,

presence and demeanour. One must be very credulous who
believes anything of the kind was ever seen in this man of
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graceful form and benevolent countenance, who preached

with power to arrest, to enchain, to prostrate. It has been

said by one who has carefully studied Edwards d “The

careful student is deeply impressed first of all by his

immediate vision of the spiritual universe as the reality

of realities.” One absorbed in the world of spirit may be

little attentive to the world of matter. Detachment from

that world, insensibility to the realm of the seen and tem-

poral, ignorance of relevant facts, are portrayed in the state-

ment of his biographer that "he was less acquainted with

most of his temporal affairs than many of his neighbors,

and seldom knew when and by whom his forage for winter

was gathered in, or how many milk kine he had, or whence

his table was furnished, &c.”^ To the great metaphysician

and divine the exterior life was remote and dim. He must

have seen men as trees walking.

These references to Edwards are not idle divagations.

They have relevancy because mental habits and special ex-

periences in one man may greatly affect his knowledge and

understanding of other men. Greatly enlarging sometimes;

yes, but greatly limiting sometimes.

Speaking particularly of health, or the want of it, it

seems likely, on the principle of non ignarus mail, that an

invalid will be best understood by a friend who is or has

been in like case. One who has had experience in himself of

sickness, who has observed its symptoms, has known its ef-

fects, been depressed by it in his moods, weakened by it in

the way, will naturally be more open-eyed to these things,

quicker to discern them, and more accurate in gauging them,

in another. Over against such a one two men stand in con-

trast. The one is the fully developed valetudinarian, who
thinks no one has ever been similarly afflicted, has ever so

suffered; who is so absorbed in his own case, talking of it,

harping on it, that he has no thought, no sympathy, to give

1 Professor John De Witt in “Jonathan Edwards: A study,” in this

Review, January 1904, p. 94.

* “Life,” in Leavitt & Allen Edition of Edwards’ Works.
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to anybody else. The other is the man of overflowing vi-

tality, who was never sick a day in his life, never had a pain

or an ache. Can it be expected that he will have much com-

prehension of the invalid? The strong and the vigorous

cannot easily put himself in the place of the feeble and

frail. He is indeed more apt to consider ailment imaginary,

to entertain for the subject of it a sentiment akin to con-

tempt. That one man, owing to his mental habits and his

own favorable physical condition, may be obtuse to a greater

or less degree to the chronic invalidism of another may be

granted. It may have been so with Edwards in respect of

Brainerd. But what proof, if any, can be alleged for this?

Two points emerge in Edwards’ references to Brainerd.

The first of these has to do with Fasting. In the sixth of

the “Reflections” on the Memoirs Edwards speaks of Secret

Fasting as a duty, in the performance of which Brainerd fre-

quently engaged, and in which he was to be commended as

an example.

Fasting is a matter somewhat difficult to deal with. It is

remarkable how little space is given it in the theological

literature. All know that while commended by the example

of good men it is nowhere enjoined in the New Testament.

The philosophy of it is not altogether clear. Fasting, says

Cruden, “is a duty fitted to a day of mourning and afflic-

tion.” Abstinence from food, lack of appetite, is a natural

accompaniment of sorrow. It is the sign of. a state. The

notion seems to be that by resorting to the sign one may pro-

duce or induce the state. It is the principle of association

that operates. There is indeed a philosophy of association

;

but it is not in great esteem today. What is believed to be

a better account sets out from the relation, often unbalanced

and unfriendly, between body and mind. A pampered, over-

fed, gross body may fetter the mind and render it dull and

sluggish. A restriction as to articles and quantity of food,

total abstinence even for a time from all food, contributes

to increased activity, keenness, and clearness of mind. A
great preacher gave as a reason for not eating heartily when
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he was about to preach that he ‘did not want his brain to

go down into his stomach to grind.’ Repletion lays an em-

bargo on the spirit. Abstinence within proper limits favors

freedom of thought, expansion of feeling, elevation of senti-

ment. This is the basis in Natural Theology of fasting as

a religious observance. It is one species of the keeping under

the body for the sake of the soul. It is a means of depleting

the body, lessening its downward drawing, that the spirit

may be at leisure and liberty to rise. Depletion is a good

term. Fasting is to be within bounds; not cruel and dead-

ly; not a crushing and torture; not an end in itself, but a

means; occasional, not continuous.

If the question be mooted, Who are to fast? a nega-

tive answer is, Certainly not the sick. They are to be

ruled out not only by the instinctive judgment of men, and

by ecclesiastical consent, but by the comprehensive saying

of Him who came not to destroy men’s lives but to save

them, who held the well-being of men more precious than

all outward rites and ceremonies : “Go ye and learn what

that meaneth : ‘I will have mercy and not sacrifice.’
”

Now Brainerd was and long had been depleted by ardu-

ous labors and miserable and insufficient fare. To be

strong in the spirit it was not needed that he be further

weakened in body. On the contrary what he needed was

to be built up. Fasting contributed to lower unduly his

present physical resources
;
and left him still worse equipped

to meet the demands of the future.

When Brainerd arrived at Edwards’ house far gone in

pulmonary consumption, when the ministrations of the

capable Mrs. Edwards and the devoted Jerusha could alle-

viate but little, the reality of sickness was of course thrust

upon the notice of the great metaphysician and theologian.

But it was after this that he commended the fasting. He
remained oblivious to the fact that the wasting of vital

powers had long been going on, synchronous more or less

with the fasting. It was this that renders his commenda-

tion little short of ghastly.
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A second proof of how little account Edwards took of

the physical condition and habitude of Brainerd is derived

from another of the “Reflections” in which we find the

only offset to uniform laudation of Brainerd. He here

speaks of “a prevailing melancholy on his mind which was

his greatest disadvantage.” This designation of anything

deprecated in Brainerd and the occasion assigned for it are

alike surprising to the modern reader if he and the biog-

rapher are contemplating the same thing. And there seems

but one thing to contemplate.

The term “melancholy” is surely not very informing.

It is equivalent to lowness of mind or depression of spirits.

The state however may have many varieties and arise from

some one of many causes. In the case of Brainerd, Ed-

wards assigns as the cause or occasion of this “melancholy”

his lonely life. He dwelt alone in “a howling wilderness.”

This is made the foundation for the suggestion that mis-

sionaries should be sent out as the Lord sent out his dis-

ciples, two by two. He makes, then, the origin of Brain-

erd’s trouble to reside not in himself but in what nowadays

is styled environment.

The ‘howl of the wilderness’ seems to have been some-

what exaggerated. The main region of Brainerd’s labors

was the very one to which within ten years Edwards him-

self came to preside over Princeton College. Crosswicks

was not remote from such places as Newark, Elizabeth-

town, Mendham, Baskingridge, Woodbridge, Cranberry,

and Freehold. Brainerd often visted in these places and

was intimate with the ministers of that day. He had fel-

lowship with Dickinson, Pemberton, William Tennent,

Macknight, Treat, Beatty and others. The two trips to

the Susquehanna did, it is true, take him into what was
more of a wilderness

;
but these were but episodic, and even

in these he had companionship. The element of loneliness

is not to be stressed too much.

The plain statement is that, as shown by his own diary,

Brainerd’s “melancholy” was no vague and general depres-
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sion of his spirits, to be cured by genial social surroundings.

It was religious dejection. Too often he is dwelling on

his lack of spiritual enjoyment. His plaint is not of the

want of human society; it is that he is not cheered and

gladdened by the presence of God.

The best explanation, then, of these things, Edwards’

inconsiderate laudation of fasting and inappropriate sugges-

tion of society as a remedy for spiritual dejection, is

found in a misconception of the case, in a failure to take

account of it as chronic invalidism.

Another man later envisaged it more correctly. This was

Henry Martyn.

There was a remarkable likeness and parallel in the lives

of Brainerd and Martyn. They developed early; were

earnest and spiritual Christians; were missionaries and

pioneers among the heathen; preachers of the gospel and

translators of scripture and scripture truth into other

tongues; were both feeble of frame; were often solitary;

both were engaged to be married but never were
;
both died

young, Brainerd in his thirtieth year, Martyn in his thirty-

second; both are noted as saints and heroes; romance at-

taches to them, and the Lives of both have long been Chris-

tian classics.

It was of course only through the Life and Diary that

Brainerd was known to Martyn. He had the book with

him in India. One day when he had been reading it he

wrote: “David Brainerd is truly a man after my own
heart. Although I cannot go halfway with him in spiritual-

ity and devotion I cordially unite with him in such of his

holy breathings as I have attained unto. How sweet and

wise like him and the saints of old to pass through this

world as a serious and considerate stranger
!”

With all his high regard Martyn has nevertheless criti-

cism to pass upon Brainerd. He blames his action in one

particular and thinks his motive doubtful.

Martyn had a friend in India, a kindred spirit, a clergy-

man, a man of ability, for whom he forecast a large work
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and wide influence. This was Corrie, assistant to Bishop

Heber and later Bishop himself, devoted and successful but

none too rugged. When at one time Martyn was troubled

about him fearing his speedy breakdown, he counselled him

against overdoing. He was not to wear himself out in pres-

ent labor when there were looming before him greater de-

mands. Much would depend upon him. He ought not

to hazard life when the interests that might be sacrificed

bulked so large. He warned him that he had no exhaust-

less stock of health and strength to expend. “When,” said

he, “you know by experience what you can bear, go if you

please to the extent of your power.” But do not “squander

away life and strength.” Then he cites Brainerd as an

example not to be followed. Brainerd committed “the palp-

able impropriety of attempting to do what he did when he

ought to have been in medical hands.”®

The charge of “squandering” vital resources is a weighty

one. All the more so because Martyn regarded himself,

Corrie, Brainerd, any and all ministers of Christ in short, as

not belonging to themselves. Christ is their Lord and Mas-

ter. They bear His commission. He sends them forth in

His service. He assigns them their respective tasks. His

eye is upon them in their labors. Correspondingly they

have their duties. Their ministry is a stewardship. They

are put in trust of the gospel. Their powers, their oppor-

tunities, are to be well and wisely administered. They are

to make the most of these. They are not to hesitate to

spend and to be spent. But they are not to be prodigal,

not to waste their Lord’s goods. His providence is over

them. They are ever to look to Him for their marching

orders. The same voice that has said, “Go work today”

may say, “Come rest awhile”; or even, “Lay down the

task.” He speaks in providential indications. His will is

ever to be sought and followed. There is a subtle tempta-

tion to which the best of men may be exposed. It is that

of exceeding their orders, doing more than is asked of

® Sargent’s Life of Martyn, p. 188.
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them. To be sure the great Captain may sometimes re-

quire the soldiers of the cross to lay down their lives for

Him. But He will make the necessity, the duty, plain. It is

one thing to obey the order to advance in a deadly charge.

It is quite another to go out scouting in “no man’s land”

from an impulse wholly one’s own. The prompting to

hold on in a course when providential indications are

against it may come only from the natural grit that hates

to lay down uncompleted any work once taken up. Or,

along with the desire to see results of incalculable worth

attained, there may mingle some shade of desire for the

approval of self in gaining them. However it be accounted

for, Martyn is sure that Brainerd went beyond what his

Master demanded of him. Where he should have con-

served, he squandered.

It is not necessary to determine whether or not Martyn

is wholly justified in the charge of squandering brought

against Brainerd. What most concerns us is the fact that

unlike Edwards he discerned in Brainerd a man, physically

far from well. This of course constitutes a point of un-

likeness. Nevertheless they are alike in this, that each

takes but a partial view. Broadly we may say that Ed-

wards excludes the physical frame, while Martyn deals

but slightly with the spiritual nature.

That man is a union of body and soul is a truism. God
created the body and breathed into it a spirit. A monistic

philosophy which holds that all that exists is spirit may
deny real and substantial existence to body. Or a monis-

tic philosophy which holds that all that exists is matter

may deny substantial existence to soul. But this is to go

against all consciousness and to knock out the foundation

of all belief and knowledge, as well as to give the lie to

Scripture. As in theory both elements of the human nature

are to be recognized, so in practice they are both to be

regarded and honored. The body is not to be pampered,

the belly to be made a god. Neither is it to be counted a vile

thing, to be treated as only evil, dealt with ascetically. It
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is God’s handiwork, wonderfully made and worthy of Him;

and to be glorified in the resurrection. The soul wears a

kingly crown. It was made in the image and likeness of

God. It does not of itself discern and discover all truth.

But neither is it incapable of any and all certainty. It may

know but in part, but it does know. Its highest exercise

is to know and enjoy God.

These two elements of human nature exist. Moreover

they exist in a true although mysterious union and unity.

They act upon and influence one another. Each affects and

is affected by the other. It may be for good or ill, for weal

or woe. The governance of an ill-regulated mind must be

harmful to the body. A body functioning poorly, dulls,

depresses, deadens, the spirit. Overaction and excitation of

the physical machinery, as in fever, causes unbalanced and

dangerous working of mind and flightiness of feeling. Is

it said these are things that everybody knows? True! But

as involved in religious experience they have not always

been fully taken account of.

Since the days of Edwards and of Martyn, a new chapter

has been written in Practical Theology, a medico-theologi-

cal chapter. It may well be headed: Man Physical and

Moral.* This chapter deals with the influence and effect

of bodily states on the intellect and the emotional nature.

It diagnoses malign working of physical causes in subjec-

tive states. For example, in Christian experience, when
one mourns the absence of God, feels himself abandoned

and without hope, is convinced he has committed the un-

pardonable sin and is a lost soul—cases often brought to

the notice of pastors and that too by the most saintly of

their flocks—the true source of the trouble may be located

*This is the title of a work by Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Jones, published

in Philadelphia in i860, of a most comprehensive character. In a

laudatory article in the Princeton Review in April of that year the

reviewer declares it the only work in the English language expressly

devoted to the subject of which it treats. Since that date this subject

has been discussed with ever increasing interest. In our day it has

given rise to ‘movements,’ like the well-known Immanuel Movement.
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not in the soul but in the liver or stomach. In such instances

it boots little to offer gospel comfort. We cannot minister

directly to the mind diseased. Medical treatment is what

is needed. Restoration of bodily health must precede spir-

itual cure. This is, to be sure, a very pronounced example

of body affecting mind; but it is by pronounced examples

that we arrive best at clear and correct notions.

Edwards and Martyn, who were not in advance of their

times, were unlike in the substance of which they treated

when they spoke of Brainerd. The former dealt with spirit,

the latter almost if not quite exclusively with body. And
yet they were alike in this that they were both one-sided

and partial. Neither of them gives us the whole of Brain-

erd. One gives the frail and sickly body. The other gives

us the saintly, the often perturbed, soul. We have to com-

bine their respective contributions, the halves of human

nature, to get the man. The halves are equally substantial;

are both needed in study of the case
;
are both required for

estimate and understanding of the real Brainerd.

It would have been an advance upon his performance if,

in his portraiture of Brainerd, Edwards had in addition to

ascribing to him rich and rare graces of spirit also debited

him with serious bodily disability and even anticipated Mar-

tyn in some censure of lavish expenditure of vital resources.

But even with such advance much would still have been

lacking.

It would have been an advance upon his performance if

Martyn had portrayed Brainerd more definitely, not only as

a victim of poor health and physical weakness, to be blamed

sometimes for cruel over-doing, but also as partaking with

all saints of spiritual imperfection and subject with many

saints to spiritual depressions. But even with such advance

much would still have been lacking.

The lack, even if Edwards and Martyn had fully taken

account of both soul and body in the instance of Brainerd,

would have been the recognition that these two elements of

human nature are not separate and independent existences.
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but are in vital union, acting on and acted upon by each

other, the state of one influencing the state of the other. In

the light of the present day it is discerned that Brainerd’s

bodily health or want of it was a factor that cannot be neg-

lected in considering his spiritual moods.

It is in his Diary that Brainerd is most fully revealed.

Edwards remarks that Brainerd “kept a constant diary al-

most to the very last.” He recognizes the time and labor

given thereto. In a curious footnote there may even be

read a suggestion that, to speak mildly, Brainerd was ill-

advised in expending himself so much over his entries from

day to day. But there is no hint of criticism of the matter

of his record.

The enlightened reader of today notes in the Diary two

things for which he finds the ground and explanation in

Brainerd’s invalidism. The one is the whole aspect and cast

of the work. It is intensely subjective. It is nothing if not

extraordinarily introspective. It is in high degree a record

of his states and feelings. He contemplates these, broods

over them, analyses them, judges them, often mourns over

them. It is indeed a scriptural injuction : “Examine your-

selves.” But the duty is defined. It is specific. It is not

that of keeping the eyes ever turned within. It is not that

of scrutinizing graces from moment to moment as children

deal with the seeds they have planted in their little gardens

;

digging them up to see if they are growing. “Examine

yourselves whether ye be in the faith.” The examination

is such as at once takes one out of himself and beyond him-

self
;
fixes attention on the great object of faith. There are

examinations that are wholesome. And there are examina-

tions that are not.

An object more or less familiar is the man who is absorbed

with his physical condition; who gives excessive attention

to symptoms; who is ever feeling his pulse and taking his

temperature; who magnifies any ailment; who tries this

medicine and that. Such a condition is not necessarily whol-

ly fanciful. Not every such person is to be classed as abso-
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lutely a malade imaginmre. There may be present some real

even if slight disorder. The unwholesome condition indi-

cated, marked by fussiness over one’s health, anxiety over

one’s physical state, is best accounted for by some measure

of chronic invalidism.

In the spiritual life there is that which corresponds to

the excessive and unwholesome concentration upon atten-

tion to the bodily state. It is exemplified in Cowper, in Pay-

son, in many another subject of depression. Such are like

the man spoken of who constantly feels his pulse and takes

his temperature. Too introspective, too subjective, they are.

But now, to connect absorption about self, with ab-

normal workings or states of body, think for a moment how
pain for the time expels from the mind the non-ego. Say it

is the broken limb, or the rheumatic twinge, or a little thorn

in the finger, or a speck of dust in the eye, or the stab of

some unlocated sensation. Of course these things not only

thrust themselves for a time at least upon the consciousness,

but they claim the whole of it. In self there is no room for

anything but self. This then is the basis of the contention

that often the concentration on what is within, in short the

introspective mood and state, is the effect of more or less

remote bodily ailing. There is more than a probability that

if Brainerd had been a well man, a robust man, there would

have been far less ground for criticising the Diary for its

subjective character. There would not have been “too much

Brainerd” in the Diary, which is the gist of the criticism,

if there had been more Brainerd, in the way of sound

physique, in the man.

The second thing to be noted in the Diary in view of the

saintliness of Brainerd is here approached with some hesita-

tion. It has to do not with the general cast and form of the

record as that has now been considered but with its internal

relations. It glances at the Christian experience depicted.

Perhaps it will seem less rash, less invidious, to ask modestly

if there is not a certain lack of balance, of proper emphasis

and dominance, of due subjection of elements? After all,
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perfection is not to be looked for on earth even in its Brain-

erds. The thought is that Christian experience has two

great elements or components. These are, experience of sin

and salvation
;
of misery and blessedness. The seventh and

eighth chapters of the Epistle to the Romans outline not

only doctrine but also experience. The apostle writes of

condemnation and acquittal
;
of bondage under law and free-

dom under grace; of an evil principle dwelling within and

of the Spirit abiding in the child of God. These things are

intensely personal with Paul. He said : “I find in my mem-

bers a law” of sin and death. He said also : “We are the

sons of God; there is now no condemnation; nothing shall

separate us from the love of God.”

Now we do not discover in Paul’s experience anything

of the want of balance, of the dislocation of the elements,

of the inversion of the proper subjection of parts that has

just been hinted at. He never of course forgets the terri-

tory of the seventh of Romans that he has travelled through.

But he did not, so to say, return on his steps and settle down
there as if it were the summit and climax of his course and

as if no light and comfort had been reflected back on it from

glorious things that had followed. There is balm in Gilead

and a physician there. The forgiven sinner is to go in peace.

Joy, according to Paul’s injunctions, is to dominate and as-

suage even the remembrance of sin and the sense of ill-

desert. Such is the Christian paradox that one and the same

subject at one and the same time may feel himself a miser-

able sinner and yet be a joyful believer.

It cannot be denied that that “melancholy” which Edwards

passed over lightly in his characterization of Brainerd pro-

jected itself over the Diary. It gives a sombreness to the

work. A different Brainerd would have written differently.

The actual Brainerd was more or less a sick Brainerd. Now
the sick are prone to depression, to dejection, to contemplate

the dark side only. This is the powerful influence of body

upon mind.

Out of his Christian sympathies even the greatest admirer
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of Brainerd might wish he had been different. He might

be conceived as not only fervent in spirit but rugged of

body, sunny in temperament and looking out at the world

with unfailing cheerfulness. As a happy husband he might

have lived to old age with the congenial and capable Jerusha.

He might have accomplished as much by tongue and pen for

the sons of the forest as did his great predecessor John

Eliot. But it was ordered otherwise by Divine Providence

for God’s thoughts are not as our thoughts nor His ways as

our ways. Here too perhaps He would have His working

more evident because of human weakness. Brainerd is con-

tent with the reality. It is long since he was made perfect in

holiness and went where he now dwells in the realm of joy.

When his soul is again clothed with the body, no longer

the source or vehicle of ill, but risen, incorruptible, bright,

shining as the sun, there will be nothing lacking to make

him, as was once said of another worthy, “an ornament to

Heaven itself.”

Plainfield, N. J. William A. Holliday.
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The attack upon the fundamentals of the Christian faith

is not a matter merely of theological seminaries and uni-

versities. It is being carried on vigorously by Sunday

School “lesson-helps,” by the pulpit, and by the religious

press. The remedy, therefore, is not to be found in the

abolition of theological seminaries, or the abandonment of

scientific theology, but rather in a more earnest search after

truth and a more loyal devotion to it when once it is found.

At the seminaries and universities, the roots of the great

issue are more clearly seen than in the world at large;

among students the reassuring employment of traditional

phrases is often abandoned, and the advocates of a new
religion are not at pains, as they are in the Church at large,

to maintain a pretence of conformity with the past. In

discussing the attack against the fundamentals of Chris-

tianity “from the point of view of colleges and seminaries,”

therefore, we are simply discussing the root of the matter

instead of its mere superficial manifestations. What, at

bottom, when the traditional phrases have all been stripped

away, is the real meaning of the present revolt against

historic Christianity?

That revolt, manifold as are its manifestations, is a fairly

unitary phenomenon. It may all be subsumed under the

general head of “naturalism”—that is, the denial of any

entrance of the creative power of God (in distinction from

the ordinary course of nature) in connection with the

origin of Christianity. The word “naturalism” is here

used in a sense somewhat different from its philosophical

meaning. In this non-philosophical sense it describes with

fair accuracy the real root of what is called, by a common

* An address delivered, in substance, in the Wayne Presbyterian

Church, Wayne, Pennsylvania, November 3, 1921, before the Twenty-

Eighth Annual Convention of the Ruling Elders’ Association of Chester

Presbytery, on the subject, “The Present Attack against the Funda-

mentals of our Christian Faith, from the Point of View of Colleges

and Seminaries.”
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degradation of an originally noble word, “liberal” religion.

What then, in brief, are the teachings of modern liberal-

ism, as over against the teachings of Christianity?

At the outset, we are met with an objection. “Teach-

ings,” it is said, are unimportant; the exposition of the

teachings of liberalism and the teachings of Christianity,

therefore, can arouse no interest at the present day; creeds

are merely the changing expression of a unitary Christian

experience, and provided only they express that experience

they are all equally good.

Whether this objection be well-founded or not, the real

meaning of it should at least be faced. And that meaning

is perfectly plain. The objection involves an out-and-out

skepticism. If all creeds are equally true, then since they

are contradictory to one another, they are all equally false,

or at least equally uncertain. We are indulging therefore

in a mere juggling with words. To say that all creeds are

equally true, and that they are based upon experience, is

merely to fall back upon that agnosticism which fifty years

ago was regarded as the deadliest enemy of the Church.

The enemy has not really been changed into a friend merely

because he has been received within the camp. Very differ-

ent is the Christian conception of a creed. According to the

Christian conception, a creed is not based upon Christian

experience, but on the contrary it is a setting forth of those

facts upon which experience is based.

But, it will be said, Christianity is a life, not a doctrine.

The assertion is often made, and it has an appearance of

godliness. But it is radically false, and to detect its falsity

one does not need to be a Christian. For to say that “Chris-

tianity is a life” is to make an assertion in the sphere of

history. The assertion does not lie in the sphere of ideals;

it is far different from saying that Christianity ought to

be a life, or that the ideal religion is a life. The assertion

that Christianity is a life is subject to historical investigation

exactly as is the assertion that the Roman Empire under

Nero was a free democracy. Possibly the Roman Empire
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under Nero would have been better if it had been a free

democracy, but the historical question is simply whether as

a matter of fact it was a free democracy or no. Christianity

is an historical phenomenon, like the Roman Empire, or

the Kingdom of Prussia, or the United States of America.

And as an historical phenomenon it must be investigated on

the basis of historical evidence.

Is it true, then, that Christianity is not a doctrine but

a life? The question can be settled only by an examination

of the beginnings of Christianity. Recognition of that fact

does not involve any acceptance of Christian belief; it is

merely a matter of common sense and common honesty.

At the foundation of the life of every corporation is the in-

corporation paper, in which the objects of the corporation

are set forth. Other objects may be vastly more desirable

than those objects, but if the directors use the name and

the resources of the corporation to pursue the other objects

they are acting ultra vires of the corporation. So it is with

Christianity. It is perfectly conceivable that the originators

of the Christian movement had no right to legislate for

subsequent generations; but at any rate they did have

an inalienable right to legislate for all generations that

should choose to bear the name of “Christian.” It is con-

ceivable that Christianity may now have to be abandoned,

and another religion substituted for it; but at any rate the

question what Christianity is can be determined only by

an examination of the beginnings of Christianity.

The beginnings of Christianity constitute a fairly definite

historical phenomenon. The Christian movement origin-

ated a few days after the death of Jesus of Nazareth. It

is doubtful whether anything that preceded the death of

Jesus can be called Christianity. At any rate, if Christianity

existed before that event, it was Christianity only in a pre-

liminary stage. The name originated after the death of

Jesus, and the thing itself was also something new. Evi-

dently there was an important new beginning among the

disciples of Jesus in Jerusalem after the crucifixion. At that
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time is to be placed the beginning of the remarkable move-
ment which spread out from Jerusalem into the Gentile

world—the movement which is called Christianity.

About the early stages of this movement definite historical

information has been preserved in the Epistles of Paul,

which are regarded by all serious historians as genuine

products of the first Christian generation. The writer of

the Epistles had been in direct communication with those

intimate friends of Jesus who had begun the Christian move-
ment in Jerusalem, and in the Epistles he makes it abund-

antly plain what the fundamental character of the move-

ment was.

But if any one fact is clear, on the basis of this evidence,

it is that the Christian movement at its inception was not

just a way of life in the modem sense, but a way of life

founded upon a message. It is perfectly clear that the first

Christian missionaries did not simply come forward with

exhortation
;
they did not say : “Jesus of Nazareth lived a

wonderful life of filial piety, and we call upon you our

hearers to yield yourselves as we have done to the spell

of that life.” Certainly that is what modern historians would

have expected the first Christian missionaries to say, but

it must be recognized at least that as a matter of fact they

said nothing of the kind. They came forward, not merely

with an exhortation or with a program, but with a mes-

sage,—with an account of something that had happened a

short time before. “Christ died for our sins,” they said,

“according to the Scriptures; he was buried; he has been

raised on the third day according to the Scriptures.”

This message, even the small excerpt from it quoted by

Paul in I Cor. xv. 3ff., contains two elements—it contains

(i) the facts and (2) the meaning of the facts (“for our

sins”). The narration of the facts is history; the setting

forth of the meaning of the facts is doctrine. These two

elements are always contained in the Christian message.

“Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead and

buried”—that is history. “He loved me and gave himself
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for me”'—that is doctrine. Without these two elements,

inextricably intertwined, there is no Christianity.

The character of primitive Christianity, as founded upon

a message, is summed up in the words of the eighth verse

of the first chapter of Acts
—“Ye shall be my witnesses both

in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and unto the

uttermost part of the earth.” It is entirely unnecessary, for

the present purpose, to argue about the historical value

of the Book of Acts or to discuss the question whether

Jesus really spoke the words just quoted. In any case the

verse must be recognized as an adequate summary of what

is known about primitive Christianity. From the beginning

Christianity was a campaign of witnessing. And the wit-

nessing did not concern merely what Jesus was doing within

the recesses of the individual life. To take the words of

Acts in that way is to do violence to the context and to all

the evidence. On the contrary, the Epistles of Paul and all

the sources make it abundantly plain that the testimony

was primarily not to inner spiritual facts but to what Jesus

had done once for all in His death and resurrection.

Christianity is based, then, upon an account of something

that happened, and the Christian worker is primarily a

witness. But if so, it is rather important that the Christian

worker should tell the truth. When a man takes his seat

upon the witness stand, it makes little difference what the

cut of his coat is, or whether his sentences are nicely

turned. The important thing is that he tell the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth. If we are to be

truly Christians, then, it does make a vast difference what

our teachings are, and it is by no means aside from the

point to set forth the teachings of Christianity in contrast

with the teachings of the chief modern rival of Christianity.

The chief modern rival of Christianity is “liberalism.”

An examination of the teachings of liberalism will show

that at every point the liberal movement is in opposition to

the Christian message. That examination will now be un-
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dertaken, though necessarily in a summary and cursory

way.^

Christianity, it has already been observed, is based upon

an account of something that happened in the first century

of our era. But before that account can be received, certain

presuppositions must be accepted. These presuppositions

consist in what is believed first about God, and second about

man. With regard to the presuppositions, as with regard

to the message itself, modern liberalism is diametrically

opposed to Christianity.

It is opposed to Christianity, in the first place, in its

conception of God. But at this point we are met with a

particularly insistent form of that objection to doctrinal

matters which has already been considered. It is unneces-

sary, we are told, to have a “conception” of God; theology,

or the knowledge of God, is the death of religion; we should

not seek to know God, but should merely feel His presence.

With regard to this objection, it ought to be observed

that if religion consists merely in feeling the presence of

God, it is devoid of any moral quality whatever. Pure

feeling, if there be such a thing, is non-moral. What makes

affection for a human friend, for example, such an en-

nobling thing is the knowledge which we possess of the

character of our friend. Human affection, apparently so

simple, is really just bristling with dogma. It depends upon

a host of observations treasured up in the mind with re-

gard to the character of our friend. But if human affection

is thus really dependent upon knowledge, why should it be

otherwise with that supreme personal relationship which is

at the basis of religion? Why should we be indignant

against slanders directed against a human friend, while at

the same time we are patient about the basest slanders

directed against our God? Certainly it does make the

greatest possible difference what we think about God.

In the Christian view of God as set forth in the Bible,

1 The principal divisions of what follows were suggested by the Rev.

Paul Martin, of Princeton.
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there are many elements. But one attribute of God is

absolutely fundamental in the Bible; one attribute is ab-

solutely necessary in order to render intelligible all the

rest. That attribute is the awful transcendence of God.

From beginning to end the Bible is concerned to set forth

the awful gulf that separates the creature from the Creator.

It is true, indeed, that according to the Bible God is im-

manent in the world. Not a sparrow falls to the ground

without Him. But he is immanent in the world not be-

cause He is identified with the world, but because He is

the free Creator and Upholder of it. Between the creature

and the Creator a great gulf is fixed.

In modern liberalism, on the other hand, this sharp dis-

tinction between God and the world is broken down, and

the name “God” is applied to the mighty world process

itself. We find ourselves in the midst of a mighty process,

which manifests itself in the indefinitely small and in the

indefinitely great—in the infinitesimal life which is revealed

through the microscope and in the vast movements of the

heavenly spheres. To this world-process, of which we our-

selves form a part, we apply the dread name of “God.”

God, therefore, it is said in effect, is not a person distinct

from ourselves; on the contrary our life is a part of His.

Thus the Gospel story ,of the Incarnation, according to

modern liberalism, is sometimes thought of as a symbol of

the general truth that man at his best is one with God.

It is strange how such a representation can be regarded

as anything new, for as a matter of fact, pantheism is a

very ancient phenomenon. And modern liberalism, even

when it is not consistently pantheistic, is at any rate pan-

theizing. It tends everywhere to break down the separate-

ness between God and the world, and the sharp personal

distinction between God and man. Even the sin of man

on this view ought logically to be regarded as part of the

life of God. Very different is the living and holy God of

the Bible and of Christian faith.

Christianity differs from liberalism, then, in the first
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place, in its conception of God. But it also differs in its

conception of man.

Modern liberalism has lost all sense of the gulf that

separates the creature from the Creator; its doctrine of

man follows naturally from its doctrine of God. But it is

not only the creature limitations of mankind which are

denied. Far more important is another difference. Ac-

cording to the Bible, man is a sinner under the just con-

demnation of God; according to modern liberalism, there

is really no such thing as sin. At the very root of the

modem liberal movement is the loss of the consciousness

of sin.®

The consciousness of sin was formerly the starting-point

of all preaching; but to-day it is gone. Characteristic of

the modern age, above all else, is a supreme confidence in

human goodness; the religious literature of the day is re-

dolent of that confidence. Get beneath the rough exterior

of men, we are told, and we shall discover enough self-

sacrifice to found upon it the hope of society; the world’s

evil, it is said, can be overcome with the world’s good; no

help is needed from outside the world.

What has produced this satisfaction with human good-

ness? What has become of the consciousness of sin? The

consciousness of sin has certainly been lost. But what has

removed it from the hearts of men?

In the first place, the war has perhaps had something to

do with the change. In time of war, our attention is called

so exclusively to the sins of other people that we are some-

times inclined to forget our own sins. Attention to the sins

of other people is, indeed, sometimes necessary. It is quite

right to be indignant against any oppression of the weak

which is being carried on by the strong. But such a habit

of mind, if made permanent, if carried over into the days of

peace, has its dangers. It joins forces with the collectivism

of the modern state to obscure the individual, personal

2 For what follows, compare “The Church in the War,” in The

Presbyterian, for May 29, 1919, pp. lO f.
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character of guilt. If John Smith beats his wife nowadays,

no one is so old-fashioned as to blame John Smith for it.

On the contrary, it is said, John Smith is evidently the

victim of some more of that Bolshevistic propaganda; Con-

gress ought to be called in extra session in order to take

up the case of John Smith in an alien and sedition law.

But the loss of the consciousness of sin is far deeper than

the war; it has its roots in a mighty spiritual process which

has been active during the past seventy-five years. Like

other great movements, that process has come silently, so

silently that its results have been achieved before the plain

man was even aware of what was taking place. Neverthe-

less, despite all superficial continuity, a remarkable change

has come about within the last seventy-five years. The

change is nothing less than the substitution of paganism

for Christianity as the dominant view of life. Seventy-

five years ago, Western civilization, despite inconsistencies,

was still predominantly Christian
;
to-day it is predominantly

pagan.

In speaking of “paganism,” we are not using a term of

reproach. Ancient Greece was pagan, but it was glorious,

and the modern world has not even begun to equal its

achievements. What, then, is paganism? The answer is

not really difficult. Paganism is that view of life which

finds the highest goal of human existence in the healthy

and harmonious and joyous development of existing human

faculties. Very different is the Christian ideal. Paganism

is optimistic with regard to unaided human nature, whereas

Christianity is the religion of the broken heart.

In saying that Christianity is the religion of the broken

heart, we do not mean that Christianity ends with the

broken heart
;
we do not mean that the characteristic Chris-

tian attitude is a continual beating on the breast or a con-

tinual crying of “Woe is me.” Nothing could be further

from the fact. On the contrary, Christianity means that

sin is faced once for all, and then is cast, by the grace of

God, forever into the depths of the sea. The trouble with
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the paganism of ancient Greece, as with the paganism of

modern times, was not in the superstructure, which was
glorious, but in the foundation which was rotten. There

was always something to be covered up; the enthusiasm of

the architect was maintained only by ignoring the disturb-

ing fact of sin. In Christianity, on the other hand, nothing

needs to be covered up. The fact of sin is faced resolutely

once for all, and is removed by the grace of God. But

then, after sin has been removed by the grace of God, the

Christian can proceed to develop joyously every faculty

that God has given him. Such is the higher Christian

humanism—a humanism founded not upon human pride

but upon divine grace.

But although Christianity does not end with the broken

heart, it does begin with the broken heart; it begins with

the consciousness of sin. Without the consciousness of

sin, the whole of the gospel will seem to be an idle tale.

But how can the consciousness of sin be revived? Some-

thing no doubt can be accomplished by the proclamation

of the law of God, for the law reveals transgressions. The

whole of the law, morever, should be proclaimed. It will

hardly be wise to adopt the suggestion (recently offered

among many suggestions as to the ways in which we shall

have to modify our message in order to retain the allegiance

of the returning soldiers) that we must stop treating the

little sins as though they were big sins. That suggestion

means apparently that we must not worry too much about

the little sins, but must let them remain unmolested. With

regard to such an expedient, it may perhaps be suggested

that in the moral battle we are fighting against a very re-

sourceful enemy, who does not reveal the position of his

guns by desultory artillery action when he plans a great

attack. In the moral battle, as in the Great European War,

the quiet sectors are usually the most dangerous. It is

through the “little sins” that Satan gains an entrance into

our lives. Probably, therefore, it will be prudent to watch

all sectors of the front and lose no time about introducing

the unity of command.
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But if the consciousness of sin is to be produced, the law

of God must be proclaimed in the lives of Christian people

as well as in word. It is quite useless for the preacher to

breathe out fire and brimstone from the pulpit, if at the

same time the occupants of the pews go on taking sin very

lightly and being content with the moral standards of the

world. The rank and file of the Church must do their part

in so proclaiming the law of God by their lives that the

secrets of men’s hearts shall be revealed.

All these things, however, are in themselves quite in-

sufficient to produce the consciousness of sin. The more

one observes the condition of the Church, the more one feels

obliged to confess that the conviction of sin is a great mys-

tery, which can be produced only by the Spirit of God.

Proclamation of the law, in word and in deed, can prepare

for the experience, but the experience itself comes from

God. When a man has that experience, when a man comes

under the conviction of sin, his whole attitude toward life

is transformed; he wonders at his former blindness, and

the message of the gospel, which formerly seemed to be

an idle tale, becomes now instinct with light. But it is God
alone who can produce the change.

Only, let us not try to do without the Spirit of God. The

fundamental fault of the modern Church is that she is

busily engaged in an impossible task'—she is busily engaged

in calling the righteous to repentance. Modern preachers

are trying to bring men into the Church without requiring

them to relinguish their pride; they are trying to help men

avoid the conviction of sin. The preacher gets up into the

pulpit, opens the Bible, and addresses the congregation some-

what as follows: “You people are very good,’’ he says;

“you respond to every appeal that looks toward the welfare

of the community. Now we have in the Bible—especially

in the life of Jesus—something so good that we believe it

is good enough even for you good people.” Such is modern

preaching. It is heard every Sunday in thousands of pul-

pits. But it is entirely futile. Even our Lord did not call
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the righteous to repentance, and probably we shall be no

more successful than He.

Modern liberalism, then, has lost sight of the two great

presuppositions of the Christian message—the living God,

and the fact of sin. The liberal doctrine of God and the

liberal doctrine of man are both diametrically opposite to

the Christian view. But the divergence concerns not only

the presuppositions of the message, but also the message

itself.

According to the Christian view, the Bible contains an

account of a revelation from God to man, which is found

nowhere else. It is true, the Bible also contains a con-

firmation and a wonderful enrichment of the revelations

which are given also by the things that God has made and

by the conscience of man. “The heavens declare the glory

of God; and the firmament showeth his handywork”

—

these words are a confirmation of the revelation of God in

nature
;
“all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God”

—these words are a confirmation of what is attested by

the conscience. But in addition to such reaffirmations of

what might conceivably be learned elsewhere'—as a matter

of fact, because of men’s blindness, even so much is learned

elsewhere only in comparatively obscure fashion-—the Bible

also contains an account of a revelation which is absolutely

new. That new revelation concerns the way by which sin-

ful man can come into communion with the living God.

The way was opened, according to the Bible, by an act

of God, when, almost nineteen hundred years ago, outside

the walls of Jerusalem, the eternal Son was offered as a

sacrifice for the sins of men. To that one great event the

whole Old Testament looks forward, and in that one event

the whole of the New Testament finds its centre and core.

Salvation then, according to the Bible, is not something that

was discovered, but something that happened. Hence ap-

pears the uniqueness of the Bible. All the ideas of Chris-

tianity might be discovered in some other religion, yet

there would be in that other religion no Christianity. For
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Christianity depends, not upon a complex of ideas, but upon

the narration of an event. Without that event, the world,

in the Christian view, is altogether dark, and humanity is

lost under the guilt of sin. There can be no salvation by

the discovery of eternal truth, for eternal truth brings

naught but despair, because of sin. But a new face has

been put upon life by the blessed thing that God did when

he offered up his only begotten Son.

Thus the revelation of which an account is contained in

the Bible embraces not only a reaffirmation of eternal truths

—itself necessary because the truths have been obscured by

the blinding effect of sin—but also a revelation which sets

forth the meaning of an act of God.

The contents of the Bible, then, are unique. But another

fact about the Bible is also important. The Bible might

contain an account of a true revelation from God, and yet

the account be full of error. Before the full authority of

the Bible can be established, therefore, it is necessary to add

to the Christian doctrine of revelation the Christian doc-

trine of inspiration. The latter doctrine means that the

Bible not only is an account of important things, but that

the account itself is true, the writers having been so pre-

served from error, despite a full maintenance of their

habits of thought and expression, that the resulting Book

is the “infallible rule of faith and practice.” The Christian,

then, if he make full use of his Christian privileges, finds

the seat of authority in the whole Bible, which he regards

as the very Word of God.

Very different is the view of modern liberalism. The

modern liberal rejects the unique authority of the Bible.

But what is substituted for the Christian doctrine? What
is the liberal view as to the seat of authority in religion?

The impression is sometimes produced that the modern

liberal substitutes for the authority of the Bible the au-

thority of Christ. He cannot accept, he says, what he re-

gards as the perverse moral teaching of the Old Testament

or the sophistical arguments of Paul. But he regards him-
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self as being the true Christian because, rejecting the rest

of the Bible, he depends upon Jesus alone.

This impression, however, is utterly false. The modern

liberal does not really hold to the authority of Jesus. Even

if he did so, he would be impoverishing very greatly his

knowledge of God and of the way of salvation. The words

of Jesus, spoken during His earthly ministry, could hardly

contain all that we need to know about God and about the

way of salvation; for the meaning of Jesus’ redeeming

work could hardly be fully set forth before that work was

done. It could be set forth indeed by way of prophecy,

and as a matter of fact it was so set forth by Jesus even in

the days of His flesh. But the full explanation could nat-

urally be given only after the work was done. And such

was actually the divine method. It is doing despite, not

only to the Spirit of God, but also to Jesus Himself, to re-

gard the teaching of the Holy Spirit, given through the

apostles, as at all inferior in authority to the teaching of

Jesus.

As a matter of fact, however, the modern liberal does

not hold fast even to the authority of Jesus. Certainly

he does not accept the words of Jesus as they are recorded

in the Gospels. For among the recorded words of Jesus

are to be found just those things which are most abhorrent

to the modem liberal Church, and in His recorded words

Jesus also points forward to the fuller revelation which

was afterwards to be given through His apostles. Evi-

dently, therefore, those words of Jesus which are to be

regarded as authoritative by modern liberalism must first

be selected from the mass of the recorded words by a critical

process. The critical process is certainly very difficult, and

the suspicion often arises that the critic is retaining as

genuine words of the historical Jesus only those words

which conform to his own preconceived ideas. But even

after the sifting process has been completed, the liberal

scholar is still unable to accept as authoritative all the say-
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ings of Jesus; he must finally admit that even the historical

Jesus said some things that are untrue.

So much is usually admitted. But, it is maintained, al-

though not everything that Jesus said is true. His central

“life-purpose” is still to be regarded as regulative for the

Church.® But what then was the life-purpose of Jesus?

According to the shortest, and if modern criticism be ac-

cepted, the earliest of the gospels, the Son of Man “came

not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his

life a ransom for many” (Mark x. 45). Here the vicarious

death is put as the “life-purpose” of Jesus. Such an utter-

ance must of course be pushed aside by the modern liberal

Church. The truth is that the life-purpose of Jesus dis-

covered by modern liberalism is not the life-purpose of the

real Jesus, but merely represents those elements in the teach-

ing of Jesus—isolated and misinterpreted—which happen

to agree with the modern program. It is not Jesus, then,

who is the real authority, but the modern principle by

which the selection within Jesus’ recorded teaching has

been made. Certain isolated ethical principles of the Ser-

mon on the Mount are accepted, not at all because they are

teachings of Jesus, but because they agree with modern

ideas.

It is not true at all, then, that modern liberalism is based

upon the authority of Jesus. It is obliged to reject a vast

deal that is absolutely essential in Jesus’ example and teach-

ing—notably His consciousness of being the heavenly Mes-

siah. The real authority, for liberalism, can only be “the

Christian consciousness” or “Christian experience.” But

how shall the findings of the Christian consciousness be

established? Surely not by a majority vote of the organized

Church. Such a method would obviously do away with

all liberty of conscience. The only authority, then, can be

individual experience ;
truth can only be that which “helps”

the individual man. Such an authority is obviously no

3 Compare “For Christ or Against Him,” in The Presbyterian, for

January 20, 1921, p. 9.
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authority at all
;

for individual experience is endlessly

diverse, and when once truth is regarded only as that which

works at any particular time, it ceases to be truth. The
result is an abysmal skepticism.

The Christian man, on the other hand, finds in the Bible

the very Word of God. Let it not be said that dependence

upon a book is a dead or an artificial thing. The Reforma-

tion of the sixteenth century was founded upon the authority

of the Bible, yet it set the world aflame. Dependence upon

a word of man would be slavish, but dependence upon God’.s

word is life. Dark and gloomy would be the world, if we
were left to our own devices, and had no blessed Word
of God.

It is no wonder, then, that liberalism is totally different

from Christianity, for the foundation is different. Chris-

tianity is founded upon the Bible. It bases upon the Bible

both its thinking and its life. Liberalism on the other hand

is founded upon the shifting emotions of sinful men.

Three points of difference between liberalism and Chris-

tianity have now been noticed. The two are different (i)

in their view of God, (2) in their view of man, and (3) in

their choice of the seat of authority in religion. A fourth

difference concerns the view of Christ. What does modern

liberalism believe about the person of our Lord?

At this point a puzzling fact appears—the liberal

preacher is often perfectly ready to say that “Jesus is

God.” The plain man is much impressed. The preacher,

he says, believes in the deity of our Lord; obviously then

his unorthodoxy must concern only details; and those who

object to his presence in the Church are narrow and un-

charitable heresy-hunters. But unfortunately language is

valuable only as the expression of thought. The English

word “god” has no particular virtue in itself
;

it is not more

beautiful than other words. Its importance depends alto-

gether upon the meaning which is attached to it. When,

therefore, the liberal preacher says that “Jesus is God,”

the significance of the utterance depends altogether upon

what is meant by “God.”
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But it has already been observed that when the liberal

preacher uses the word “God,” he means something entirely

different from that which the Christian means by the same

word. “God,” at least according to the logical trend of

modern liberalism, is not a person separate from the world,

but merely the unity that pervades the world. To say,

therefore, that Jesus is God means merely that the life of

God, which appears in all men, appears with special clear-

ness or richness in Jesus. Such an assertion is diametrically

opposed to the Christian belief in the deity of Christ.

Equally opposed to Christian belief is another meaning

that is sometimes attached to the assertion that Jesus is

God. The word “God” is sometimes used to denote simply

the supreme object of men’s desires, the highest thing that

men know. We have given up the notion, it is said, that

there is a Maker and Ruler of the universe. Such notions

belong to “metaphysics,” and are rejected by the modern

man. But the word “God,” though it can no longer denote

the Maker of the universe, is convenient as denoting the

object of men’s emotions and desires. Of some men, it

can be said that their God is mammon—mammon is that for

which they labor, and to which their hearts are attached.

In a somewhat similar way, the liberal preacher says that

Jesus is God. He does not mean at all to say that Jesus

is identical in nature with a Maker and Ruler of the uni-

verse, of whom an idea could be obtained apart from Jesus.

In such a Being he no longer believes. All that he means

is that the man Jesus—a man here in the midst of us, and

of the same nature as ours—is the highest thing we know.

It is obvious that such a way of thinking is far more widely

removed from Christian belief than is Unitarianism, at

least the earlier forms of Unitarianism. For the early

Unitarianism no doubt at least believed in God. The mod-

ern liberals, on the other hand, say that Jesus is God not

because they think high of Jesus, but because they think

desperately low of God.

In another way also, liberalism within the “evangelical”
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churches is inferior to Unitarianism. It is inferior to Uni-

tarianism in the matter of honesty. In order to maintain

themselves in the evangelical churches and quiet the fears

of their conservative associates, the liberals resort con-

stantly to a double use of language. A young man, for ex-

ample, has received disquieting reports of the unorthodoxy

of a prominent preacher. Interrogating the preacher as to

his belief, he receives a reassuring reply. “You may tell

everyone,” says the liberal preacher in effect, “that I believe

that Jesus is God.” The inquirer goes away much im-

pressed.

It may well be doubted, however, whether the assertion,

“I believe that Jesus is God,” or the like, on the lips of

liberal preachers, is strictly truthful. The liberal preacher

attaches indeed a real meaning to the words, and that mean-

ing is very dear to his heart. He really does believe that

“Jesus is God.” But the trouble is that he attaches to the

words a different meaning from that which is attached to

them by the simple-minded person to whom he is speaking.

He offends, therefore, against the fundamental principle of

truthfulness in language. According to that fundamental

principle, language is truthful, not when the meaning at-

tached to the words by the speaker, but when the meaning

intended to be produced in the mind of the particular person

addressed, is in accordance with the facts. Thus the truth-

fulness of the assertion, “I believe that Jesus is God,” de-

pends upon the audience that is addressed. If the audience

is composed of theologically trained persons, who will attach

the same meaning to the word “God” as that which the

speaker attaches to it, then the language is truthful. But

if the audience is composed of old-fashioned Christians,

who have never attached anything but the old meaning

to the word God (the meaning which appears in the first

verse of Genesis), then the language is untruthful. And

in the latter case, not all the pious motives in the world will

make the utterance right. Christian ethics do not abrogate

common honesty; no possible desire of edifying the Church

and of avoiding offence can excuse a lie.
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At any rate, the deity of our Lord, in any real sense of

the word “deity,” is of course denied by modern liberalism.

To the modern preacher Jesus is an example for faith, and

Christianity consists in having the same faith in God that

Jesus had. To the Christian, on the other hand, Jesus is

the object of faith, and upon Him alone depends the eternal

welfare of the individual soul and of humanity.*

Finally, liberalism differs from Christianity in the ac-

count which is given of the way of salvation. The two give

exactly opposite answers to the question, “What must I

do to be saved ?” Liberalism finds salvation in man
;
Chris-

tianity finds it only in an act of God.

The difference with regard to the way of salvation con-

cerns, in the first place, the basis of salvation in the redeem-

ing work of Christ. According to Christian belief, Jesus

is our Saviour, not by virtue of what He said, not even by

virtue of what He was, but by what He did. He is our Sav-

iour not because He has inspired us to live the same kind

of life that He lived, but because He took upon Himself

the dreadful guilt of our sins and bore it instead of us on

the Cross. Such is the Christian conception of the Cross

of Christ. It is ridiculed as being a subtle “theory of the

atonement.” In reality, though it involves mysteries, it is

itself so simple that a child can understand it. “We de-

served eternal death, but the Lord Jesus because He loved

us died instead of us on the cross”—surely there is nothing

so very intricate about that. It is not the Bible doctrine of

the atonement which is difficult to understand—what are

really incomprehensible are the elaborate modern efforts to

get rid of the Bible doctrine in the interests of human pride.

To modern liberalism the Cross of Christ is an inspiring

example of self-sacrifice. But since there have been many

acts of self-sacrifice in the history of the world, why should

we pay such exclusive attention to this one Palestinian ex-

ample? We are perfectly ready, men say in effect, to admit

* For the distinction between Jesus as an example for faith and

Jesus as the object of faith, see Denney, Jestis and the Gospel, igog.
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Jesus into the noble fellowship of those who have sacrificed

themselves in a noble cause. But further we will not go.

Men used to say with reference to Jesus, “There was no

other good enough to pay the price of sin.” They say so

no longer. On the contrary, every man is now regarded

as plenty good enough to pay the price of sin if he will only

go bravely over the top in a noble cause.®

It is no wonder that men adopt this patronizing attitude

toward the Cross; for the liberal conception of the Cross

follows naturally from the liberal conception of man and the

liberal conception of Christ. If there be no such thing as

sin, no such thing as the just condemnation of God’s law,

then of course we can get along perfectly well without a

sacrifice for sin. And if Jesus be a man like the rest of

men, then of course His death cannot possibly be a sacrifice

for the sins of others. One mere man cannot possibly pay

the penalty of another man’s sin. But it does not follow

that the Son of God cannot pay the penalty of the sins of

men. When we come to see that it was no mere man, but

the Lord of glory who suffered on Calvary, then we shall

be willing to say, as men used to say, that the precious blood

of Jesus alone—and not all the rivers of blood that have

flowed on the battle-fields of history—is of value as a

ground for our own salvation and for the hope of the world.

With the liberal view of the basis of salvation goes the

liberal view of the application of salvation to the individual

man, and that also is entirely different from the teaching

of the Bible. According to the Bible, salvation is applied

to the individual man by the Spirit of God. The work of

the Spirit is mysterious. But the human accompaniment

of the Spirit’s action is a very simple thing—it is faith.

Faith means simply receiving a gift. To have faith in

Christ means to cease trying to win God’s favor by one’s

own character; the man who believes in Christ simply ac-

cepts the sacrifice which Christ offered on Calvary. The

5 See “The Church in the War,” in The Presbyterian, for May 29,

1919, p. 10.
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result of such faith in a new life and all good works; but

the salvation itself is an absolutely free gift of God.

Liberalism, on the other hand, seeks the welfare of men
by urging them to “make Christ Master in their lives.” In

other words, salvation is to be obtained by our own obedi-

ence to the commands of Christ. Such teaching is just a

sublimated form of legalism. Not the sacrifice of Christ,

on this view, but our own obedience to God’s law is the

ground of hope.

In this way the whole achievement of the Reformation

has been given up, and there has been a return to the re-

ligion of the Middle Ages. At the beginning of the six-

teenth century, God raised up a man who began to read the

Epistle to the Galatians with his own eyes. The result was

the rediscovery of the doctrine of justification by faith.

Upon that rediscovery has been based the whole of our

evangelical freedom. As expounded by Luther and Calvin

the Epistle to the Galatians became the “Magna Carta of

Christian liberty.” But modern liberalism has returned to

the old interpretation of Galatians which was urged against

the Reformers. Thus Professor Burton’s elaborate com-

mentary on the Epistle, with all its valuable modern scholar-

ship, is at bottom a thorough mediaeval book; it has re-

turned to an anti-Reformation exegesis, by which Paul is

thought to be attacking in the Epistle only the piecemeal

morality of the Pharisees. In reality, of course, the object

of Paul’s attack is the thought that in any way man can

earn his acceptance with God. What Paul is primarily in-

terested in is not spiritual religion over against ceremonial-

ism, but the free grace of God over against human merit.

The grace of God is rejected by modern liberalism.

And the result is slavery—the slavery of the law, the

wretched bondage by which man undertakes the impossible

task of establishing his own righteousness as a ground of

acceptance with God. It may seem strange at first sight

that “liberalism,” of which the very name means freedom,

should in reality be wretched slavery. But the phenomenon
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is not really so strange. Emanicipation from the blessed
will of God always involves bondage to some worse task-

master.

Thus it may be said of the modern liberal Church, as
of the Jerusalem of Paul’s day, that “she is in bondage with
her children.” God grant that she may turn again to the

liberty of the gospel of Christ!

Such is the present situation. It is a great mistake to

suppose that liberalism is merely a heresy—merely a diver-

gence at isolated points from true Christian teaching. On
the contrary it proceeds from a totally different root. It

differs from Christianity in its view of God, of man, of

the seat of authority, of Christ, and of the way of salvation.

Christianity is being attacked from within by a movement
which is anti-Christian to the core.

What is the duty of laymen at such a time? What is

the duty of the ruling elders in the Presbyterian Church?

In the first place, they should encourage those who are

engaging in the intellectual and spiritual struggle. They
should not say, in the sense in which some laymen say it,

that more time should be devoted to the propagation of

Christianity, and less to the defence of Christianity. Cer-

tainly there should be propagation of Christianity. Be-

lievers should certainly not content themselves with ward-

ing off attacks, but should also unfold in an orderly and

positive way the full riches of the gospel. But far more

is usually meant by those who call for less defence and

more propagation. What they really intend is the dis-

couragement of the whole intellectual defence of the faith.

And their words come as a blow in the face of those who
are fighting the great battle. As a matter of fact, not less

time, but more time, should be devoted to the defence of

the gospel. Indeed, truth cannot be stated clearly at all,

without being set over against error. Thus a large part

of the New Testament is polemic; the enunciation of evan-

gelical truth was occasioned by the errors which had arisen

in the churches. So it will always be, on account of the

fundamental laws of the human mind. Moreover, the
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present crisis must be taken into account. There may have

been a day when there could be propagation of Christianity

without defence. But such a day at any rate is past. At the

present time, when the opponents of the gospel are almost

in control of our church, the slightest avoidance of the de-

fence of the gospel is just sheer unfaithfulness to the Lord.

There have been previous great crises in the history of the

Church, crises almost comparable to this. One appeared

in the second century, when the very life of Christendom

was threatened by the Gnostics. Another came in the Mid-

dle Ages when the gospel of God’s grace seemed forgotten.

In such times of crisis, God has always saved the Church.

But He has always saved it not by pacifists, but by sturdy

contenders for the truth.

In the second place, ruling elders should perform their

duty as members of presbyteries. The question, “For

Christ or against him?”, constantly arises in the examina-

tion of candidates for licensure or ordination. Attempts

are often made to obscure the issue. It is often said : “The

candidate will no doubt move in the direction of the truth

;

let him now be sent out to learn as well as to preach.” And
so another opponent of the gospel enters the councils of the

Church, and another false prophet goes forth to encourage

sinners to come before the judgment seat of God clad in

the miserable rags of their own righteousness. Such action

is not really “kind” to the candidate himself. It is never

kind to encourage a man to enter into a life of dishonesty.

The fact often seems to be forgotten that the Presbyterian

Church is a purely voluntary organization; no one is re-

quired to enter into its service. If a man cannot accept the

belief of the Church, there are other ecclesiastical bodies

in which he can find a place. The belief of the Presbyterian

Church is plainly set forth in the Confession of Faith, and

the Church will never afford any warmth of communion

or engage with any real vigor in her work until her min-

isters are in whole-hearted agreement with that belief. It

is strange how in the interests of an utterly false kindness
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to men, Christians are sometimes willing to relinquish their

loyalty to the crucified Lord.

In the third place, the ruling elders of the Presbyterian

Church should show their loyalty to Christ in their capacity

as members of the individual congregations. The issue

often arises in connection with the choice of a pastor. Such

and such a man, it is said, is a brilliant preacher. But what

is the content of his preaching? Is his preaching full of

the gospel, of Christ? The answer is often evasive. The

preacher in question, it is said, is of good standing in the

Church, and he has never denied the doctrines of grace.

Therefore, it is urged, he should be called to the pastorate.

But shall we be satisfied with such negative assurances?

Shall we be satisfied with preachers who merely “do not

deny” the Cross of Christ? God grant that such satisfac-

tion may be broken down ! The people are perishing under

the ministrations of those who “do not deny” the Cross of

Christ. Surely something more than that is needed. God

send us ministers who, instead of merely avoiding denial

of the Cross shall be on fire with the Cross, whose whole

life shall be one burning sacrifice of gratitude to the blessed

Saviour who loved them and gave Himself for them!

A terrible crisis has arisen in the Church. In the ministry

of evangelical churches are to be found hosts of those who

reject the gospel of Christ. By the equivocal use of tradi-

tional phrases, by the representation of differences of

opinion as though they were only differences about

the interpretation of the Bible, entrance into the Church

was secured for those who are hostile to the very

foundations of the faith. And now there are some indica-

tions that the fiction of conformity to the past is to be

thrown off, and the real meaning of what has been taking

place is to be allowed to appear. The Church, it is now

apparently supposed, has almost been educated up to the

point where the shackles of the Bible can openly be cast

away and the doctrine of the Cross of Christ can be rel-

egated to the limbo of discarded subtleties.
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Yet there is in the Christian life no room for despair.

Only, our hopefulness should not be founded on the sand

It should be founded, not upon a blind ignorance of the

danger, but solely upon the precious promises of God.

Laymen, as well as ministers, should return, in these try-

ing days, with new earnestness, to the study of the Word
of God.

If the Word of God be heeded, the Christian battle will

be fought both with love and with faithfulness. Party

passions and personal animosities will be put away, but on

the other hand, even angels from heaven will be rejected

if they preach a gospel different from the blessed gospel of

the Cross. Every man must decide upon which side he will

stand. God grant that we may decide aright! God grant

that instead of directing men, as modern liberalism does,

to the village of Morality, where dwells a gentleman whose

name is Legality, said to have skill in easing men of their

burdens, we may direct them on the old, old way, through

the little wicket gate, to a place somewhat ascending, where

they shall really see the Cross, that when at that sight the

burden of their sin has fallen away, they may press on

past the Hill Difficulty, past the Valley of Humiliation and

the Valley of the Shadow of Death, past the allurements of

Vanity Fair, up over the Delectable Mountains, and so, at

length, across the last river, into the City of God.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.



NOTES AND NOTICES

The Shorter Bible—The Old Testament

With the publication of the present volume/ the Shorter

Bible is now brought to completion, the New Testament having

come from the press in 1918. The publishers of these two

handy and beautiful companion volumes are here not merely

publishers. Their official representative is also one of the au-

thors and editors, thus bringing the prestige of this famous

firm to the aid of the Shorteners and sharing their responsibili-

ties. The Prefaces to the two Testaments should be carefully

compared. They are just enough alike to sound practically

identical, but they are not so. The N.T. Preface states that

the Shorter Bible aims simply to single out “those parts of the

Bible which are of vital interest and practical value to the

present age.” “These passages,” we are assured, “contain the

true heart of the Bible, that has proved the inspiration of past

generations, and will prove in increasing measure the guide of

those to come.” This clearly implies that the omitted passages

are not “vital and valuable” to present and future ages, not “the

true heart of the Bible.”

Criticisms, many and severe, were made on such a disparage-

ment of one third of the New Testament and a prospective

two thirds of the Old, in spite of the disclaimer that the Shorter

Bible is not to be “a substitute for the complete text of the

time-honored versions.” This disclaimer is now repeated, but

the passages quoted above from the N.T. Preface are not re-

peated. Instead we are told that the passages now published

as the Shorter Old Testament are “especially well suited ... to

kindle the interest of the busy modern reader in the Bible as a

^ The Shorter Bible: The Old Testament. Translated and arranged

by Charles Foster Kent, Woolsey Professor of Biblical Literature in

Yale University; with the collaboration of Charles Cutler Torrey, Pro-

fessor of Semitic Languages in Yale University; Henry A. Sherman,

Head of the Department of Religious Literature of Charles Scribner’s

Sons; Frederick Harris, Senior Secretary of the Publication Depart-

ment of the International Committee of Young Men’s Christian Asso-

ciations; Ethel Cutler, Religious Work Secretary of the National

Board of the Young Women’s Christian Associations. 6J4-454, pp.

622. (Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, $2.00 net.)
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whole.” This change of key is quite significant. It cannot be

accidental, and seems prudential, as of a soldier who has exposed

himself prematurely. The Shorteners gave their case away too

clearly in the first preface; now they draw back a little. But

they do not repudiate anything they have said. How could

they? For if evidence were lacking in the Shorter New Testa-

ment of the real aim and purpose of the whole it is beyond

peradventure in the Shorter Old Testament. The destructive

criticism of both Testaments finds all too plain expression in the

whole. The selection of passages to be omitted is unexplain-

able otherwise. Is it quite honorable for scholars not to avow

their real purpose more plainly ? It is a “Higher Critical” Bible,

—why not have said so frankly? The book is sent out done

up in a neat little paper jacket, in the modern fashion to catch

the eye of the buyer, with a publishers’ notice, to which might

have been appropriately added, “Published in the Interest of

Graf, Wellhausen, Cheyne, Driver, and their Heirs and Suc-

cessors.”

The “Index of Biblical Passages” (pp. 602-622) and the

“Contents” (pp. vii-xxxi) must be used with caution. They

are certainly not infallible, which is at least appropriate.

Ruth is allowed only three chapters in each (Contents and

Index) but in the body of the book, all four appear, though

the fourth is mutilated. The 49th Psalm likewise has in the

book four more verses than Index and Contents call for. The
39th of Job is abolished in the Index and Contents, but part of

it spared in the text
;
the war horse appears there though he

only “neighs” somewhat tamely and no longer says, Ha! Ha!
We may note in passing that Delitzch^ prefers Ha ! Ha ! as we
do. Genesis ii. 32 is intentionally cut in half by the Short-

eners; butt he Index (not the Contents) takes the whole verse

away, including the last half, “And Terah died in Haran,”

which happily appears in the text. Such homilists as Dr.

Harry E. Fosdick, who have recently ventured to preach on

this portion of the verse, have had a narrow escape, granting

that the Book and not the Index expresses the mind of the

Editors. The next edition, for aught we know, may take the

whole verse away. All this is confusing to those who may wish

to compare the “Shorter” and “Longer” Bibles, for it is the

2 Commentary on Job, vol. II, p. 340.
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pride and boast of the Shorteners that they have neither chap-

ter nor verse but 384 “sections” of their own, and as they have

no hesitation in moving once familiar paragraphs about, an

inexact Index is somewhat irritating, and tempts one to wish it

could be “put on the Index.” A Scotchman in one of Barrie’s

stories complained that he never could find Ezra: “Ezra

jumped about so.” Ezra is static compared with the “sections”

of the Shorter Bible-

A thorough examination of the work is of course impossible

within the limits of this notice
;

its general character only

can be indicated. The Shorteners have removed bodily from

the Canonical Scriptures four whole books, ist and 2nd Chron-

icles, Obadiah and Haggai. The present writer has called at-

tention in noticing the New Testament,^ to the bearing of this

mode of procedure on the whole concept of a Canon. Is there

such a thing as a Canon? If there is, on what principle does it

rest? Practically its raison d’etre is taken away, if any group

of modern scholars are privileged without any pretence of

manuscript evidence or historical proof, to cast out of either

Testament four whole books. In neither Preface are any

sufficient reasons given for electing Chronicles and two Minor

Prophets to reprobation. In the Chronicles we lose one of the

longest pieces of historical narrative in the Bible and are left

without satisfactory information about many important mat-

ters. To this wholesale cancellation of Jewish history must

be added the mutilation of Zechariah, companion to Haggai, of

whose fourteen chapters we are allowed to keep only two

verses. Out of the twenty-seven chapters of Leviticus only

seventeen verses or parts of verses are spared. Forty-one

whole chapters are taken from the forty-eight of Ezekiel, and

in the seven remaining, 81 out of the 183 verses are gone,

making from one-twelfth to one-fifteenth of the whole book

left by the new Canonists. There is no hesitation in slashing

wholesale any part of either Testament. Not a single book

in the Old Testament escapes the spoilers altogether, and only

one (Philemon) in the New. Zechariah predicted (xiv. 21)

that every pot in Judah and in Jerusalem shall be holiness

unto the Lord of Hosts and promised that “in that day there

shall no more be the Canaanite in the house of the Lord of

® This Review, for October 1919, p. 650.
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hosts.” The Canaanite has gotten into the Bible and cut this

out.

The old-fashioned title, The Holy Bible, does not appear in

the Shorter Bible, and somehow it would hardly seem in place

there. In Genesis twelve whole chapters (v, x, xiv, xv, xvi,

xvii, XX, xxiii, xxvi, xxxiv, xxxvi, xxxviii) are absent, which

describe such stirring events as the Battle of the Kings in the

vale of Siddim, the rescue of Lot by Abraham, his meeting with

Melchisedek; also one of the signal theophanies to Abraham

which Paul quotes with such point in Romans iv. If the

aim of the Shorteners was to interest “busy modern read-

ers” in the Bible as a whole, why did they blue pencil such

readable stories as these? Very few chapters are given en-

tire. The account of Noah’s flood is mutilated by leaving out

the age of Noah and the names of his three sons. Afterwards,

in what are called “The Abraham Narratives,” the names of

Shem, Ham and Japhet are mentioned but transferred out of

their proper place in Genesis ix. i8 to xi. 32. This seems in-

explicable until we notice that the list of long-lived antedilu-

vians in chapter v has disappeared; likewise the “generations

of Noah” in chapter x. No doubt it is for the same reason that

in xi. 32, “the days of Terah were 205 years,” are cut away
from the rest of the verse, “and Terah died at Haran.” Noah’s

five hundred years when his sons are born and his six hundred

when the flood came, and the antediluvians in general, are

stumbling blocks and they are quietly dropped. Such trans-

posings and eliminations are thoroughly characteristic.

No whole chapter is taken from Exodus until we reach the

significant and splendid twenty-fourth. Four others, the last

four, share a similar fate. But all the rest are mutilated.

The first five verses of the opening chapter are gone, the

sixth has a single verse left out of its thirty, the twenty-fifth

has two left, the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth one apiece, and

so on. Capital punishment in China, is, or once was, inflicted

by slicing the victim piece-meal. This is the method by which

the Bible is done to death. If books could speak, surely they

would beg for the coup de grace to end it. Twenty-six of

the thirty-six chapters are taken bodily out of Numbers, and

twenty-two out of the thirty-four in Deuteronomy, and the

slicing process applied to the rest. Proverbs loses only one
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whole chapter, although that contains the matchless and ter-

rible picture of an adulteress surely still needed today, but by

the slicing process nearly one-half of the whole book is gone.

Ecclesiastes appears in parts, we might almost say snippets, of

eight out of its twelve chapters. The exquisite beauty of the

Song of Songs is not enough to stay the hand of the ravish-

ers; out of the 117 verses, full 86 are gone, each several

verse a pearl,—it is like robbing the Taj of its proportions, its

scrolls, and frets, and lights and shadows. The Greater Pro-

phets are not so great, and the Minor are minus many a glow-

ing rose-dawn and solemn thunder peal of commination.

Jonah still prays from the whale’s belly, but we do not know
what liturgy he used, for his prayer is gone, nor does Malachi

announce the Lord suddenly coming to his temple.

Half a loaf is better than no bread, and half a Bible is better

than no Bible. Sinners may be saved by reading even the

Shorter Bible and saints edified,—somewhat,—but why should

we stint ourselves by less than the whole honest loaf ? The
reason given in the Preface sounds plausible: “to kindle,” we
are told, “the interest of the busy modern reader in the Bible

as a whole.” Is it thought it may kindle such an interest to

reduce large sections of it to kindling wood, by the slur cast

on them in the New Testament Preface? Any Bible reader of

reasonable intelligence who compares the “Shorter” with the

“Holy Bible,” must notice certain things on the very surface,

producing first astonishment, then distrust. In the Contents,

(p. vii), we read of “Stories and Histories.” What kind of

“Stories”? Are they true stories? Histories are presumably

records of fact, while stories may or may not be so. “Bible

Stories” used to be regarded as “true stories” and not as mere

folk-tales, or mythological legends, half true and half false.

Old-fashioned Sunday School teachers, for instance, would be

startled by seeing the contrast implied in “Stories and Histor-

ies.” Next we read, “The Primitive Narratives,” and then,

“The Traditional Origin of Nations and Languages.” Such a

heading pretty nearly lets the traditional cat out of the bag.

“The Traditional Origin” may or may not be the actual origin,

and the most unsuspicious reader is apt to have a disagreeable

fear of what such a dubious phrase covers up and might natur-

ally ask, within himself or herself,—Can it be that two Divinity
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Professors in Yale University, and the Secretaries of the

Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A., are trying to suggest that the

Bible is not reliable? Why were the names of Noah’s sons

and his own age cut out of the flood story? Was that a rec-

ord of fact, or ancient “Tradition”? Why are we no longer to

teach our children about Methusaleh, or Enoch who walked

with God? Many of them are ignorant enough now. What
will they be if they are brought up on the Shorter Biblel “The

Abraham Narratives” and “The Jacob-Esau Narratives,” and

“The Joseph Narratives,” are these “Sories” or “Histories”?

The constant suggestion of the headings and the nomenclature

of the Shorter Bible, is of editors to whom the Book is not

impregnable rock, but shifting sand.

What has become of the tabernacle, whose divinely revealed

plan and divinely directed construction are described with such

picturesque circumstantiality, with all the web of dramatic

events accompanying it ? The last four chapters of Exodus are

gone entirely, and of the last seventeen chapters containing 568

verses, just eleven verses are left. We can imagine some un-

sophisticated reader saying to himself, Moses, it seems now,

never went up into the mountain and stayed there for forty days

and nights, and never heard what we always have thought he

heard. There was a tent of some kind but not such a tent as we
have always thought. The Shorter Bible always stops short when
it comes to the parts which so affirm. There were ten command-

ments, but no stone tablets for him to break, no sin of the

golden calf to be punished; Moses’ face did not shine so that he

had to put a veil over it for the glory of the Lord which ap-

peared as devouring fire in the mount is vanished. The Short-

er Bible has the veil without the glory. A very simple explana-

tion will make clear to the unsophisticated reader what this all

means. The Shorter Bible may have been published as the

O.T. Preface says, to persuade busy men and women to take an

interest in the whole Bible, but it is plainly meant to teach them

also not to believe the whole Bible and w'hat part of the Bible

to believe, and in proportion to the degree in which its princi-

ples and spirit are accepted that is what it must result in. The
school of critical scholars which it represents began by ques-

tioning and ends by denying the truth of large sections of

Scripture. This is especially true of the Old Testament, but it
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grows more evident every day that both Testaments are in the

same boat and must sink or swim together.

It is not meant by this that all critics are higher critics, or all

higher critics destructive critics. The words are used not

always accurately but with a certain elasticity. “Higher” criti-

cism in the proper sense is of course as legitimate a theological

discipline as “lower,” which it can admirably supplement. But

in common parlance, higher criticism usually means that school

of criticism now all the rage, which not only denies the plenary

inspiration of the whole Scripture, but claims to have made
and demonstrated its case. “Criticism has won,” one of its

eminent advocates boasts, “All that remains is to settle the

indemnity.” The present writer heard a former Presbyterian

minister relate publicly twenty-five years ago why he became a

Unitarian. He had only an imperfect theological education, he

said, and when he “struck the higher criticism,” he soon saw

that the Old Testament must go. But he drew “a charmed

circle about the New,” saying, “I will never touch that.” But

that phase soon passed: “and last Easter,” he concluded his

confession of unfaith, “I rejected the last vestige of super-

natural religion by rejecting the resurrection of Jesus Christ

from the dead.”

Henry Ward Beecher used to say that people are saved by

their inconsistencies. Few people are always logical—some

never are. It is better to be an illogical believer than a logical

infidel. The logical terminus of the Shorter Bible is undoubt-

edly no Bible at all, but we may hope that not all who read it

will arrive at the terminal station. But its bottommost princi-

ples are the outcome of the anti-supernatural tide sweep-

ing over the world leaving its wreckage on every shore.

The excision of the last chapters of Exodus is a glaring in-

stance of this. The historical statements about the taber-

nacle are referred to in the New Testament, especially in the

Epistle to the Hebrews. But the critics now tell us all this

is incorrect. No such building ever existed except in the

imagination of some Jews living during or after the Exile,

centuries later, who were bent on glorifying the historical

origin of the nation and its institutions, and so embroidered

the prosaic facts by a fancy sketch of an imaginary taber-
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nacle put forth in Moses’ name. It was a good “Story,” but

not “History”; no doubt not unlike “The Abraham Narrative,”

but less historical perhaps.

This theory of the origin of the tabernacle story is closely

involved with the still more extraordinary creation known as

the Priest Code, supposedly that section of the Pentateuch, or

Hexateuch, dealing with the priestly legislation, usages and

cultus, including the tabernacle and all those books or parts

of books having a genetic relation thereto. Professor Kent,

the leading editor of the Shorter Bible, lauds Dr. Driver,

magna cum laude, in his presentation of “the results of recent

critical research.”* Dr. Driver uses the term Priest-Code,

or “P” as “in strictness applicable only to the ‘ceremonial sec-

tions Exodus—Numbers’ ” but it is not unsuitable, he thinks,

to extend it to the correlated sections in Joshua, considering

them all, “the framework of our present Hexateuch.” “This,”

he continues, “belongs approximately to the period of the

Babylonish Captivity.”® Driver says this in his character-

istic manner of hesitation, for which he incurred the dis-

approval of the more radical Cheyne, but it is his definite

judgment.

“P” lived centuries later than the events he describes, and

what he describes as actual facts were very many of them not

facts but fiction. Driver gives Wellhausen credit for the term

Priest-Code. Wellhausen regards the tabernacle as a creation

of the post-exilic imagination. “It was,” he says, “the copy and

not the prototype of the temple at Jerusalem”
;
thus putting the

cart before the horse and insisting that it belongs there. “The

Priest-Code was absolutely unknown even down to the middle

of the exile” Professor Kent commends Wellhausen though

not so unreservedly as he does Driver.®

Wellhausen, from our standpoint, is not felicitious in

alluding to Voltaire as one of the first skeptics about the

tabernacle.'^ It must be evident then why, following Vol-

* History of the Hebrew People—The United Kingdom, p. 209 (Ap-

pendix).

^Literature of the Old Testament, pp. 10 and 136.

^History of the Hebrew People—The United Kingdom (Appendix),

p. 210.
’’ Wellhausen, Prolegomena to History of Israel, pp. 37, 39 and 48.
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taire’s lead, twentieth century skeptics, now called critics, ex-

clude “the ceremonial sections” of Exodus, Leviticus, and

Numbers from the Shorter Bible and then proceed to weed out

of the rest of the Bible any and every allusion that can lend

support to the notion that the Priest-Code came from the time

of Moses, or was in actual use before the exile. As long as

these books and passages stand in the Bible they are like the

dykes of Holland. The flood of doubt can not rush in. The
skeptical critics naturally would like to make leaks in the

dykes. To see how thoroughly, we may better say ruthlessly,

this is done, let the reader turn to page 91 (section 43)
where the “Construction of the Tent of Meeting” is de-

scribed. Exodus XXV. I tells us that “The Lord spake unto

Moses saying,” and then follows a detailed list of the mater-

ials needed for a “ceremonial” tabernacle
:

gold, silver,

brass, blue, purple, scarlet, fine linen, oil, spices, incense, onyx

stones, &c. All these the Shorteners omit, jumping over to the

eighth verse which reads “And let them make me a sanctuary

that I may dwell among them.” The innocent reader of the

Shorter Bible would naturally suppose that there were no such

materials used in the “tent of meeting.” The ninth verse en-

joins “the pattern of the tabernacle,” which is evidently the

one showed to Moses in the mount. This also the Shorteners

omit and also the rest of that chapter, and the rest of the book

and such passages in the succeeding books as cannot be plausi-

bly made to consist with the theory that there was no cere-

monial tabernacle. We raise the question—Is this or is it

not suppressio verif Is the public, especially the unlearned

public, dealt with fairly?

Almost the whole book of Leviticus is omitted,—shut out of

the witness box,—although the phrase “The Lord spake unto

Moses” occurs twenty-nine times, with two special and solemn

repetitions that these commandments were given through

Moses at Mount Sinai. The moiety of Leviticus allowed to

remain is placed after Ezra and Nehemiah along with a few

fragments from Exodus and Deuteronomy, thus proclaiming

them all as dating from exilian or postexilian times. In other

words the editors, all and singular, having accepted the ration-

alistic speculations and “results” of the destructive criticism.
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deem it permissible to propagate their views by leaving out of

the Bible passages which contradict their views, without any

explanation of the principles on which the omissions were

made. If they had said plainly in the Prefaces what these prin-

ciples were, no objection could be made on ethical grounds.

As it is, the ethical propriety of such a propaganda is open to

the gravest question. If a jurist, no matter how eminent were

to publish a Shorter Constitution of the United States, or, say,

a Shorter Blackstone made on similar principles, especially if it

were intended for the unlearned in the law, withholding expla-

nation of the principles underlying the omissions, as a means of

propagating his views of the Constitution or of Blackstone,

what would his standing be with his professional brethren?

Why are the Books of Chronicles absent from the Shorter

Bible f The Preface does not tell, but the masters of the art of

Bible dissection, leave us no room for doubt. Driver says “It

does not seem p>ossible to ‘treat the additional matter’ [addi-

tional, i.e., to Samuel and Kings] as strictly and literally his-

torical.” Professor Kent himself says “the Chronicler naively

read into earlier epochs the conditions and current traditions of

his own times,” though he acquits him of intentional decep-

tion.® This means that the Chronicler “naively” pictured the

tabernacle and Solomon’s temple and the worship and cultus

centering in them as really originating under Mosaic law, and

being developed by David and Solomon especially. Other

critics speak more unqualifiedly. Dr. H. P. Smith says flatly,^®

“His work must not be called history,” and,^*^ “Later times made
David a saint after their own ideal, a nursing father of the Old

Testament church, organizer of the Levitical system, and the

author of the Psalter”—all absurd of course, and David as a

Psalmist the crowning absurdity. “See what Chronicles has

made out of David,” Wellhausen exclaims,^^ and then paints a

® Introduction to Literature of 0 . T., p. 532.

® History of the Jewish People, Greek Period, p. 272.

1® O. T. History, p. 5.

O. T. History, pp. 154-5.

History of Israel, p. 182. The critical view is not that Samuel and
Kings are always historically reliable, but only more reliable than

Chronicles. Wellhausen calls i Samuel ii. 17 a “pious make-up’’ and
says “There cannot be a word of truth in the whole narrative’’ {His-

tory of Israel, pp. 248-9). The Shorter Bible omits the whole chapter.
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picture full of scorn : “feebly holy picture seen through a cloud

of incense,” the “head of a swarm of priests and Levites.” We
may turn his own words against him. Chronicles has made out

of David a picture very unwelcome to the critics, the continua-

tor and restorer of the priestly worship and cultus, as pre-

scribed in the Law of Moses, which is so hard for the critics

to get rid of that the only safe way to deal with Chronicles is

to expel it bodily from the Canon, and—out of the Canon of the

Shorter Bible Chronicles goes.

By the grace of God Chronicles still remains in the real

Bible to witness to this age that the Priest-Code and its corol-

laries are not a fraus pia perpetrated by a coterie of patriotic

Jews after the exile and palmed otf as Moses’ own, but a true

and living part of the warp and woof of Scripture, which

holy men of God were inspired by the Holy Ghost to create.

Chronicles has its difficulties, but the words of Klosterman^®

might have been profitably remembered before the authors of

the Shorter Bible wrested it violently from its place in the

Canon: “Chronicles demands an able and cautious examina-

tion, if we would not sin against any Biblical book, nor against

the sense of impartial investigation.”

The attitude of the Shorteners to the Psalms is of a piece

with the rest. Professor Kent says “Probably a few of the

proverbs and Psalms in our present collections are from Israel-

itish authors.” Driver^® thinks that “very few of the Psalms

are earlier than the seventh century. . . . the Psalter in all its

parts is a compilation of the postexilic age,”^® though there

may be some of preexilian origin. Wellhausen is more radical.

“The Psalter is the hymn book of the second Temple.”^^ “The

question is not whether it contains any postexilian Psalms but

whether it contains any that are preexilian.^® Accordingly, of

the 150 Psalms eighty-one are omitted altogether. Of the re-

maining sixty-nine, twenty-one are so cut to pieces that, reck-

'^^New Schaff-Hertzog Encyclopedia, vol. Ill, p. 71.

History of Hebrew People, Divided Kingdom, p. 108. By Israelitish

he means non-Judean we understand.

Lit. of 0 . T., p. 384.

Op. cit., p. 386.

Orr, Problem of O. T., p. 434, note.

See also, Wellhausen, Hist, of Israel, p. 501.
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oning roughly, the total loss amounts to about two-thirds

killed, wounded and missing. In some cases we can see

no special reason why one Psalm or verse is taken and its fel-

low left. But usually the reason is writ large. Whatever

favors the historical reliability of the entire record of the

wonders and judgments of the Exodus, especially the Mosaic

authorship of the Pentateuch, and chiefest of all the early

origin of the Priest-Code and its correlates is on the black list.

Exceptions there may be, but they are rare. Classic examples

are the 78th, 105th, io6th Psalms, which rehearse the history of

the nation in detail, along the lines to which we are accustomed,

but which the “new view of the Bible” rejects,—the tabernacle

of Shiloh, the tribe of Judah, David his servant, the calf at

Horeb, &c. The Shorteners first cut this and its connectives out

root and branch in the Jewish law book, why should they let it

stay in the hymn book? Would they sing in the 132nd Psalm,

“Lord, remember David,” when their avowed purpose is to teach

us to forget that David was the sweet singer of Israel
; or keep

the 99th which classes Aaron as a Priest, whereas the Shorter

Bible scarcely has a bowing acquaintance with Priest or Levite

until after the exile
;
or the 80th, with its exquisite exordium,

“Give ear, O Shepherd of Israel, Thou that leadest Joseph

like a flock,” or especially the 89th, with its motif deeply rooted

in the covenant with “David, my servant,” of whom it is said,

“With my holy oil have I anointed him.” What would be

thought of a musician who should shorten Beethoven’s Ninth

Symphony, the climax of his genius, by censoring phrases, en-

chanting passages, the Hymn of Joy, a whole movement, to

gratify some zukunft theory of his own? The Psalter is too

firmly mortised into the framework of the Psalmody of the

Church Universal to yield readily to such sacrilegious vandal-

ism.

All the Imprecatory Psalms are deleted, as might be ex-

pected. The 7th, 35th, 69th and 109th are examples, par emi-

nence, but there are nearly fifty more that contain imprecatory

elements. These also are rejected either wholly or in part.

The magnificent 139th contains an imprecatorial passage (vss.

19-22). “Do not I hate them that hate thee.” This is stricken

out with the usual sang froid of the Shorteners. Many devout

Christians have found such passages stumbling blocks. Alexan-
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der Duff, first missionary of the (Established) Church of Scot-

land to India, and an acknowledged primus inter pares among
all missionaries, confessed this of himself until the horrors of

the Indian mutiny opened his eyes to the need of “naked piti-

less justice” at some crucial epochs. He must be blind who
cannot perceive that since 1914, Almighty God has been writ-

ing his Commentaries on the Imprecatory Psalms in letters of

blood and fire on the face of Europe, and not only on such

Psalms as these but on those deep strains in both Testaments

which magnify his just and holy Law and its terrors and

threatenings. The Shorter Bible, like the “modern mind”

that produced it, betrays the sentimental aversion for Mt.

Sinai and what it stands for, which includes the Anathema of

the first great missionary Apostle, on men or angels who per-

vert the gospel and wrest the Scriptures. They likewise have

forgotten the Dies Irae and the “wrath of the Lamb” in the

Apocalypse. Such Psalms as these are quite intelligible when
read in the light of David’s life, the man after God’s own
heart, in spite of his sins

;
the anointed executioner of divine

justice on guilty men and nations; not out of personal malice

to his enemies, as his behavior to Saul and his grief over Ab-

salom show. But all who gird at Old Testament proclama-

tions of divine judgments will like the Shorter Bible for that

very reason. What the Old Testament needs is not “shorten-

ing,” but “italicising,” not abbreviation, but emphasis. Our
Lord Jesus Christ selected the noth Psalm for especial em-

phasis, arguing out of it with the Pharisees about his- own
claims,

—“How say the scribes that Christ is the Son of

David?” The Shorter New Testament rejects this by omitting

the entire chapter in Matthew and again in Luke in which it

occurs, and by slicing deftly out of Mark the verses ih which it

is found, though this requires the cutting of a verse in two.

Now the Shorter Old Testament omits the whole Psalm, in the

face of Christ’s own solemn asservation, in Mark (whom the

critics think the more reliable), “For David himself said by the

Holy Ghost.” Thus both Testaments are stripped bare of this

witness of Christ, and of the Holy Ghost to his Divine Sonship.

Can the Christian churches sit silent and see their Lord thus

wounded in the house of his friends?

There are at least two Isaiahs in the Shorter Bible: Isaiah
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the son of Amoz lived two centuries or more before the exile,

the other Isaiah (or Isaiahs) in exilic or postexilic times. This

is indicated by placing certain extracts from the son of Amoz

on pages 356-372 among preexilian prophets, and other ex-

tracts, also labelled “Isaiah,” on pages 413-437, among or after

exilian prophets. “Contents” (page xviii, and pages xx, xxi)

marks the same difference. The leading editor of the Shorter

Bible says there was “a collection of prophecies coming from

the anonymous co-workers of the author of Malachi, appended

to the writings of the great prophet of the Exile.”^® Else-

where*® he attributes it “probably” to the second Isaiah. The

exact number of second Isaiahs has evidently not yet been

determined by the “consensus of criticism”
;
and their “Great

Unknowns” (it is now more accurate to use the plural!) are in

this respect like Melchisedek, without father, without mother,

without descent, having neither beginning of days nor end of

life. No one knows anything about them.

We cannot be surprised, then, that Isaiah, the son of Amoz,

should be denied part and lot in the 53rd Chapter of Isaiah.

This was to be expected. But the acme of abomination is

reached when this holy of holies is retained, indeed, but only

to have part of its most precious contents discarded: “Yet it

pleased the Lord to bruise him
; he hath put him to grief : when

thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his

seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the Lord

shall prosper in his hand. He shall see of the travail of his

soul and shall be satisfied: by his knowledge. . .
.” These

precious words are not merely denied to the Evangelical

Prophet, Isaiah the son of Amoz, but they are rudely severed

from the sayings of the Great Unknown of the critics, as though

not worth the preserving. The literary fiction of Deutero- or

Trito-Isaiah appears innocent beside this dagger thrust in the

cor cordis, “the real heart of the Bible,” which these enemies of

evangelical faith claim they wish to preserve. They did a

like thing when they struck the 30th verse from the 8th of

Romans, “Moreover whom he did predestinate, them he also

called: and whom he called, them he also justified: and whom
he justified, them he also glorified.” But, somehow, the attack

History of the Jewish People, Persian Period, p. 112.

Social Teachings of Jesus, p. 127.
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on Isaiah seems blacker and more inexcusable- Why should

these modern Jehoiakims forbid Paul and Isaiah to speak what

the Spirit moved them to utter?

It is grievous to see again the names of official representa-

tives of the Young Men’s Christian Association and the Young
Women’s Christian Association appearing on the title page.

Do the responsible managers of these two great institutions ap-

prove or disapprove of this rationalistic assault on the Bible?

If they approve it or allow it, they must not be surprised if in

due time the churches take official action withdrawing their

support from the Associations themselves.

All concerned may profitably remember the Second Psalm,

retained happily by the Shorter Bible:

“Kiss the Son, lest he be angry and ye perish from the way
when his wrath is kindled but a little.”

Easton, Pa. John Fox.
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APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY
Essays Speculative and Political. By the Rt. Hon. Arthur J. Bal-

four, M.A., F.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L. Author of “Theism and Human-
ism,” “The Foundations of Belief,” etc. New York: George H.

Doran Co. 1921. 8vo ; pp. x, 241.

“An exceedingly interesting group of essays by one of the ablest and

most prominent thinkers of the present day. It comes under the head

of Literature and Politics. Some of the subjects covered are: “Review

of Bergson’s Creative Evolution”; “Anglo-German Relations in 1921”;

“Zionism”
; “Psychical Research”

; “The Foundation of a Durable

Peace,” which was Balfour’s historic reply to President Wilson’s dis-

patch to the Entente Powers requesting information as to their aims;

and others of varied character.

This book continues and brings down to date Mr. Wilfred M. Short’s

admirable book of a few years ago The Mind of Arthur James Balfour

and with it forms a complete revelation of one of “the great leaders of

Anglo-Saxon thought.”

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The New Light on Immortality or The Significance of Psychic Re-

search. By John Herman Randall. New York : Macmillan Co

1921. 8vo
; pp. vii, 174.

This is not a plea for psychial research. Neither is it an arraignment

of it. Rather is it an honest attempt to appraise it by tracing its his-

tory, by criticizing its evidence, by summing up its results, by present-

ing its status, by indicating its possibilities, and by setting forth its

ethical, social and religious implications. Thus regarded, it should be a

useful book: for these are matters on which correct information is

urgently needed
;
and in addition to being carefully and clearly written,

the discussion is carried on throughout in an eminently judicial temper.

Along two lines, however, adverse criticism is called for. In the

first place, the evidence on the basis of which scientists such as Lodge

and Hyslop have become convinced of the reality of communications

from the world of spirits is presented most inadequately, if at all. We
presume that this is because “the work of psychical investigation is

peculiarly the work of the trained expert, and the valuable results for

the world will come through his efforts. The rest of us must learn to be

content to await his verdict.” It would seem, however, that such expla-

nation might have been given, and should have been given as would
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enable us to appreciate the verdict. Otherwise, why wait for it? Of
course, faith is necessary; but even faith, and specially faith, must be

rational. Faith that does not have its roots in evidence that can be

understood is not faith. In the next place the discussion is carried

on altogether from the agnostic or non-religious standpoint. The re-

sult is that the author now and then takes positions which reveal his own
ignorance more than they enlighten his readers. Thus when he would

commend belief in survival after death by its practical results in life

and character he writes as though Christianity had nothing to say on

this subject and as if he had never heard that Christ had ‘brought life

and immortality to light through the Gospel.’

On the whole, we are bound to conclude that while there is much
in Mr. Randall’s book that we approve, it does not dispose us towards

psychic research. Its results are trivial. “The simple fact is that there

is to-day no unanimity of opinion among the workers in the field of

psychic phenomena, except that they are all apparently agreed that

trickery and fraud do not furnish the sole or the adequate explana-

tion of many of the phenomena investigated” (p. 87). Its communica-

tions, when explicit enough to be understood, are childish. Its practice

is most dangerous. “If the evil forces are in the ascendency, and the

practice of mediumship is persisted in, it usually leads to what is recog-

nized to-day as ‘obsession,’ and very often results in moral degradation

or mental insanity” (p. 115). Surely this is enough to condemn it. “The

game is not worth the candle.” The most precious communications

thus far received do not begin to compensate for the moral risk in ob-

taining them; and the trend of the evidence would seem to be that if

spirits communicate with us at all, they are evil or at best mischievous

ones.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

What and Where is God—A Human Answer to the Deep Religious

Cry of the Modern Soul. By Richard La Rue Swain, Ph.D.

New York: Macmillan Company. 1921. 8vo; pp. xii, 255.

“The foreground of this book has largely to do with the answering

of vital questions that have sprung from the suffering souls of men
and women with whom the author has been sympathetically associated.”

Such questions are: “What is God?,” “Who is God?,” “Where is

God?,” “What does God do?,” “If the Ancients made their Gods, how
do we know we are not making our God ?,” “May we not be communing

with a mere idea?,” “What is man?,” “Who is man?,” “Would the

absence of man cripple God?,” “What could an infinite God care for

such a little speck?,” “Is not socialism the best religion there is?,”

“How did the idea of the Trinity come about?,” “Was Jesus God or

a good man only?,” “Can modern psychology any longer believe in the

Deity of Jesus?,” “Where does Jesus belong in the religious, social

and thought worlds?,” “Can God die?”

“The chapters on immortality contain a further discussion of God,
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man, and the universe as they move on in endless time” ; and in general

such questions are considered as “Losing the sense of Immortality,”

“Finding the sense of Immortality,” “What Difference does it make
whether we believe in Immortality if we live as we should in this

Life?,” and “How shall we conceive of the Future Life?”

“The chapters on the Bible are not closely related to the rest of the

book; but as the Scriptures contain ‘the specifications,’ and ‘blueprints’

from God, a description is given of how we must approach them if

we are not to misread their spiritual contents.” This bare outline is

sufficient to indicate the interest and the possibilities of this work of

Dr. Swain’s. He is certainly to be commended for his motive, for his

plan, anl sometimes for his treatment; and he has given us a volume

which will be widely read, and which will, possibly, help some. We wish

we need not add that the discussion is vitiated by three errors as ser-

ious as they are fundamental. The first of these is its misconception

of the Bible. It is regarded as containing here and there the Word
of God instead of as itself being throughout the Word of God. The

second error concerns the union of the divine nature and the human
nature in the Person of Christ. This union is identified with the in-

dwelling of the Spirit of Christ in the believer. But for sin, therefore,

every man would be God in the same sense in which Christ is (p. 123).

The third and last error is seen in the writer’s doctrine of God and

especially of the Trinity. This is sometimes more striking than exact

(chap. IV).

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Modern Religious Liberalism. The Destructiveness and Irrationality

of the New Theology. By John Horsch, author of “A Short His-

tory of Christianity,” “Menno Simons, His Life, Labors, and

Teachings.” Chicago : Bible Institute Colportage Association.

1920. 8vo; pp. 331. Price $1.75.

In this instructive, interesting, and most timely volume the author’s

aim is not so much the refutation of the New Theology as it is the expo-

sition of its nature, its prevalence, its destructive tendencies, and espe-

cially the impossibility of combining it with “the faith which was

once for all delivered to the saints.” Mr. Horsch rightly believes that

in religion even more than elsewhere publicity is the safeguard of

truth and the destroyer of error. Hence, he discusses the New Theology

from, it would seem, every possible viewpoint and in every conceivable

relation; and he clearly shows that the Old and the New can be fused

no more than can oil and water. To his work he brings an adequate

knowledge of orthodoxy and a most exceptional knowledge of “Modem
Religious Liberalism” as set forth in the more popular magazines and

newspapers of our day. For this reason he is able to make the new
theologians, even those who demand and command authority not to

be questioned, refute themselves out of their own mouths; and this

he does again and again.

Yet while we would commend most highly this very unusual book, we
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cannot pronounce it faultless. Indeed, just because it is so excellent,

we feel bound in the interest of the new edition that should soon be

called for, to point out that repetitions and redundancies are not infre-

quent. Nor can we endorse every theological position taken. It is not

true that miracles involve the suspension of the laws of nature. They

involve and evince the entrance of a new law, not the suspension of the

old. God himself puts his own arm and hand into the stream of

cause and effect, but in so doing he suspends the order of nature no

more than does the carpenter when he works with his own fingers. He
transcends, he does not suspend or alter. Nay, he could not transcend

nature, if he did suspend its operations. There would then be nothing

to transcend. So, too, the immanence and the transcendance of God
are not inconsistent. Because God is in the world so that it “lives and

moves and has its being in him,” it does not follow that he cannot leave

it and is not distinct from it and independent of it. The world would

drop out of existence, were he to withdraw from it; but were the world

to drop out of existence, God himself would be the same.

The reviewer, however, has no desire to stress these criticisms.

Rather would he call attention to the unique worth of the book. There

is none more urgently needed today, and there is none that could take

its place. Its chapters on “The Social Gospel,” or “Religious Democ-

racy,” or “The New View of Religious Democracy,” or “What Ails our

Colleges and Seminaries,” or “The Modernist View of Missions”—not to

particularize where all are good—are almost beyond praise and should

be given the widest publicity.

One cannot read this book with open mind and not be impressed,

not only with the weakness, but also with the dishonesty of the New
Theology. It poses as that which it essentially denies. We are glad

to be able to say that many at least of these chapters are published as

separate pamphlets in “The Fundamental Truth Series.” There are

before us now No. i, “A Religious Revolution and its Consequences,”

No. 2, “The Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,” No. 7, “The Social

Gospel,” No. 9, “The Modernist View of Missions,” and No. 19, “What
Ails our Colleges and Seminaries.” The publishers of this admirable

series of papers ought to be encouraged and supported.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Great Menace. Americanism or Bolshevism? By George White-

field Mead. New York: Dodd, Mead & Company. 1920. 8vo;

pp. vii, 153.

This illuminating and impressive book “has been written in the be-

lief that it will help in an immediate nationwide campaign of publicity

of the disaster facing our country in the Great Menace” or Bolshevism.

Its fundamental presupposition is that “when the American people are

truly aware of the extent of the work of the Great Menace and of

its real intent, they will most surely do what needs to be done, thor-

oughly and without delay.”
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To this end the author gives us five vigorous and informing chap-

ters as follows : I. “The Great Menace”
;

II. “The Relation of the

People, Labor, and Capital in the Impending Revolution” ;
III. “Condi-

tions Forming Bolshevism That do not Right Themselves; and Reasons

for Faith in the People”; IV. “The New Patriotism”; V. “Vital Mes-

sages of Religion for To-Day.”

We are not sure that he does not overestimate, not the necessity, but

the efficacy, of publicity. To be avoided, danger must be seen; but

because it is seen it does not follow that it will be avoided. To be

resisted, evil must be appreciated; but because it is appreciated, it

does not follow that it will be resisted. To be practised, virtue must

be known; but because it is known, it does not follow that it will be

practised. In a word, Socrates was right in teaching that virtue in-

cludes knowledge; he was wrong in holding that it consists in knowl-

edge. Publicity is indispensable, but even publicity is not enough. It is

true that the head must be enlightened, but it is even more true that

the man must be “born again” and “born from above.”

Hence, we are glad to see that the author goes away beyond most

of the writers on this subject in giving us an excellent chapter on

“The Vital Messsages of Religion for To-day.” He recognizes clearly

that publicity can not do what is most important, and that what

publicity cannot do, religion must and can effect. We wish that he

had gone further and had emphasized the fact, which he accepts and

implies, that religion to be permanently and vitally effective, must

be Christian, and to be Christian must be based throughout on the

Bible as itself throughout the very Word of God himself. It is

only a Christianity as Biblical as this that can cope with Bolshevism

or with the devil who inspires it.

We hope that this little volume will have the widest circulation.

It is worthy of it and the cause of humanity, not to speak of God,

demands it.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Meaning of Service. By Harry Emerson Fosdick, author of

“The Manhood of the Master,” “The Meaning of Prayer,” “The

Meaning of Faith,” etc. New York; Association Press, 347 Madi-

son Ave. 1920. 8vo
; pp. ix, 225.

This is a striking book. It is so in its make-up. Printed on thin

paper, bound in art leather cloth, with round corners and of pocket

size—it attracts attention and delights the eye.

It is striking in the arrangement of its material. This is given in the

form of Scripture readings for every day during a period of twelve

weeks. These readings are followed by explanatory remarks, and

these conclude in every case with a prayer taken from some religious

leader or from one of the ancient liturgies. Then at the close of

each week’s readings come four or five extended comments on and
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applications of the lessons of the readings. Thus variety is secured,

weariness is prevented, attention is held.

Yet more striking is the volume under review with respect to style.

This would seize and compel attention anywhere. For ease and clear-

ness and strength, for freshness and aptness of illustration, for terse-

ness and originality of expression, it is almost unrivalled. “To desire

to do good is positively dangerous unless one knows what it is good

to do”—gems like this abound.

Still more striking is this volume in its subject matter. In the words

of the Preface, “This little book completes a triology which it has

long been the author’s hope to write. ‘The Meaning of Prayer’ is a

study in the Christian’s inward experience of fellowship with God;
‘The Meaning of Faith’ is a study in the reasonable ideas on which the

Christian life is based; and now ‘The Meaning of Service’ is a study

in the practical overflow of the Christian life in useful ministry.”

The following are the special topics discussed: I. “Service and Chris-

tianity,” II. “The Peril of Uselessness,” III. “The Strong and the

Weak,” IV. “The Abundant Life,” V. “Self-Denial,” VI. “Justice,”

VII. “Small Enemies of Usefulness,” VIII. “Cooperation,” IX. “New
Forms of Service,” X. “The Great Obstacle,” XI. “The Motive of

Gratitude,” XII. “Victorious Personality.” These various subjects are

discussed with wisdom, sanity, and insight that leave little to be desired.

If not in the words of Christ, the discussion breathes his spirit. If not

a systematic, it is as true and practical a presentation of distinctively

Christian ethics as is known to the reviewer. Specially impressive is

the chapter on “Victorious Personality.” An idea of its trend and per-

tinence can, perhaps best be given by a somewhat extended quotation.

“An internationalist believes in a league of nations. But he should not

forget that such a league will be the most extensive experiment in co-

operation ever tried; that it will put an unprecedented strain upon tol-

erance, patience, goodwill, and faith ; that such forty-story buildings

cannot be erected safely on three-story foundations. An industrial re-

former believes in more leisure for the working man. But he should

recall that there has been leisure in plenty in the South Sea Islands for

many generations, with little to do save to pluck fruit and eat it in the

shade, but that no great consequences for human weal ever came from

such spare time. Whether for employer or employee, it is one thing to

achieve outward leisure; it is another thing to achieve that quality of

character which will make good use of it. We may well be concerned

lest, enthusiastic for outward reforms, we in the end achieve them—and

get nothings For outward reforms have permanence only when they

proceed from, are sustained by, and issue in personality redeemed to

wisdom and truth, to God and godliness” (p. 217).

It is, however, in what it omits that Dr. Fosdick’s book is most

striking. Admirable as is its presentation and application of the ethics

of “the Master,” it has not a word to say of its true and only suffi-

cient dynamic, the Holy Spirit. His agency in the moral life is ignored,
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if not ruled out. Indeed, we are told on the last page, as in a sense

a summary of the whole study, that "The final resource of a serviceable

man must be his own inwardly victorious spirit, sustained by motives

which wear well, by unsmothered faiths, and by hopes which refuse to

grow dim. Only a personality so equipped can easily see through to a

triumphant close a life of sustained and sacrificial ministry.” Thus,

what would have been a most useful and inspiring discussion is turned

at last into poison of the worst sort. No doctrine is so destructive as

the teaching that man can conquer evil in “his own victorious person-

ality.”

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

A Theory of the Mechanism of Survival. The Fourth Dimension and

its Applications. By W. Whately Smith. London: Kegan Paul,

Trench, Trubner & Company, Ltd.; New York: E. P. Dutton &
Company. 1920. 8vo; pp. 195.

This is a study of the fourth dimension and its application to the

more important phenomena revealed by psychic research, particularly

those phenomena which are regarded as indicating the soul’s survival of

death. In the words of the author, “we have but to suppose that after

physical death the Individual consciousness is embodied in a vehicle

organized, not from physical matter, but from four dimensional mat-

ter, i.e., that which, in four space, corresponds to what we call ‘Mat-

ter’ in three space.

“Such a vehicle fulfills the required conditions in every way. It is

scientifically real—that is to say, it has its habitat in a region as sub-

ject to law and as susceptible to mathematical analysis as the three

dimensional world in which we at present live. And yet it must be

supposed to be, of its very nature, inapprehensible by our normal physi-

cal senses. We are thus enabled to understand how those who have

left this physical world may, although discarnate, be none the less

as truly alive as ever, close to us, and yet invisible, constantly in touch

with us and yet beyond our normal ken.”

Mr. Whately is so careful a student and writer and is so modest in

his prentensions that his hypothesis deserves the attention of the

mathematicians. They alone are capable of expounding and criticizing

it.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
Fatuous Reformers of the Reformed and Presbyterian Churches. A

Mission Study Manual on the Reformation. By Rev. Prof. James
I. Good, D.D., LL.D. Philadelphia : The Heidelberg Press, Fif-

teenth and Race Streets. 1916. i2mo, cloth; pp. xiii, 160.

The Reformed Reformation. By Rev. Prof. James I. Good, D.D.,
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LL.D. Philadelphia: The Heidelberg Press, 1916. 8vo, cloth;

pp. viii, 144.

These booklets both appeared in 1916, as contributions to the celebra-

tion of the four hundredth anniversary of the beginning of the Refor-

mation in 1517; and we wish first of all to apologize to the author, an

esteemed friend, for having failed to give an earlier notice of these

volumes in the pages of this Review. The fact is that having supplied

a “Foreword” for the first of the two publications, and having as

editor for another quarterly secured a review of both works by a de-

voted friend of the author, we had quite forgotten our further obliga-

tion incurred by the reception of the volumes from the book-shelves of

this Review. It is a pleasure to make what amends we can, at this late

date, for our fault.

The Famous Reformers is designed as a manual for mission study

classes, and to that purpose it is well adapted. While the mode of

presentation, as the title would lead one to suppose, is in the main

biographical, the Reformation is primarily viewed as an evangelistic

movement, a home and foreign missionary enterprise, and attention is

frequently called to the special methods of work employed to secure

the allegiance of converts to the new evangelical faith. The eight

chapters into which the material is divided show the Reformation in

its incipient stages under Zwingli and Luther, then in its broadening

influence under the guidance of the former’s coadjutors and immediate

followers, and then in its widest extent under the other Reformed
leaders—Calvin, Viret, Beza, Guy de Bres, Bucer, Ursinus, Olevianus,

Lasco, Knox and a number of less known worthies. These sketches

of the Reformers are admirable for their combination of brevity with

comprehensiveness, their relative proportions, their pronounced sym-

pathy for their subjects, their human interest, and their readableness.

The distinctive traits of the men, their chief doctrinal peculiarities, and

the scope of their activities are clearly indicated. The value of the

manual as a textbook is enhanced by the addition of a map and nine

illustrations, by the Insertion of many appropriate sectional headings,

and by the printing of lists of questions, at the close of each chapter,

to focus the interest of the student on the main points of the narrative.

The little book is a worthy addition to the list of publications by

which the author has popularized the history of the Reformed and

Presbyterian Churches of Europe and the United States.

The Reformed Reformation, says the author in his Preface, “has

been published to meet a desire by some of the ministers of the Re-

formed Church for more material on the Reformed side of the Refor-

mation.” In accordance with this purpose. Dr. Good, in the first of the

two “Books” which compose this volume, discusses the question, “Who
Was the First Reformer?” and in the second, estimates “The Contri-

bution of the Reformed to the Spirit of Protestantism.” The first Re-

former, the author concludes, was Prof. James Lefevre of France.

The life and work of this teacher of mathematics and philosophy at
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Paris, this humanist and Bible translator and commentator, are ad-

mirably set forth, and emphasis is properly enough laid upon his inde-

pendent labors and the Protestant spirit of some of his writings, as well

as upon his unquestioned influence on Farel, Calvin, and Briqonnet,

bishop of Meaux. But while these services of Lefevre are being

more generously and more justly recognized in our day, one may still

question the propriety of numbering him with the Reformers in the

historic sense of the term, and still more the validity of classifying

him among the Reformed Reformers. For after all is said, this

Frenchman did not outwardly break with the papal Church, though

his death occurred as late as 1536.

The second chapter discusses the knotty question of the relation of

Luther and Zwingli with reference to their originality and indepen-

dence as Reformers, and settles the issue in favor of the priority of

Zwingli,—a conclusion which few will accept without interpretative

reservations. We cannot but believe that Zwingli himself was de-

ceived in this matter, and that he owed to the Wittenberg leader much
more than he was inclined to acknowledge. Though he does not men-

tion Luther before 1519, and though undoubtedly he had been working

for several years before that for the betterment of the Church,—and

that, too, not merely along the Erasmian lines of humanistic and ethical

reform, but also on more thoroughgoing evangelical principles,—never-

theless the really decisive factor in his career as a Reformer was the

influence of Luther’s writings upon him, an influence distinctly trace-

able in his own works. This does not disparage Zwingli’s genuine orig-

inality as a theologian nor his essential independence as a church leader,

nor does it affect his deserts in having a place of honor alongside of

Luther; but it does make it impossible to regard him as an earlier

source of historic Protestantism than was Luther. In this connection

it must be borne in mind that even the medieval Church honored the

Bible as the supreme rule of life, and Christ as the only truly divine

Mediator, even though it insisted on the necessity of the teaching

hierarchy as the authoritative interpreter of the Scriptures, and made
room at the side of Christ for all sorts of auxiliary forces and
agents, not only for the application, but also for the very accomplish-

ment of man’s salvation. And to effect a result like the Reformation

something more was needed than the abstract assertion of those two
fruitful ideas that Zwingli had accepted in his early student days at

Basel from Prof. Wyttenbach : the normative authority of the Word
of God and the forgiveness of sins through Christ alone. There was
need of a great personality who, besides vitally grasping the religious

problem at its very center and resolutely pointing the way to its cor-

rect solution, could say the needful word in so genuinely representa-

tive a fashion, and under such favorable accompaniments, not to say

with such specifically dramatic force, that the numberless reform ten-

dencies of the providentially prepared world would speedily develop

their latent energies into a mighty movement; and Luther, and not
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Zwingli, seems to have been the appointed prophet for that particular

mission.

In Chapter III Dr. Good compares at some length the Lutheran and

the Reformed Reformations up to the year 1525, and then (Chapter

IV), covering much the same ground from a different point of view,

traces the development of Zwingli’s theology from the time of his pas-

torate at Glaurus to the publication of his Trite and False Religion

(1525)-

In the brief second “Book” (pp. 105- 143) the author shows how the

Reformed supplemented and completed the Lutheran Reformation in

the spheres of the cultus, ecclesiastical government, and doctrine. He
further estimates Zwingli’s contribution to “the spirit of the Reforma-

tion” from the standpoint of his services as a political, a humanistic,

and a “redemptive” Reformer. The last chapter sets forth the “Con-

tribution of the Reformed Side of the Reformation to the Spirit of

Protestantism,” in securing popular liberty, in developing practical

ethics, in fostering pietism, and in promoting education.

With the author’s positive treatment of his theme we find ourselves in

substantial accord; but we cannot follow him in all his deductions from

the facts, when he speaks comparatively of the two closely related re-

form movements. At the same time we heartily sympathize with him

in his endeavor to secure a more favorable, because more just, appre-

ciation of the work of Lefevre and Zwingli.

Finally, we are constrained to ask. Ought not the title of this book

to have been limited, or else some of the other Reformed leaders

—

Calvin at least—been included in this estimate of the “Reformed

Reformation”?

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians.

In The International Critical Commentary. By Ernest De Witt
Burton, Professor of New Testament Interpretation in the Uni-

versity of Chicago. New York; Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1920.

Pp. Ixxxix, 541.

Professor Burton’s long-awaited commentary on Galatians is perhaps

the most elaborate New Testament exegetical work that has appeared

within the past thirty or forty years. The author declares in his preface

that he began work on Galatians in 1896, and the finished product bears

abundant testimony to the diligence with which the twenty-four Inter-

vening years up to the appearance of the book were spent. Attainments

in various fields, moreover, served to equip the author for his task;

Professor Burton is a notable grammarian and lexicographer who had

already—even before the appearance of this his most important work

—

placed students of the New Testament very deeply in his debt.
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The method of the commentary allows free play for the exercise of

the author’s gift for analysis and classification. In addition to Professor

Burton’s own view, rival exegetical opinion with regard to all questions

of any importance whatever is carefully noted, and minute differences

of opinion are distinguished and classified. The result may at times

make difficult reading, but only superficiality can ignore the value of

such work. The Epistle to the Galatians is such a supremely important

piece of writing that no amount of labor is too great if the exact mean-

ing can finally be attained. And it may sometimes appear that the elab-

orate classification, the minute grammatical distinctions, may be an

aid to common sense. The painful process of determining what a pas-

sage does not mean is often the very best way to determine clearly what

it does mean, although after the result has been attained the process

of its attainment may sometimes be forgotten.

In the elaborate "detached notes on important terms of Paul’s vocabu-

lary’’ which follow the commentary proper, the author has exercised his

notable gifts as a lexicographer. The results are at times destructive

of conclusions which in the modern school of comparative religion have

attained almost to the position of dogma. Particularly refreshing are

the notes on TLvevfm 2nd '%dp$ 2nd on Ta Sroixeia tov Koapov- In the

former note, which is an abridgment of part of the author’s admirable

monograph (Spirit, Soul and Flesh, 1918), Professor Burton exhibits

the basis in the Old Testament for the Pauline use of the term “Spirit,”

and the lack of basis in Greek writers. By a careful exhibition and

classification of the actual usage, which is in marked contrast to the

unmethodical roamings of certain recent writers, the conclusions of

Reitzenstein and others are tacitly but convincingly refuted. In the

latter note. Professor Burton is bold enough to reject the current

interpretation, almost hallowed with the sanctity of a modern exegeti-

cal tradition, which finds personal beings in the aroixela rov Koaftov

and attributes to Paul all kinds of strange opinions about the identity

of the heathen gods with the angels of the Old Testament dispensa-

tion. For very good and cogently presented reasons, our commenta-

tor returns to the sensible view which makes of the aroixela tov Koa/iov

simply “the rudimentary religious teachings possessed by the race."

Somewhat related to this conclusion is the author’s insistence that the

implied contrast with evds in Gal. iii. 20 is duality, not plurality, and
his rejection of any interpretation which makes Paul’s argument turn

on the view that the angels, and not God directly, were the givers of

the Law. On the positive side. Professor Burton’s treatment of this

passage is less satisfactory. He is inclined to treat Gal. iii. 20 as

rabbinical, and to question whether either this verse or Gal. iii. i6b

belongs really to Paul.

It is impossible, here, to follow any further the lexicographical in-

vestigations of Professor Burton. Enough has perhaps been said to

show that the commentary, with its detached notes, is valuable not

merely as an aid to the understanding of Galatians, but also as a mine
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of information about the entire history, both profane and Biblical, of

New Testament words.

Nevertheless, despite the many virtues of Professor Burton’s great

work, despite the gratitude which all students of the New Testament

must feel toward the learned author, it must be confessed with sorrow

that this most recent and most elaborate commentary marks distinctly

a backward step in the history of New Testament exegesis. For the

plain fact is that the method of grammatico-historical exegesis is here

actually though not consciously abandoned. The author does not pre-

sent to his readers the real Paul as he actually lived in the first cen-

tury, but a strangely modernized Paul, who will subserve the interests

of the current liberalism.

This modernizing of the apostle runs all through the commentary.

It appears in many directions.

In the first place, the Paul of Professor Burton presents a totally

un-Pauline view of the seat of authority in religion and of the validity

of the gospel message. In the year 1921, after all the boasted develop-

ment of modern historical method, it is nothing short of amazing to

find Professor Burton writing as follows (p. Ixi) : “Thus Paul neither

approves nor disapproves all that the Jewish church had canonised, but

assumes towards it a discriminative attitude, finding much in it that is

true and most valuable, but denying that being in the Old Testament

of itself makes a teaching or command authoritative. This discrim-

inative attitude towards the Old Testament, coupled with the apostle’s

clear recognition of its value as a whole and his insistence, despite his

dissent from many of its precepts, upon connecting the Christian reli-

gion historically with that of the Old Testament, is most significant.

Though he has left us no definite statement to this effect, possibly

never formulated the matter in this way in his own mind, he in effect

accepted the principle that while each generation is the heir of all

the ages, it is also the critic of all, and the arbiter of its own reli-

gion.” No doubt these sentences correctly represent the views of Pro-

fessor Burton. But to think of them as representing the views of

Paul is to fall into an error so preposterous as to make all refutation

needless. It is surely difficult to recognize a “discriminative attitude

towards the Old Testament” in the way in which Paul—as did Jesus

before him—appeals again and again to Scripture as the absolutely

final instance. No doubt Paul did not inculcate the continued observ-

ance of the ceremonial Law. But that does not mean that he regarded

the ceremonial Law as of lesser authority than any other part of the

Old Testament. Indeed it is just in the Epistle to the Galatians that

Paul makes his attitude perfectly clear. The Mosaic Law, he says in

effect, was given by God, and was of absolute authority. It could never

be set aside, even in its minutest particulars, by any merely practical

considerations. It could only be set aside by an act of God. But such

an act had actually been accomplished in the redemptive work of

Christ. The Law served a divine purpose. But the divine purpose was
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a temporary purpose. The Law was a schoolmaster to bring Israel

to Christ, and when Christ appeared the work of the schoolmaster

was done.

The “discriminative attitude towards the Old Testament” which

Professor Burton attributes to Paul is of a piece with the principle

—

also supposed to have been accepted, at least in effect, by Paul—“that

while each generation is the heir of all the ages, it is also the critic

of all, and the arbiter of its own religion.” Such a Paul would have

been perfectly at home in modern committees on Church union, with

their indifference toward truth and their politely veiled skepticism.

But it is a little difficult to recognize here the Paul who pronounced

anathemas upon the very angels in heaven if they proclaimed a different

gospel, and who withstood Peter to his face. Professor Burton be-

lieves that what Paul “claimed for himself, viz., a divine commission

and a corresponding responsibility, he freely admitted might be pos-

sessed by other men who did not wholly agree with him. Sitting in

council with them he neither consented to conform his own course of

action or message to their practice nor demanded that they should con-

form their to his. The gospel of the circumcision and the gospel of the

uncircumcision had certain elements in common, but they were by no

means identical. Yet he claimed for himself the right and duty to

preach his gospel, and admitted the right and duty of the other apostles

to preach theirs” (p. Ixiii). Such words have a familiar sound. They
are heard everywhere at the present day. They are an expression of

that “undogmatic Christianity,” which is really a veiled agnosticism.

But certainly they are not Pauline. Paul defended his right to preach

his gospel not because every man has the right to formulate a gospel

on the basis of his experience, but because by a unique interposition of

God he had had revealed to him the gospel which was true. Professor

Burton says on page 380: “Limiting his own efforts to Gentile lands

(Gal. I 2®.®) and within these lands to fields not already occupied

by others, he disclaimed all intention of reproselytising to his own con-

ception of Christianity converts already made by others (2 Cor.

Rom. 15^®), and equally denied the right of others to attempt to win

his converts to their views (Gal. i ®. ® 5^®).” Such exegesis as this

ought not to need refutation in detail. Paul is here reduced to the

level of a modern “practical” Christian—putting life above principle

and practice above truth. The real Paul was vastly different.

Of course Professor Burton fails to recognize the historical charac-

ter of the Pauline gospel. He seems to regard the Epistle to the

Galatians merely as a plea for “spiritual religion.” There could be no

greater error. The gospel of Paul did not consist in the enunciation

of eternal truths—the truths of an underlying, ideal religion—but in the

proclamation of something that had happened, namely the death and

resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ. Without that happening, accord-

ing to Paul, the truth about “religion” would have brought nothing but

blank despair. The gospel, according to Paul, as indeed the very word
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for “gospel” implies, was not the discovery of what had always been true,

but the proclamation—with explanation of the meaning—of something

new. It is no wonder that Professor Burton is very much puzzled by

Paul’s emphasis upon the physical evidence of the resurrection. “On the

one side,” he says (p. 374), “the general type of his thought, his em-
phasis on the purely spiritual as against the physical in religion, would

favour the view that he did not attach vital importance to his having

seen Jesus.” But as a matter of fact, our commentator is obliged to

admit that Paul apparently did attach importance to his having seen

Jesus. The Paul of Professor Burton never ought to have done so.

But the real Paul believed that the resurrection was a plain fact of

history.

But the most fundamental error of all has not yet been mentioned.

That error consists in a total misunderstanding of the purpose of the

Epistle. In the last sentence of the commentary proper (p. 362), Pro-

fessor Burton characterizes the Epistle to the Galatians as “one of the

noblest pleas ever written for Christian liberty and spiritual religion.”

These words might be interpreted in a way consonant with the truth.

But unfortunately, the entire book renders it only too plain that

“spiritual religion” is here regarded as an explanation of “Christian

liberty.” Professor Burton regards the Epistle to the Galatians as

directed against ceremonialism and externality and a piecemeal morality

which divides the Law of God into separate rules. There is of course

a certain measure of truth in this opinion. In one passage, somewhat

obscure it is true, Paul does apparently characterize the Jewish forms

which the Galatians were adopting as belonging to the period of child-

hood from which the Christian man has emerged. But in the Epistle

as a whole the thought of externalism, as against spiritual religion, is

entirely subordinate. The real point of the Epistle is quite different.

What Paul is really attacking in Galatians is not ceremonialism in re-

ligion, or a divisive morality, but the principle of merit. The real con-

troversy in Galatia was not between outward works and inward works,

but upon human merit however attained and the divine grace.

The question between these two conceptions of the purpose of the

Epistle is highly important to Professor Burton. For if the Epistle

is directed against externalism in religion, then Professor Burton be-

longs, in the controversy in Galatia, with Paul, whereas if the Epistle

is directed against a religion of merit. Professor Burton belongs with

the Judaizers. And as a matter of fact the latter alternative is correct.

Modern liberalism is clearly a religion of merit, which brings satisfac-

tion to its adherents only because they hold a lax view of sin and of

the law.

It is true, Professor Burton repudiates the “law in the legalistic

sense,” and believes that Paul repudiated it. But he believes that there

is a higher sense of the word “law,” in accordance with which it

designates a complete expression of the will of God including mercy,

and that Paul maintained the law when it is so considered. The mean-
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ing seems to be that Paul supposed God to look with complacency upon

the transgressions to which all men are subject if only there be a true

effort on man’s part to obey God’s will. In other words, God is content

with a relative goodness, and the mistake of the Judaizers was to sup-

pose that he dealt with men on the basis of strict justice. There could

be no greater error. As a matter of fact, the whole of Paulinism is

founded not upon a lax interpretation of the law of God, but upon

a strict interpretation. The demands of the Law could not be set aside

in the interests of practical religion. And all were under the curse.

But Christ took the curse upon Himself, and paid the Law’s penalty for

us. Such is the teaching of Paul. The Pauline doctrine of justification

is absolutely unintelligible except upon the basis of a strict view ot

law; it is absolutely unintelligible upon the basis of “liberalism.” It

is because Paul was not a liberal Jew that he could be the apostle of

Christian liberty.

Starting from a radically different view of sin and of the law of

God from that of Paul, Professor Burton seeks to force the apostle

into the modern mould. It might seem as though he would have been

discouraged by the hopelessness of the task. It is rather difficult to

make out of the writer of Gal. ii and iii a complacent believer in the

religion of modern naturalism, who uses the term “justification” to desig-

nate the mere acceptance by God of a lower goodness than that which

His law requires, and who regards faith itself as a meritorious work.

With regard to the religion of modern liberalism as with regard to the

teaching of the Judaizers in Galatia, the real Paul would have said: “I

do not make void the grace of God: for if righteousness is through

the law, then Christ died for nought” (Gal. ii. 21). But it is useless to

quote individual verses to Professor Burton, no matter how plain they

may seem. The ingenuity of our commentator is equal to any task.

Thus the verse just quoted, the key verse of the Epistle, coming though

it does after a glorious passage w'here even one who is unprepared to

accept the gospel of Paul might be expected to understand something

of what it meant to him, our commentator actually makes “the grace

of God” refer to the giving of the law to Israel. Paul, he says, is

answering an attack of the opponents to the effect that he was making
of no account “the special grace of God to Israel in giving them the

law.” In the presence of such exegesis the reader may well stand

aghast. Paul has poured out his soul before us. But all to no purpose.

Professor Burton, in other words, with modern liberalism in general,

occupies in all essentials the position of the Judaizers. He believes that

the grace of God is necessary in order to salvation. But human good-

ness, he believes, is also necessary; man keeps the law the best he can,

and then God meets him half way. That was exactly the view of the

Judaizers. They believed that in addition to the law it was necessary to

have the grace of Christ, but that human merit, though not suffi-

cient, was necessary. And it was against such a position that the

Epistle to the Galatians was written. There are two possible ways, says
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Paul, of attaining salvation—in the first place perfect obedience, and

in the second place acceptance of the sacrifice of Christ. But the whole

Epistle is directed against any mingling of the two.

What will Professor Burton do with Gal. vi. 14
—“Far be it from me

to glory save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ”? Will he recog-

nize at least in the Pauline doctrine of the new creation the tremendous

supernaturalism of the Pauline gospel? Not at all. “To this world

[the world of earthly relationships],” he says, Paul “became dead by

the cross of Christ, because in Christ’s death on the cross he saw a

demonstration that God’s way of accepting men was not on the basis

of works of law, but on that of faith in Christ.” Our commentator

then proceeds to speak of the evidence “that the significance of the

cross is in what it proves respecting God’s real attitude towards men.”

It would hardly be possible to get further away from any true his-

torical method of exegesis. Modern naturalism may be true or it may
be false—that is another question—but certainly Paul was not an ad-

herent of it. And the death of the believer to the world, according to

Paul, was certainly not an act of man, but an act of God.

In order to learn something of the true nature of Paulinism, Pro-

fessor Burton would not have had to turn to "conservative” scholars

who accept Paulinism as their own religion; he could have learned

also from those who see Paulinism somewhat as it is and then reject

it. He could have learned from Baur. He could have learned from

Wrede, who with all his exaggerations at least faced the problem of

Paulinism as a redemptive religion. He could have learned from Bous-

set. But Bousset’s “Kyrios Christos,” which appeared in 1914, is not

even mentioned by our commentator. Professor Burton, in short, has

hardly come to grips at all with the really great problems of the apos-

tolic age.

The Epistle to the Galatians, “the Magna Charta of Christian liberty,”

has fallen again upon evil days. It had fallen upon evil days at the

close of the middle ages. It was buried then under the Roman Catholic

system of merits, and under the trivialities of mediaeval exegesis. And
now again, in the pages of Professor Burton’s commentary, it is buried

under the neo-legalistic slavery of the modern “liberal” Church. But

the message of the Epistle is essentially plain, and cannot permanently

be obscured. It was discovered by Luther at the beginning of the six-

teenth century. Will some man of God discover it again, and set

humanity free?

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

SYSTEMATICAL THEOLOGY
Grundriss der evangelischen Dogmatik. Von Dr. Martin Schulze,

ord. Professor an der Universitat Kdnigsberg. Leipzig: J. C.

Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung. 1918. Pp. 180.

Schulze has given an admirably compact outline of Dogmatics from
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the general Ritschlian point of view. He leans somewhat toward what

has been called “the left wing” of that school.

His starting point is the dogma of the Reformation Church. This

he treats historically and critically in order to point out what Schulze

considers its limitations and historically conditioned character.

Hence in dealing with each doctrine the history of the doctrine is

given, and then its statement in the creeds and theology of the Refor-

mation Church. This is followed in each case by a critical section point-

ing out what the author considers the defects of this doctrinal formula-

tion, and then follows a section in which the author states concisely

what he regards as the evangelical kernel of truth of Christian experi-

ence which the doctrine under discussion expresses. The method,

therefore, is similar to that of the old Rationalism, but the norms of

truth are found in Christian experience, not in reason. Schulze’s

position goes back, then, not to Rationalism, but to the line of de-

velopment from Schleirmacher through Ritschl to Herrmann.

The statements in the text are supported by more or less extensive

footnotes, so that the book really is more than a mere outline of the

subject, and at the head of each section are references to the literature

of the subjects which are fairly extensive and judiciously selected

though by no means complete.

Schulze begins by a discussion of the fundamental questions of the

nature of the Christian religion and of the Christian revelation. This

is followed by a section stating the differences between the Roman
Catholic and the Protestant dogmatics. After this the individual Chris-

tion doctrines are discussed in systematic order.

Schulze’s aim, as has been said, is to free the Church’s doctrine from

what he considers to be foreign and erroneous elements, and to state

their evangelical content. He will separate the chaff from the wheat, the

kernel from the husk, very much after the fashion of the old Ration-

alism, only his norms are different.

But the form and content of Christian truth cannot be thus sep-

arated. In pulling up the tares, Schulze has uprooted also the wheat.

What he has really done is to put the doctrines of Christianity into

moulds or categories which come from Schleiermacher, Kant, and

Ritschl. He has given us just modern liberal Christianity, and not the

truths of historical Christianity in any justifiable sense.

Even supposing, however, that it were possible thus to separate be-

tween the form and content of Christian truth, it would then have to

be said that Schulze’s statement of Christian doctrine would have to be

freed from the temporary husk of Schleiermacher and Ritschl. and the

kernel of evangelical truth would still elude us. In other words it

may fairly be questioned whether this change in the conception of

Christian truth in which its metaphysical and historical elements are

suppressed, is not due to a modern philosophical standpoint, rather than

to a nearer approach to the “essence of Christianity” or of a so-called
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"evangelical” conception supposedly more in accord with Christian

experience and life.

This whole method, however, is a fallacious one. We can distin-

guish between doctrine and life, theology and religion, but not between

the form and essence of doctrine, as Schulze does. The form and es-

sence of doctrine are inseparable, and Schulze’s doctrinal statements

come from the nineteenth century, not from the Apostolic age. Chris-

tian experience is neither a source nor a norm of Christian truth, but

is determined by a doctrine derived from the Christian revelation. Just

at this point is found the fundamental fault in this modern theology

which Schulze represents, viz., its subjective conception of revelation,

and its denial that the idea of revelation involves that of the communi-

cation of truth to man by God.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

Studies in Recent Adventism. By Henry C. Sheldon, Professor in

Boston University. New York; Cincinnati: The Abingdon Press.

1918. Pp. 195.

This is a reprint of Professor Sheldon’s book of the above title,

which was published in 1915, and reviewed in The Princeton Theo-

logical Review in 1916, Vol. XIV, p. 146.

In this reprint an Appendix of thirty-five pages is added to reinforce,

as the author says, four points of his criticism of Adventism. These

points, which had previously received some attention are: i. The
forcing of the Old Testament Prophecy; 2. an arbitrary intrusion into

the New Testament of a sense favorable to the pre-millennial thesis;

3. a drastic disparagement of the vocation of Christianity over against

the interest and office of Jewish nationality; 4. a combination of intem-

perate pessimism with a most extravagant optimism.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
From Authority to Freedom. The Spiritual Pilgrimage of Charles Har-

grove. By L. P. Jacks, M.A., D.D., LL.D., Principal of Manchester

College, Oxford; and Editor of The Hibbert Journal. London:

Williams & Norgate. 1920. Pp. 384.

The brilliant editor of The Hibbert Journal rarely touches any subject

which he does not adorn. From Authority to Freedom is the gripping

story of the spiritual pilgrimage of Charles Hargrove, for many years

minister of the Mills Hill Unitarian Church at Leeds, England. On
this side Hargrove is not even a name ; in England he seems to have been

in Unitarian circles. The book is composed for the greater part of ex-

cerpts from the diary of Hargrove. His father was a minister of the

Church of England, but resigned his living to become a preacher in

the Plymouth Brethren. This straitest of non-conformist sects was
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the first spiritual home of Hargrove. There the tremendous question

of the salvation of his immortal soul was early thrust upon him and

the way of eternal life became the grand interest of the lad’s thought.

In his days of “Freedom” Hargrove described this Plymouth Brethren

religion as Bibliolatry. He recalled the feeling of having done some-

thing wicked because one day he went somewhere without his Bible.

He gives an account of what he was taught by his father and in the

church of the Brethren. The editorial selections and grouping of this

material would indicate that Professor Jacks shares Hargrove’s con-

tempt for such beliefs. But in the summary he gives there is nothing

that is not Scriptural and evangelical. The Plymouth Brethren be-

lieved in sin, hell, conversion and atonement through the death of

Christ. This creed he pillories by saying, “The good God be thanked

for it that few are wholly true to their creeds. They believe with their

minds what their souls disallow.” But what is there in this series of

beliefs held by the Plymouth Brethren which differs in any important

item from that of Catholic Christianity? Or is it that the Plymouth

Brethren, like some of the other smaller and poorer communions boldly

preached and declared what was and is in the creeds of all other

churches?

When a young man of twenty at Cambridge, Hargrove, through influ-

ences which he himself does not seem to be able to define, became a

convert to the Roman Catholic Church and entered the London Ora-

tory. Now ensues the grand contest between the young convert and

his pious and Rome abominating father and mother. On his side the

son, like most converts to Rome, outdoes the ordinary Catholic in his

references to the Blood and the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the Blessed

Mother, etc. The logic of his Romanism he thus defines : i. There must
needs be some religion revealed of God. 2. Such a religion requires a

living infallible teacher. 3. The Church of Rome is the only body
which can make a reasonable pretension to be this teacher. Therefore

the Church of Rome is to be obeyed.

The letters which his father addressed to him in the convent of Santa
Sabina near Rome are magnificent. In them a burning love for the

wayward son mingles with a fierce hatred of the abominations of Rome.
From the first letter which he wrote him when he heard of his conver-

sion to Rome to the last one which he dictated when he lay dying upon
his bed, this stern father pleads with his son to come out of the lap of

the Roman harlot. There is no doubt about his concern for the salva-

tion of the soul of his son; “0, stir yourself from this deadly slough

into which you are fallen, use the powers which God has given you and
don’t suffer yourself to be enslaved by man.” The son tells his father

that it was from him he learned the vast importance of saving his soul.

Can the father now blame him, if he puts the salvation of his soul above
the love of father and mother and brother and sister?

When he had become a full-fledged Dominican, Hargrove, now Bro-
ther Jerome, went out to Trinidad. In that detestable country amid a
sunken and degraded population, he began his priestly labours. His
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letters and his entries in the diary betray a certain weariness of spirit,

and at length doubt as to Catholic truth, whereby, in an instant, he in-

curs major excommunication. The rock on which his monkish fancy

was wrecked was the underlying doctrine of all Roman theology, eternal

damnation. He found himself saying, “I do not believe it !” Here again

he fell back upon the logical method which he had learned in the Con-

vent: I. “A religion which teaches everlasting punishment is not of

God. 2. But the only religion which has any claim upon a reasonable

man teaches this. 3. Therefore there is no religion ‘of God’—i.e., super-

naturally revealed. 4. I ceased to be a Roman Catholic, and—in your

sense of the word—a Christian. I landed in England as what you would
call an infidel.”

Fulfilling a prophecy of his father that he would come out of Rome
as quickly as he had gone into it, Hargrove sailed for England and with-

drew from the priesthood. It is noteworthy that he had nothing to

say in after years about the cruelty or alleged licentiousness of the

monks and the clergy. Nothing in Catholic practise or polity, but only

doubt as to dogma had caused his withdrawal. The years he was a

priest he afterwards referred to as a ‘‘beautiful vision.” “Verily it

was a god-like life, splendours of the Eternal seemed to flow forth upon

me from the great mystery of the God I worshipped. Light from afar

as from a vision of brightness inconceivable filled me with longings and

delight beyond what I could support.”

He now returned to Oxford as an undergraduate, at thirty-four years

of age, and made a feeble effort at preparing for medicine. But this

uncongenial task was soon abandoned for lecturing in the University

Extension course, and from this he drifted into the Unitarian ministry,

much to the horror of his brother, a clergyman in the Established

Church, for if their father had taught them that Roman Catholicism was

an “odious Christ dishonoring apostacy,” his detestation for Unitarian-

ism was even greater ; he could not suffer it to be mentioned as a form

of Christian faith. Previous to his settlement at Leeds, Hargrove mar-

ried a girl of seventeen, in this respect following the footsteps of famous

rebels against Rome, and recalling the jest of Erasmus about the Refor-

mation being a comedy which always ended in marriage.

For five and thirty years Hargrove ministered faithfully at Leeds.

But his somewhat vague discussions about God and the soul and his

attendance upon this and that welfare committee do not give the im-

pression that he had found that “freedom” which Professor Jacks

names as the end of the pilgrimage. George Muller of Bristol who had

joined with many others in prayers for the return of Hargrove to the

evangelical faith made a prediction to Hargrove’s brother that God

would yet bring him out to be a great witness for His truth, using

his experience of Romanism and Unitarianism to testify for the Gospel

of Jesus Christ. This prediction was not fulfilled. Hargrove died a

Unitarian.

He is a singular example of the man of deep interest in the things of

God and the spiritual world, yet who chose error, either the errors of a
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Christ dishonoring system like that of Rome or the far worse infidelity

of Unitarianism. The title “From Authority to Freedom” is misleading.

It might better have been called “From Authority to Agnosticism.”

So far as Professor Jacks appears in the pages of this book his

speech, when not in the nature of a eulogy upon the morality and sin-

cerity of Roman Catholics as against Protestants—Unitarians ex-

cepted—is to the disparagement of the grand and simple doctrines of

the Christian religion. Sin, eternal retribution, conversion, atonement,

these doctrines which Hargrove damns as the beliefs of the Plymouth

Brethren, apparently mean little to Professor Jacks. He names them

as preposterous and outworn articles of a dead church. The book is a

sad one. The struggles of doubt are always sad, especially when they

lead first to refuge of lies and superstitions, and then to infidelity tinged

v/ith morality and ethics.

Philadelphia, Pa. Clarence Edward Macartney.

A New Mind for the New Age. By Henry Churchill King, D.D.,

LL.D., President of Oberlin College. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1920.

This book contains the six lectures delivered by Dr. King on the Cole

Foundation at Vanderbilt University. Much of the material in the book

is a reprint from a book by Dr. King which was distributed among the

soldiers during the war. This accounts for much that sounds stale and

platitudinous. Although the addenda to the book after the War speaks

much of disillusionment and relaxation one cannot avoid the convic-

tion that he is listening to a man who still holds the belief that was
shared by so many as the war drew to its close, viz., that the old

world order was giving way to a new and better order. Hardly any one

feels that way now. For this reason Dr. King’s book sounds more like

a pamphlet for the existing days of the war than a sober judgment after

the war.

The title, A New Mind for the New Age, will raise a question in many
minds : Save in a sense of time, is there any such thing as a New Age?
What is new about it? What new hopes are there? what new fears?

what new graces? and what new vices and sins and perils? The book
ought to demonstrate this, if it is to justify its title. We do not feel

that it does. There are many helpful and suggestive sayings about an

active and positive Christian civilization which does not wait for calami-

ties to happen, and then apply its healing philosophy, but takes steps to

so order human affairs that such offenses shall not come.

The book has an unfortunate and offensive reference to what is called

the Old Testament idea of religion as one of those things the falseness

of which had been taught us by the war. Nothing could be further from
the truth. If any book came out of the fiery furnace of the great con-

flict with unreduced authority, and with a new majesty and awe about it,

that book ivas the Old Testament, the book which tells us that God is

the moral governor of nations and societies as well as of individuals;

the book that tells us righteousness and judgment are the habitation of
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His throne; the book that tells us that the great cities, nations and em-

pires are but the “brief embodiment and transient realization of His

desires.” That any book should speak disparagingly of the Old Testa-

ment idea of religion or Christianity will be sufficient to discredit it

in the minds of many readers.

Philadelphia, Pa. Clarence Edward Macartney..

The Portrait of the Prodigal. Life Stories in Experiences of the

Prodigal Son. By Joseph Nelson Greene. Methodist Book Con-

cern. 1921. Pp. 215.

The most obvious defect of the treatment of the story of the pro-

digal is that it is rather philosophic and analytic than dramatic and

picturesque. Much that is interesting and true is told us of the

younger son, but he is not set vividly before our eyes. Both style

and matter are for the most part rather common place, and little that

is fresh or striking is presented.

The doctrinal teaching is thoroughly Pelagian. “Repentance and

confession are the Scripture’s biggest words, aside from faith, in

the plan of redemption” (p. 190). “The terms of salvation are man’s

repentance and confession on the one hand, and God’s pardon and

cleansing on the other. . . . Primarily then a man’s salvation rests

with himself. The only thing that stands in the way in his unwilling-

ness to repent and confess. . . . When he can so master himself as

to come with the prodigal to the point of repentance and confession

his salvation is assured” (p. 191). “The message, then, is outstanding

in the story of the prodigal, that salvation is merely a matter of man’s

coming back to God with penitence in his heart and confession on his

lips” (p. 192). This is far removed from Paul’s teaching that salvation

is of grace and not of works. Pardoning grace is here, but for re-

deeming grace no place is found. There is no need of atonement;

no room for the cross of Calvary, on which the Lamb of God is offered

for the sins of men.

Why Christ died we are not told, but it was not to redeem men
from sin. “If God ever needed to be propitiated—which may well be

doubted—it was all accomplished in the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. But

God needs no reconciliation in his relation to the sinner. The only

possible barrier to reconciliation is man, not God” (p. 208).

The ultimate ground of salvation is not the free grace of God in

Christ Jesus, but the sinner’s conquest of himself. God does not save

him, but he saves himself with such help as God may give.

The writer has thus gone far astray from the teaching of the New
Testament, as so many others have done, because he mistakes a part

of its teaching for the whole. If this parable be taken as exhibiting

the whole truth of the relation of God to man, both Jesus and the Holy

Spirit are excluded, and the doctrine of redeeming grace is torn up, by

the roots. Here as always if we would speak the truth as it is in Jesus

we must heed to his words, “It is written again.”

Attention may be called to some matters of minor importance. The
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term artfully is used several times in an inappropriate and unhappy

way (pp. 69, 154, 214). Defy appears for deify on p. 112. An anec-

is told of Dr. McCosh (p. 202) which Dr. A. A. Hodge in his Popular

Lectures on Theological Themes tells of Dr. Witherspoon (p. 39).

Unpleasant words are spoken regarding God on p. 205
—“The God whose

wont is leisure, who spent unnumbered cycles in creating a universe,

who squandered centuries in the forming of a plan of redemption.” In

the light of the teaching of the book it is difficult indeed to see why
God should spend centuries, or hours, in devising a plan of salvation

when all he could do was to wait upon the pleasure of man. If that is

true, the word squander is well applied.

Princeton. J. Ritchie Smith.

The Pulpit and American Life. By Arthur S. Hoyt, Professor of

Homiletics and Sociology, Auburn Theological Seminary. Mac-
millan Co. 1921. Pp. ix, 286.

The titles of the several chapters are the Puritan Preacher; Jonathan

Edwards
;
Lyman Beecher ; William Ellery Channing

; Horace Bush-

nell; Henry Ward Beecher; Phillips Brooks, the Man and the Preacher;

The Old and New Evangelism; Some Distinctive Contributions to the

American Pulpit; The Present American Pulpit; The Pulpit and Social

Welfare; The Pulpit and the Nation.

High and deserved praise is accorded to the American pulpit for the

large place it has filled in the life of the nation, for the leading part

it has taken in every great reform and forward movement, for its

intellectual and spiritual leadership. And the pulpit of today is true

to the traditions of a glorious history. “The man who sees in the

modern pulpit signs of decay, and talks of the giants of former days,

must be singularly lacking in appreciation.”

With this general estimate of the pulpit of today we fully agree.

There are no preachers anywhere whose names fill the earth like

Beecher and Spurgeon and Phillips Brooks, but the general average of

ability and power in the pulpit was never higher.

The biographical sketches are much shorter and slighter than those

given in Brasfort’s Representative Modern Preachers, hut they are

vivid and interesting. It would be impossible to frame a list of

preachers that would command universal assent. Fault may always be

found with names included and with names omitted. But there are

omissions here that seem unwarranted even in a volume which does not

purport to speak particularly of the living. Among those who are still

with us, or have recently passed away, no allusion is made to Talmage

or Gunsaulus or Patton or Van Dyke or Chapman, though others of

less distinction are given a place. And if Wesley is named, why
should not Whitefield appear? It may be said in general, indeed, that

the Presbyterian Church does not seem to be given as large a pro-

portion of space as it might justly claim. Next to the Baptist it holds

the lowest place, having allotted to it about two-thirds as many pages

as are given to the Episcopal Church, though “the Episcopal Church

as a whole has never been noted for its Pulpit” (p. 208).
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Chapter IX involves some repetition as it speaks of men who
have already been considered at length. That Phillips Brooks “was the

most notable preacher of the generation” (p. 141), the generation of

Beecher and Spurgeon and Parker, is higher praise than justice allows.

He might be placed beside these men, he could not be placed above

them.

Too great emphasis seems to be laid at times upon the social aspect

of Christianity, for it makes its appeal primarily to the individual, and

accomplishes its work in him, and through him in society; but it is

impossible to draw a precise line of division between these phases of

our religion and both require the most profound and earnest thought

and interest of the church.

The style is easy and agreeable, though awkward and even ungram-

matical sentences occur at times, as on pages 5, 224, 244. Mistakes in

proper names occur with annoying frequency: McCaull; Quale; Kirke;

Henry Sloan Coffin
;
William L. Merrill. The title of Dr. Storr’s book

is not correctly given (p. 182).

The book is catholic in its sympathies, and all branches of the church

receive cordial recognition. The note of faith and hope and courage

is heard throughout, and the general effect is to stimulate and

strengthen.

In the closing pages the League of Nations receives hearty com-

mendation. “A League of Nations is the noblest conception the world

has seen. It seems necessary to the peace of the world. It is the or-

ganized expression of the good will of the world and it may be the

agent of the very Kingdom of God.

“There may be honest differences of opinion as to particular features

of a proposed League of Nations. There is little difference of opinion

among men of world-wide and Christian temper as to its need and

possible blessing. And here the pulpit of America is practically united.

Upon no other public question has there been such unanimity. The

best preachers in America have spoken in no uncertain tones.” To

which we respond with a hearty Amen.

Princeton. J. Ritchie Smith.

The Christian Adventure. By A. Herbert Gray, M.A., D.D., Author

of “As Tommy Sees Us,” etc. Association Press. 1920. Pp. vi,

134 -

Essential truth is well and strongly put, and reason and experience

are happily combined. Timely words are spoken regarding the attitude

of the world and of many who bear the name of Christian toward

Jesus and his teaching. “Beyond all question the world’s attitude

toward Jesus is that he was a well-meaning idealist, but that he is

also hopelessly impracticable as a leader for ordinary life. The idea of

taking him seriously either in international or home politics, in business

or in industry, has not yet been honestly entertained by any nation.

This is still the real attitude even of thousands who attend church”

(p. 102).
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Here and there exception may be taken. The Gospels do not bear

out the statement that Jesus “was not a preacher’’ (p. 4) ;
nor it is

true that “the Johannine discourses are not in form characteristic of

Jesus at all’’ (p. 4). That “he taught no doctrine about his own nature

and person” is conspicuously untrue. Nor it is correct to say that “The

disciples found Christianity a very hard thing to do, but they did not

find it hard to understand” (p. 85). Again and again Jesus rebuked

their unbelief and slowness of heart. Why should Mary Magdalene

again be branded as a woman of abandoned character? (p. 10).

Princeton. J. Ritchie Smith.

Faith, Works and Grace. Addresses on the Seven Words from the

Cross, with a Foreword on Meditation. By Arthur Chandler,

D.D., Bishop of Bloemfontem. Macmillan Co. 1920. Pp. 94.

The book contains little that is fresh or striking in thought or ex-

pression. Familiar truths are presented in a familiar way. There is

no Scriptural ground for the statement that “in all cases of those who
turn to God at the last hour, there will be much cleansing suffering

to be endured after death as the saved soul gradually grows in the

knowledge of the love of God and in hatred of itself and its past

iniquities” (p 45). An unusually effective illustration is used on p. 65—“A poor woman in the East End of London objected once to being

visited by a lady church-worker, and expressed her objection by saying,

‘I don’t want her to come round saving her soul on me.’
”

Princeton. J. Ritchie Smith.

My Son. By Cora Harris. Author of “Happily Married,” “A Circuit

Rider’s Wife,” “The Recording Angel,” etc.; and, in collaboration

with Faith Harris Leech, “From Sunup to Sundown.” New York:

George H. Doran Company. 1921. 8vo; pp. 274.

In this interesting and informing story the author sets forth and

emphasizes many of the excellencies and the more serious defects of

the Methodist itinerancy. Especially does she insist on the supreme im-

portance of the genuine call to the Ministry and of a spiritual grasp

of the great Christian facts and truths, if one is really to succeed in it.

The chief, if not the only, fault of the book is that correct form and

even good taste are not infrequently sacrificed to slang.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Life and Times of Jesus. By Frederick C. Grant. New York:

The Abingdon Press. Cloth. i2mo; pp. 223. Price $1.25 net.

This sketch of the human life of our Lord is clear and attractive. It

pictures him chiefly as the great Teacher, who was also the Messiah

of the Jews. It is well adapted to the understanding of children and

youth. Each paragraph is carefully designated
;
the numerous quotations

from Scripture are printed in black faced type
;
each chapter is followed

by a series of questions and “study topics,” and the book is furnished
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with a number of illustrations. This is one of the “Abingdon Religious

Education Texts,” and forms a part of the “Week-Day School Series.”

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

In His Steps To-Day. By Charles M. Sheldon. New York: Flem-

ing H. Revell Company. Cloth, i2mo; pp. 192. Price $1.25 net.

It is now nearly twenty-five years since the publication of “In His

Steps,” a book which attained a popularity unsurpassed by the work
of any modern writer, resulting in a sale of more than twenty million

copies. In the quarter of a century since this book first appeared many
changes have taken place in the industrial, religious, political and social

world, and because of this fact, the author has undertaken to answer

the question, “What Would Jesus Do in Solving the Problems of

Present Political, Economic and Social Life.” This question, so stated,

forms the sub-title of the volume, and fairly sets forth the purpose of

the writer. The answer is given in a series of imaginary dialogues

between Jesus and the representatives of the principal factors in

modern life. In composing these dialogues it is assumed that “under

all conditions and circumstances Jesus would love all men, including

his enemies” ; that he “would always put the value of a human being

above any financial gain” ; and that “the end and aim of all the conduct

of Jesus would be to create a brotherhood of mankind on earth.”

These are the basic principles. An endeavor is made to show what

Jesus would do “In the Coal Fields,” “As a Farmer,” “In Politics,”

“In the Church,” “With the Press,” “With the Drama,” “With Edu-

cation,” “In the Railroad World,” “In the Home,” and “With Inter-

national Affairs.” While it may be regarded as rather venturesome

to invent words to place on the lips of our divine Lord, the spirit of

the chapters is reverent and the book will probably make a popular

appeal. None should deny the supreme conclusion of the author that

the one comprehensive problem of the world is that of “setting the

heart right,” of “changing human nature,” a transformation which

can only be effected by the power of the divine Lord and Saviour, Jesus

Christ.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

In Memoriam. Published by the Presbyterian Board of Publication

and Sabbath School Work. Paper, 8vo
; pp. 40. Price 35 cents

net.

This collection of Scripture passages, of poems and of hymns, is

designed to give comfort to such as are bereaved. It contains some

of the most familiar and most beautiful compositions in the English

language.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Followers of the Marked Trail. By Nannie Lee Frayser. New
York: The Abingdon Press. Cloth, i2mo; pp. 232. Price, $1.25

net.

This volume forms one of the “Week-Day School Series.” It con-

tains a number of Bible stories, briefly and vividly told. Those who
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followed the “Marked Trail’’ are certain men and women who did the

will of God and followed in the path of his divine leading. The col-

lection is evidently designed to engage the interest of very young

children.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Hold Fast That Which Thou Hast. Adapted from W. Ziethe. St.

Louis, Mo. : Concordia Publishing House. Cloth, 24mo
; pp. 74.

This little booklet has been prepared for the youth of the Lutheran

Church, and contains "words of encouragement, warning and ad-

monition, “well adapted for the guidance and the instruction of all

young persons who have confessed their faith in Christ.’’

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Church Finance and Social Ethics. By Bishop Francis J. McConnell.

New York: The Macmillan Co. Cloth, i6mo; pp. 130. Price

$1.50.

This is not a discussion of plans for raising the budgets of local

congregations, nor a consideration of the use of money made by in-

dividual Christians, but an inquiry as to the principles which should

guide the entire Church of Christ in its corporate capacity, as it is

related to the collection and ownership and expenditure of wealth.

Special stress is laid upon the social responsibilities of the Church and

upon the need of such an expenditure of funds as will create an

atmosphere in which it will be easier to perform the evangelistic task

of the Church. Not all will agree with the implications of the writer,

but none can read the book without realizing the need of thoughtfully

considering the problems which are here discussed.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Handbook of Church Advertising. By Francis H. Case. New York:
The Abingdon Press. Cloth, i2mo; pp. 186. Price $1.25.

This book deals in a plain and practical way with a difficult and im-

portant problem. Its material is drawn largely from a series of ad-

dresses delivered last year (1920) in the Church Department of the

Indianapolis Convention of Associated Advertising Clubs of the World.

It deals with the aims and the most approved methods of giving pub-

licity to the services and the important activities of the local church.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Some Pleas for Adequate Religious Instruction for the Young. By
Judge Thos. C. T. Crain. New York: The Abingdon Press.

Paper, i6mo
; pp. 32.

This little booklet has been prepared for free distribution both to

acquaint the public with certain impressive utterances of Judge Crain

relative to the absolute need of providing religious education for the

youth of the land, and also to advertise the “Religious Education Texts’’

being published by the Abingdon Press, some of which Texts are

briefly mentioned in this number of the Review.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.
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GENERAL LITERATURE
On the Art of Reading. By Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, Fellow of

Jesus College, King Edward VII Professor of English Literature

in the University of Cambridge. New York and London: G. P.

Putnam’s Sons. 1920. 8vo; pp. 244. Price $3.50.

This book consists of twelve lectures delivered at Cambridge on the

aims and methods of teaching English Literature, both in the univer-

sities and the public schools. They were delivered at a time when, with

a few friends, Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch was trying to change the

methods of teaching then used at Cambridge
;
and they present in a

discursive but delightful way his views of what should be the purpose

of an university education, and the way in which the study of English

Literature may be made most effective in attaining this purpose.

By Act of Parliament the study of English Literature had been

made conpulsory, but the requirements of the university examinations

made such study impossible in any true sense. The examinations cov-

ered the whole mass of literature from the 13th century, with questions

on the authors, language and dialects, meter, style and literary history.

It was clearly impossible to read all this literature, and the only thing

possible was to memorize facts from an outline text book, which is

not literature at all, but only what some one has written about litera-

ture.

The true aim of the study is not the acquisition of knowledge about

literature, but the development of judgment and character and spirit-

ual life by reading and assimilating the best that has been written about

life. This requires a selection from the great mass of literature ac-

cumulated in the past, and being constantly added to ; a selection to

be made at first by men of experience, but later by the reader’s judg-

ment and taste. Culture does not depend upon the amount of the

literature read, but upon the quality of the selections and the manner

of their use. These ideas are discussed in detail first in regard to

university work and examinations; but the writer’s love for children

and his interest in the elementary schools is shown throughout, and

two lectures are devoted to Children’s Reading, in which he shows how

the love of reading, and of reading the best, may be developed in chil-

dren, to the enrichment of their later life and to the making of better

citizens.

Three lectures are given to The Reading of the Bible. The reasons

which had led to the. exclusion of the Bible from the university and

school course are considered, and a strong plea made for their in-

clusion because of its surpassing excellence as literature, its influence

on other literature, and its spiritual influence. As literature, it is not

necessary to consider any theories of inspiration ;
but it cannot be

considered apart from its doctrine, as all literature is the product of

life and cannot be separated from the life and beliefs that produced it.

Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch is a scholar, a critic, a novelist and a poet

;

and the scholar’s knowledge, the critic’s judgment, the imagination and

feeling of the poet, combine to make a book that is not only about

literature, but is itself literature of a high order.

Princeton. Henry W. Smith.
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Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science,

under the direction of the Department of History, Political Science.

Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins Press.

Series xxxviii, No. 3, The Employment of the Plebiscite in the

Determination of Sovereignty. By Johannes Mattern, assistant

librarian in the Johns Hopkins University. 8 vo. Pp. 214.

Series xxxix, No. i, The Capitalisation of Good Will. By

Kemper Simpson, Ph.D., Bureau of Markets, Department of

Agriculture. 8 vo. Pp. 105.

Fully up to the standard as regards both interest and execution of

these now well-known and in every way admirable publications.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Outline of History, Being a Plain History of Life and Mankind.

By H. G. Wells, with the advice and editorial help of Mr. Ernest

Barker, Sir H. H. Johnston, Sir E. Ray Lankester, and Prof. Gil-

bert Murray. The Macmillan Co. Two vols., pp. 648 and 676.1

This is a very ambitious effort on the part of its much-advertised

well known and widely read author. Deducting the 263 pages which

are devoted to the prehistoric period from its total of 1324, we have

only 1061 in which to encompass the political, civil, religious History of

all Mankind. Naturally, this means that an exceedingly small fraction

of all that is known must be selected for its readers, and to be successful

and truthful, it should follow that the facts selected would really be

the prominent, epochal, current-changing events of man’s history. It

could hardly be otherwise than that this selection would be influenced

by the personal opinions of the writer. All writers of “world histories”

must cover a good deal of common ground, but there always remains a

wide field for diversity of conclusions. If there is added, as in this

book, a large amount of comment on events, it follows inevitably that

such a “History” will be largely the expression of the personal theories

of the writer. And in the case of a man so forceful, so definite and

positive in his personal convictions, so little restrained in his expres-

sion of them, as Mr. Wells, it has had the result in the judgment of the

reviewer that this History is largely if not almost wholly an attempt of

1 A revised Edition in one volume has recently appeared, but the

changes are so slight as hardly to deserve the name of a “revision.” A
few quite unimportant paragraphs have been omitted from the opening

chapters, on the evolution of Man, and from the closing pages, on his

future social condition. There are a very few unimportant alterations

in expression. The chapter on Geology is omitted,—not a part of

History, anyway. Aside from this, nearly the whole book remains

verbatim the same, with one very important exception,—nearly all the

footnotes, containing the opposing views of Mr. Wells’ co-editors,

have been omitted. This is a most serious defect. Although in one

volume, its total paging is nearly equal to that of the original two
volume edition.
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the writer to express his convictions through this literary form. This

may not be fair to Mr. Wells, it may be that he was honestly endeavor-

ing to write a wholly unbiased account of history, but in that case, he

has certainly been unconsciously dominated by his own powerful

opinions, and in any event, it seems clear that the Outline, whatever Mr.

Wells intended it to be, is a presentation of his social and religious

theories, under the guise of history. Criticism of such an effort must

deal with two main features : the writer’s presentation of events, and

his comments on these events.

As to Mr. Wells’ recount of events, it must be adjudged a compara-

tive failure. There could hardly be anything novel in the main out-

lines. History must begin with Babylon and Egypt, and come on down,
following the general lines already adopted by other able historians.

But Mr. Wells has failed in a very important respect. A successful

effort should be judged by whether a reader not familiar with History

would get as correct and full a knowledge as the attempt endeavored

to set forth. Mr. V\'ells’ selections are so scrappy—in so many
important places he has simply said that his limits would not permit him
to tell of such and such events—that it seems clear that a reader not

already informed, would carry away a very imperfect knowledge of

the course of events. When there is added to this the fact that Mr.

Wells’ comments form a very large part of the book, and that these

comments are definitely shaped by his personal views, and that these

views are of a very extreme nature in nearly all lines, the likelihood is

increased that a reader unable to judge for himself, and without a wide

background of historical information will receive a very imperfect and

erroneous view of Man’s History.

It is obviously impossible in the limits of a review to prove all this,

but what is attempted further in criticism of his views, may support,

at least in some measure, the reviewer’s contention.

As to his opinions, and their effect on his presentation of the Outline,

it may be stated at once that Mr. Wells is an extreme evolutionist and

a socialist and writes as such. That he is the former is especially evid-

ent in the opening chapters ;
that he is the latter becomes increasingly

clear as we near the end of the book.

He regards it as essential to the understanding of History that one

should have a knowledge of the outlines of cosmic and biological evolu-

tion. In so far as man’s physical surroundings have affected his history,

this is sound enough. But Mr. Wells has accepted the most extreme

views of man’s evolution from anthropoid apes, and has written the

early part of his History from this standpoint. He begins with the

Earth in its early formless stage, and runs over the theories of geology

as to its gradual transformation into its present shape. Then he

gives the ordinarily accepted summary of the extremer evolutionists

as to the development and evolution of life, till he reaches Man.

“Conceivably the human ancestor at the opening of the Cainozoic period

was a running ape, living chiefly on the ground, hiding among rocks
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rather than trees.” There follows an account of the recent views of

anthropologists, as found in Osborn’s Men of the Old Stone Age, and

similar works, with the usual extreme “reproductions” of supposed men
of the Neanderthal, Cro-Magnon and other prehistoric types. Chapters

on “The First True Men,” men of our species, with a description of

their supposed attainments and beliefs, “Neolithic Man in Europe,”

whom Wells dates 10,000 or 12,000 years ago, “Early Thought,” “Races

of Mankind,” “Languages of Mankind,” finish this section. One-

eighth of the work has thus been given to geology, biology, anthrop-

ology, but Mr. Wells believes a thorough acquaintance with these is

necessary for the proper handling of human problems. His account

of the rise of thought, religion, customs, tribal governments, etc., is a

summary of the familiar suppositions of the extremer anthropologists.

It is an odd, but not-to-be-overlooked point, that few if any of these

writers, who so confidently describe the origin of savage beliefs, who so

confidently penetrate into a savage’s thoughts, have ever studied the

savage at first hand. Wells, as far as there is any indication, has never

seen a savage in his life. Neither had Herbert Spencer, Tylor, Os-

borne, or Frazer,—yet the first qualification of the investigator,

much more, of the confident theorizer, should be a first-hand acquaint-

ance with the “subjects” of his elaborate conclusions. When one hap-

pens on the books of men who have actually lived long enough among
and become sufficiently intimate with savages really to get at their inner

beliefs,—a very difficult thing to do—a very different story is told.

Such books as Dennett’s At the Back of the Black Man’s Mind, Dan
Crawford’s Thinking Black, Mgr. A. le Roy’s La Religion des Priini-

tifs, Schultz’s accounts of his life with the Blackfeet Indians, and simi-

lar writings, though rare, for but few men ever succeed in so pene-

trating into the depths of the beliefs of a savage, give one a very

different impression. The savage rarely tells the white man what he

really thinks. He has his own very good and sufficient reasons for his

reticence. And when one has really found out something about him,

from such men, the purely arm-chair theorizings of other men as to his

beliefs, their origin, etc., sound the wildest folly. What Lord Ave-

bury (Sir John Lubbock) says, for example, in his Pre-Historic Man
of the North American Indian, whom he has never seen, of whom he

had only read, and that in books by men who knew but little more about

the Indian’s real inner life than himself, sounds, to cite one example, so

absurdly wide of the mark that it gives one pause as to all this

evolutionary theorizing. Books like those mentioned above make one

quite sure that whatever be the course of the “evolution” (if it be

evolution) of savage beliefs, it is certainly not along the lines so con-

fidently drawn for us by the men whom Wells follows.

Book HI, “The Dawn of History,” treats of The Aryan-speaking

peoples in pre-historic times :—The First Civilizations, the Sumerians,

Assyrians, Egypt, India, China,—Sea Peoples and Trading Peoples,

—

Writing,—Gods and Stars, Priests and Kings,—Serfs, Slaves and Social
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Classes,—a confident summary of the origins of society, science, reli-

gion, language, etc., on which the subsequent history of man has been

erected. Here, of course, there is much that is commonly accepted,

much that is very doubtful, much that is pure theory; but Mr. Wells

gives very confidently his opinions on all. His co-editors and others

who helped him in the revision of the book, often differ from his

conclusions. These conflicting views are given in footnotes, and are

neither few nor unimportant, but none of them seem to have shaken

Mr. Wells’ self-confidence. He thinks, as one example of many, that

“Probably it is the complexity of her speech and writing more than

any other imaginable cause, that has made China ... a vast pool of

backward people, rather than the foremost power in the world.’’ Here,

Mr. L. Y. Chen differs emphatically, attributing it to the enforced study

of their “classics,” which he says have imprisoned the mind of China.

In the judgment of the reviewer, who made Greek a study for many
years, Mr. Wells’ opinions as to Greek history, where different from the

best authorities, are nearly always in error. So with many a point

one could mention, on which Mr. Wells has confidently passed erroneous

and hasty judgment. But time would fail to discuss every point. We
mention a few features which seem notable, although not all are original

with the author.

Mr. Wells emphasizes the fundamental importance of religion, for

all sound progress toward a happier condition for the race. But his

view of “religion” is far from that of Christianity. He believes that,

unhappily, the race has only punished itself with heavier and heavier

miseries, as its so-called civilization has become more and more com-

plex. His remedy for this appears at the close. He emphasizes the

importance of the discovery of “money,” and the chance it gave

dishonest men to accumulate vast wealth, by manipulating that which

is the “symbol” of wealth. This, he thinks, no nation has yet learned

how to control, and he indicates that this will be an increasingly great

danger. He gives great credit to the religious ideas of the Jews, but,

in his story of their history, accepts, without question, the extremest

“higher critical” views, rejecting the account in the O. T. books, as

manifestly garbled and vastly exaggerated. Solomon, for example, he

regards as a “pawn” of Hiram. He proves the exaggeration of the

accounts of his riches, by saying that his wonderful temple 'was, after

all, only a little house, hardly 35 by 100 feet. Of the real “Temple”

he seems to know nothing. But the account of the effect on the Jews of

their seventy years’ Babylonian Captivity, outdoes all but the extremest,

in his telling. Their whole mental and moral life was, he asserts, re-

wrought
;
and he attributes this to their contact with writing and books

!

As if the Jew had had neither before that time. “This welding to-

gether of the Jews into one tradition-cemented people in the course of

the ‘seventy years’ is the first instance in history of the power of the

written word,”—an amazingly false statement. He accounts for the

fall of Rome as due to her lack of general education, in consequence

of which her people were too ignorant of civic problems to handle them
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as their vast civilization developed them,—to their use of money, and

failure to find a way to check its vast concentration into few hands,

—

to her lack of invention in military affairs, till she could only meet

the onslaught of the barbarians with the same slow-moving legions she

had always used, so that the Empire’s power could never be sufficiently

concentrated in short enough time and because her people were sullenly

suffering heavy oppression, so that even the conquest of the Barbarians

came as a vast relief, and there was no earnest resistance.

Christ and His teachings, Mr. Wells seems to regard with great

respect, and he intimates that if understood and followed. He might

have led the world into that “vaster confederation,’’ which the League

of Nations recently seemed perhaps to inaugurate. But, in common
with extreme critics, he thinks that Paul and the Councils utterly warped

the teachings of Christ, that the theories of the Atonement, the doctrines

of the Trinity, etc., etc., were one and all, so many foreign accretions,

which in the end, utterly perverted them and robbed them of their life-

giving power. True, he thinks that the Papacy, later, might, in the

hands of able, young, and unselfish men, have shaped the World into

that “universal brotherhood’’ of which men have dreamed, but with

unsparing hand, he lays bare the wickedness and selfishness of the

Roman Hierarchy and its resultant failure.

Mr. Wells strangely, but systematically, belittles the great names,

with hardly an exception. Alexander, Caesar, Plato, Aristotle, Pericles,

Charlemagne, Cromwell, and many others, are all denied any true

greatness. Much of his criticism is very weakly argued, sounding

like the old-time “literary society’’ debates,
—

“Resolved, That Caesar

was a greater man than Alexander”—and the reviewer does not re-

call a case where Wells’ arguments are much if any above the level

of these debates. The grounds on which he degrades their genius and

achievements are absurdly trivial, and nothing new is brought forth,

—^the facts cited by Wells are facts familiar to every reader of history.

And he impresses one as belittling their efforts in constructive state-

craft, in order to make his own later theories seem more worth while

In harmony with this policy of rejecting all established values, Mr.

Wells systematically belittles all the achievements of Europe toward

civilization, in comparison with the civilizations of India and China.

Of the mighty work of the Greeks in Art, Literature, Philosophy, Sci-

ence, he hardly seems to understand a fragment. That he is not ac-

quainted with it first-hand seems evident, and in comparison with the

importance generally attached to it he ignores it. Of China, he speaks

of its greater security, its vastly longer endurance than Rome, of its

far greater “toughness.” He has but one explanation for its long

stagnation,—namely, its clumsy script. He ignores the terrific oppres-

sion of the lower classes in all those vast empires. Caste in India has

been responsible for more inexpressive cruelty and more repression of

human spiritual powers than anything known in history. That China

has “endured” by the fact of her safe and secure geographical isolation,

secure from attack save from the North, absolutely protected from any
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attempt even at the hands of Western powers, Mohammedan, Greek,

Parthian
; that she fell an easy prey to much smaller tribes numerically,

as the Mongols and Manchus, when attacked
;
that she has stagnated

in hopeless misery for centuries,—these facts he conveniently omits. In

comparison with Asia’s unspeakable suffering the constant struggles of

Europe toward that which is better, seem like a breath of fresh air,

in a prison cell,—but not to Mr. Wells.

In harmony with this viewpoint, Mr. Wells exalts the bloodiest

slaughterer of history, Jengis Khan. That his vast empire fell so soon,

that it made not a single forward step for the betterment of humanity,

that its massacres and devastations were the most senseless, cruel, and

enormous, of all history, that they brought about no enduring social

system in advance of the crude nomad life men had lived for cen-

turies,—these facts he ignores. Great and advanced civilizations fol-

lowed in Alexander’s train,—none in that of the Mongols. The chief

effect of these bloody slaughters, he seems to be ignorant of : that

they broke the power of Mohammedanism in its mightiest strong-

holds, that they devastated the finest portions of Asia, and by destroy-

ing hundreds of her flourishing cities, by wiping out her irrigation

systems, by imposing a rule as cruel and ignorant as that of Apache

Indians in place of comparatively enlightened government, they held

back Asia for hundreds of years, if not, even till now. It was the fact

that Europe did not so suffer which gave her her present tremendous

advantage in the race for world supremacy in modern times. And,

perhaps, most important, it created a problem, which still perplexes us,

—the gap between East and West,—which the conquest of Alexander

had done much to bridge, which the Byzantine Empire still spanned,

which even the conquests of the Saracens did not destroy,—this gap

these vast destructions fixed for centuries. The place of those smoking

ruins was taken by other and lower Asiatic nations, it made possible the

growth of the Turkish Power, so weakened were the other Asiatic

peoples, and it largely shaped Eurasian relations till even the present

day. But Mr. Wells seems to see in it, only another opportunity to

find fault, by comparison, with all the civilizing work of Europe. The

reason for this attitude becomes clearer as we proceed and will be

referred to later.

Coming to Modern Times, our historian pours out the vials of his

wrath on the “Great Monarchies,’’—the Empire of Charles V, of Louis

XIV, and their successors,—on the whole system he heaps unbounded

blame, and with much ground, of course, for their “divine right’’ had

no real basis in justice; and equally with this, he holds up the evils

of their Machiavellian diplomacy, their “Great Power’’ system, their

“Imperialism.” But that the Empires of England and France may have

wrought some beneficent work in the world, that England may, for

example, have brought the first gleam of justice and hope they have

seen for untold centuries to the 70,000,000 downtrodden "outcastes” of

India, that in a thousand other forms, she not only may have, she un-

doubtedly has, wrought untold good and blessing,—of this he has never
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a mention nor a word of discussion. “Imperialism” is, for him, a thing

wholly and only evil. This is but one other instance of his methods,

for Mr. Wells is systematically unfair to any view other than his own.

The Protestant Reformation is treated as a minor phase of a much

larger reforming movement. Calvin is not even mentioned, though

“Calvinism” is referred to in a footnote by one of his co-editors, and

this is omitted in the Revised Edition. The names of Zwingli, Melanc-

thon and Knox are not found, and the account of the whole movement

has emphasized the political side, rather than the really spiritual and

truly religious power it brought to men’s souls. And from these and

many similar omissions, we may judge the real value of this picture of

“History.” The persecutions and wars which accompanied the Reforma-

tion are sketched in some detail, but with the impression distinctly con-

veyed, that there was nothing in the whole struggle but a strife for

power on the part of Princes, using religion as a means to their baser

ends. He forgets that there can be no persecutions unless there are

men willing to be martyrs, that persecution ntay mean on the one side,

a spirit of base evil, but must mean on the other, a devotion to truth

and nobility of self-sacrifice which reaches to the limits of human
capacity, else there would be no one to persecute. All this noble, ardent

devotion to truth—the genuine religious earnestness, of those times,

—

he wholly ignores, and shows no comprehension of its consequences.

The profound transformation being wrought in Western Society,

through the advance of Science and Invention, and the consequent de-

velopment of the “factory” system,—the creation of the systems of

"Capital and Labor”,—is sketched with able hand, for here Mr. Wells is

getting back home. The American Revolution and the Constitution of

the United States are handled sympathetically, in the main,—Mr. Wells

is so ardent a hater of all Modern Social Systems, that he cannot

but view with applause a nation keeping itself free deliberately and

purposely from the entanglements of the diplomacy and Imperialisms

of Europe. But, true to his systematic belittlement of all men hitherto

recognized as “great,” who have in other men’s judgment really done

something for true advancement of the cause of Humanity, he has

only faint and patronizing praise for the founders of the United States,

and thinks that some of us are rather ashamed of Franklin and of other

great Americans. So he, very patronizingly, comes to the defence of

Franklin, pretending to have discovered his real greatness,—a method
not infrequent in these pages of indirectly praising himself. Admitting

that they did display much “disinterestedness and devotion,” he asserts

that “they were limited men, fallible men; Washington, for example,

was a conspicuously indolent man.” “They were limited in knowledge

and outlook, and there was no perfect man among them.” “They could

also be jealous, lazy, obstinate, greedy, vicious,”—a sample of his sys-

tematic belittlement of nearly every good and great name. Later, he

gives nearly 30 pages to the career of Bonaparte, the entire account

being an endeavor to prove that Napoleon was one of the most selfish,

cruel, and wicked men of history, the extreme egotist of all mankind.
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without a spark of morals and with far less intellectual ability than he

is credited with. Not a single achievement for the good of mankind
is recognized though other far abler men than Wells have formed far

different judgments. So, later, Gladstone, while not so abused, is de-

finitely declared to have been utterly ignorant of all that a statesman

should have known in order to handle the great problems of his time.

That a man purporting to write a real Outline of History should also

spend several lengthy paragraphs in abusing Kipling because he is the

poet and literary exponent of British Imperialism, indicates that the

Outline has been written with the definite purpose of using it for the

furtherance of Mr. Wells’ international Socialism or whatever the

form of Socialism he advocates.

In agreement with this, Mr. Wells pours out his scorn on all modern
forms of “loyalty” and patriotism. The Nation is but a figment, not

worth being loyal to,—nor are any of the sham forms of social structure

to which loyalty is asked, whether it be a man’s class, his church, his

nation, his race, or what not. All these are regarded as nothing but

hindrances cunningly devised to hold men back from the larger inter-

nationalism of which Mr. Wells is an advocate.

Passing over the handling of later events, including the Great War,

in which there is nothing new, save his abuse of the military leaders

of both sides, especially the British, for their stupid thick-headedness,

he closes the work with a chapter of sixteen pages on “The Next Stage

in History,” a prophecy of what the world may become. That men
must frame "world law under world government” seems to him clear,

if greater catastrophes than those of the past are to be avoided. That

this must require, as a necessary basis a better education for all men,

to make them capable, follows easily. But this includes as its chief

ingredients "a new telling, and interpretation, a common interpretation,

of history.” Mr. Wells has evidently begun the task by giving us his

interpretation. And he gives further proof of the purpose of his book,

when he says (p. 586) ; “Our Outline of History has been ill written

if it has failed to convey our conviction of the character of the state

tow'ard which the world is moving.” He then summarizes some of its

coming features,—A world religion, not Christianity, nor Islam, nor

Buddhism, but “religion, itself, pure and undefiled.”
—“Universal edu-

cation, organized on a scale and of a penetration and quality beyond all

present experience.” No armies or navies, no classes of unemployed.

—Enormous world organization for scientific research.—Free litera-

ture of discussion and criticism.—Universal free democracy.—Eco-

nomic organization of all natural resources for the common good,

“no private enterprise to be the robber master of the commonweal as

at present.”—Electoral methods which shall truly register the will of

the people. The value of these, our readers can judge as well as we or

Mr. Wells. That the ideas did not orginate with him, is evident; all

are borrowed and the best and really worth while have been ideals of

good men for ages. But all are so handled by Mr. Wells as to be pure

exponents of a form of Socialism.
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There follows a description of the future State, which uses the

familiar phraseology common to all socialistic Utopians. All men will

be just, unselfish, religious, seek knowledge all their lives, and so on,

when once the true religion of the true democracy and the right sort of

education are given them. In comparison with such lofty schemes as

Plato’s Republic, or More’s Utopia, this effort is so feeble as almost to

awaken pity. It is even far inferior in nobility of thought and ex-

pression to Henry George’s Progress and Poverty and its fallacies are

evident without need of exposition. It gives the final evidence that the

Outline was undertaken in order so to present man’s History as to

prove that this sort of State is the only one which can enable man to

reach his best happiness, or save himself and his fellow men from

mutual destruction. In conclusion, it is not too severe a criticism to

say that, broadly speaking, what is new in the Outline is not true, and

what is true, is not new. Every page contains warped statements, con-

veys misleading impressions, and his steady stream of criticism makes

it clear that they are intended to exalt Mr. Wells’ superior insight, and

prepare the way for his beliefs.

Yet we must recognize the literary ability with which it has all been

done. Mr. Wells has had years of experience as a writer. He is a

vivid story teller, he has read widely and in many able books, he has a

receptive and alert mind, he has some power of original though never

profound thought, he has immense information, though no real or ac-

curate scholarship, and there are many great fields of thought of which

he seems to be entirely ignorant, or to be misinformed upon ; but, sum-

marizing so many able and scholarly books as he has used, his Outline

could not fail in the hands of even a less skilful writer, to contain

much of value. It has never a dull page, it has many excellent

thoughts and valuable summarizings of comprehensive movements. But

for the untrained reader, who may lack sufficient reading to judge for

himself, it can hardly fail, in the reviewer’s opinion, to be a very mis-

leading and misinforming Outline of History.

Fulton, Mo. Daniel S. Gage.
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of West African Teachers; J. Grant, New Tasks in the Old Fields;

C. McDouall, The Fight for the Pacific; Donald Fraser, Missions in

Scotland; A. C. Moule, Fourteenth-Century Missionary Letters.

Expositor, London, October : G. Buchanan Gray, Misuse of the

Term “Lamb” in the English Version; F. J. Powicke, Richard Baxter’s

Gospel of Joy; C. Harold Dodd, Close of the Galilean Ministry;

W. Ernest Beet, Message of the Book of Esther
;
Henry Burton,

The New Magdalene; H. Erskine Hill, The Two Witnesses; H. J.

Flowers, The Displacement of John 7:37-44. The Same, November:

James Moffatt, The Festival of Christianity; W. St. Clair Tisdall,

Egypt and the Book of Daniel; Adam C. Welch, Jeremiah’s Letters

to the Exiles in Babylon; H. R. Mackintosh, Is God Knowable?;

Alex. M’Nair, Apostolic Progress in Spite of Spurious Citation;

F. Herbert Stkad, Does the Original Collection of Logia (“Q”) con-

tain Prediction of our Lord’s Resurrection? The Same, December:

W. Emery Barnes, Who Wrote the First Chapter of Genesis?;

George Milligan, “The Function of Biblical Criticism”; James

Stalker, The Place of St. Augustine in the History of Preaching;

Edward Shillito, Paul Upon Prayer : A Study of I Thessalonians

;
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R. WiNTERBOTHAM, St. Paul and Women; Lauchlan McL. Watt,

Aspects of Christ.

Expository Times, Edinburgh, September; R. H. Charles, Two
Passages in the Psalms; William E. Wilson, Our Lord’s Agony in

the Garden; F. R. Tennant, The Central Problem of Faith. The

Same, October: J. P. Lilley, Dante; A. T. S. James, The Redeemed

Life; A. H. Sayce, Latest Results of Old Testament Archaeology;

C. Harold Dodd, Changes of Scenery in Luke; Ernest Elliot, “When
He had Tasted’’; F. Warburton Lewis, The Disciple whom Jesus

Loved; Thomas Harper, The Publicans. The Same, November:

Arthur J. Gossip, ‘They went both of them together’
;
Wilfrid J.

Moulton, The Relay Race; G. H. C. MacGregor, The Rearrangement

of John 7 and 8; R. A. S. Macalister, Thirty Years of Palestine Ex-

ploration. W. H. Mitchell, ‘Convict of Justice’; James A. Mont-
gomery, Targumism in the New Testament.

Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, October : Gustave Kruger,

Literature on Church History, 1914-1920. I. Early Church History;

J. Hugh Michael, A Conjecture on Matthew 11:12; W. H. P. Hatch,

Text of Luke 2:22.

Homiletic Review, New York, November: C. A. Beckwith, Phases

of Recent Religious Discussion; William P. Lemon, The Passing of

the Angel—Values Conserved; Fred Smith, The Energetic Symbolism

of the Fourth Gospel; Stanley F. Bloomfield, The Minister in the

Sick Room; Manufacturers Offer Information to the Ministers. The
Same, December : Willis B. Allen, Ultra Crepidam ; Harlan P.

Beach, World-Wide Cooperation in Foreign Missions
;
Basil Math-

ews, A Revolution in Missionary Propaganda; Frank L. Brown, The
Sunday School as a Gold Mine.

International Journal of Ethics, Concord, October ; M. C. Otto,

Morality as Coercion or Persuasion; T. H. Proctor, The Motives of

the Soldier; Rupert C. Lodge, Plato and the Judge of Conduct; Ruth
M. Gordon, Has Mysticism a Moral Value?; Henry T. Secrist, Morale

and Morals; Eugene W. Lyman, Ethics of the Wages and Profit

System.

Irish Theological Quarterly, Dublin, October: Garrett Pierse, The
Religious Origin of Civilization; Edward Masterson, Suarez on the

Origin of Civil Authority; Herbert E. Hall, Unity of the Church and

the Forty Years of the Rival Popes
;
E. Maguire, The British Museum

“Catalogue” of Raphoe Bishops ; Edward J. Kissane, A Forgotten

Interpretation of Matthew 19:28.

Journal of Religion, Chicago, November: Maurice Goguel, The
Religious Situation in France; John E. LeBosquet, The Unconven-

tional God; C. J. Cadoux, Proposed Creedal Basis of Christian Re-

union; John W. Buckham, Mysticism and Personality; Clarence

H. Hamilton, Idealistic and Pragmatic Interpretations of Religion

;

E. Albert Cook, The Kingdom of God as a Democratic Ideal; Angus
S. Woodburne, Psychological Study of Conversion in India.

London Quarterly Review, London, October
: John Telford, Meth-
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odist Missions in the New World; W. T. Davison, Sacrifice and Re-

conciliation : A Study in Religion
; J. Agar Beet, The Revised Bible

;

Herbert W. Horwill, Religion in American Schools; James Lindsay,

The Aristocracy of Intellect; T. Stephenson, The System of Animate

Nature; Stanley Rice, India and the Imperial Conference; St. Nihal
Singh, National States and World Affairs; Eric S. Waterhouse, Re-

lation of Theology to Philosophy.

Lutheran Quarterly, Gettysburg, October: Harry E. Barnes, The
Social and Political Theories of J. H. W. Stuckenberg; J. M. Hantz,
The Apostolic Age and Writings Considered with Reference to Some
Recent Criticisms; George E. Bowersox, Religion in Everyday Life;

J. L. Neve, The Union Movements between Lutheran and Reformed
in America.

Methodist Quarterly Review, Nashville, October: George T. Ladd,

Rudolph Hermann Lotze : The Man and the Philosopher
;
William

I. Cranford, Good and Evil—Their Relation to God and the World;

Nolan B. Harmon, St. Augustine and the Problem of Evil; William
Harrison, The Larger Orthodoxy; Dwight M. Pratt, Can We Ex-

press Theology in Terms of Life?; Thomas W. Murrell, An Estimate

of Moses; John W. Hendrix, The new Statecraft; James A. Ander-

son, Baptism vs. Immersion.

Monist, Chicago, October: William B. Smith, Relativity and its

Philosophical Implications; James Lindsay, Leibnitz on Truth and

Being; George P. Conger, Evolution and Epitomization
; J. M. Thor-

burn. Art and the Unconscious; Charles E. Whitmore, Cross Pur-

poses in Aesthetic Theory.

Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, October: Rufus W. Miller,

Japan as a World Power and Relations with the United States; Paul

J. Dundore, Week-Day Religious Education
;

C. E. Creitz, Is Church

Attendance Indispensable to the Highest Type of Christian?; E. Wil-

bur Kreibel, Sunday Observance; J. I. Swander, The Protestant Prin-

ciple of Historical Development.

Review and Expositor, Louisville, October: W. Hersey Davis,

The Place of the Greek Tenses in the Province of New Testament In-

terpretation; S. Angus, The Mystery Religions and Christianity;

W. P. Meroney, The Church and the Moral Crisis
;
William W.

E\t:rts, Paul’s Treatment of Knowledge; W. T. Whitley, Stinton’s

Repository Discovered; Edward D. Pollard, The Natural and the

Supernatural in Salvation; D. J. Evans, The Master among the

Masters.

Southwestern Journal of Theology, Seminary Hill, October: W. E.

Denham, Making a World; George J. McNew, Realization of the

Kingdom of God in Human Society; B. H. Carroll, Our Articles of

Faith—The Fall of Man
; J. M. Price, The Place of the Sunday School

Teacher in the World’s Reconstruction; W. H. Knight, Baptists and

the Evangelization of the World; B. A. Copass, Zechariah—The Great

Preacher after the Return of the Jews from the Babylonish Captivity.

Union Seminary Review, Richmond, October: Walter W. Moore,
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Address at the Dedication of Schauffler Hall; J. E. Wishart, Faith

and the Future of Christian Education; Benjamin B. Warfield, The
Mystical Perfectionism of Thomas Cogswell Upham.

Yale Review, New Haven, October: John Galsworthy, Castles

in Spain
; Edward L. Parsons, Asia’s Challenge to America ; Benedetto

Croce, The Young Dante and the Dante of the Comedy; Harry John-

ston, On the Writing of Novels; Francis H. Sisson, The Future of

Our Foreign Trade; James J. Coale, Protestantism and the Masses;

Stewart Paton, Psychology of the Radical; Wilbur Cross, From
Plutarch to Strachey; Howard Snyder, Paradise Negro School.

Biblica, Roma, 11:4: A. Vaccari, Versione arabe dei profeti;

A. Fernandez, Epoca de la actividad de Esdras; A. Sovic, Fagmentum
commentarii anonymi in Canticum Canticorum; F. Pester, Exegetische

Schriften des Alexander von Hales; J. M. Bover, Doxologiae Epistulae

ad Ephesios logica partitio
;
A. Deimel, Der Drackenkiimpfer Ninib.

Bilychinis, Roma, Agosto : G. Rensi, Scetticismo, Idealismo e Fede

;

G. E. Meille, II “cristiano” e la “rivoluzione”
;
D. Provenzal, L’au-

dacia. The Same, Settembre: A. Farinelli, Misticismo germanico

e le “rivelazioni” di Matilde di Magdeburg; G. Tucci, L’inflosso del

Buddhismo sulle civilta dell 'estremo oriente.

Ciencia Tomista, Madrid, Septiembre-Octubre: Luis G. Alonso-

Getino, Paradojas morales; Francisco Marin-Sola, Respuesta a un

estudio historico sobre la conclusion teologica; Jacobus M. Ramirez,

De Analogia secundum doctrinam aristotelico-thomisticam.

Gereformeerd Theoloffisch Tijdschrift, Aalten, September: T. Hoek-
STRA, Het wezen der Christelijke philosophie

; S. Greijdanus, Apoc-

alyptica; T. Hoekstra, Eenheid in de liturgie. The Same, October:

A. G. Honig, Ter gedachtenis aan Prof. Bavinck; D. van Dijk, Het

Testimonium Spiritus Sancti. The Same, November: G. Keizer, De
Catechismusprediking voor onzen tijd; D. van Dijk, Het getuigenis

des Heiligen Geestes.

Nieuwe Theologische Studien, Groningen, IV : 6/7 : W. J. Aalders,

Professor Doctor H. Bavinck; A. van Veldhuizen, Romaansche Kerk-

bouw, De Romaansche Kerktoren, Het Romaansche Koor, De Inhoud

des NT
;
F. M. Th. Bohl, Nieuwe werken over het Oude Testament.

The Same, 8/9: De Nieuwe Bijbelvertaling. De brief aan de Hebre-

een; G. v. d. Leeuw, De Religie van Grieken en Romeinen; H. M.
VAN Nes, Uit Zendingswereld en Kerk; J. de Zwaan, Nieuwe Exeg-

etica en Cyntica.

Recherches de Science Religieuse, Paris, Septembre-Decembre

:

Henry Pinard, La methode Historico-culturelle dans I’etude des reli-

gions; Georges Andre, La vertu de simplicite chez les Peres apos-

toliques; Philippe Gobillot, Les origenes du monachisme chretien et

I’ancienne religion de I’Egypte; Jean Cales, Retribution individuelle,

vie des justes et mort des pecheurs d’apres le livre d’Ezechiel.

Revue Benedictine, Paris, Octobre : U. Berliere, La s^ularisation

de I’abbaye de St-Jacques a Liege (1785); G. Beyssac, Note sur un

graduel-sacramentaire de Bantz du Xlle siecle.
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Revue d’Ascetique et de Mystique, Toulouse, Octobre: O. Mar-
CHETTi, La soumission au confesseur est-elle un acte d’obeissance

?

A. WiLMART, Un sermon de S. Augustine sur le precepte de la charite;

P. Galtier, La penitence et I’apostolat; P. Dudon, Dans son Traite de

I’oraison S. Pierre d’Alcantara a-t-il demarque Louis de Grenade?

Revue d’Histoire et de Philosophie Religieuses, Strasbourg, Sep-

tembre-Octobre : A. Causse, Sentiment de la nature et symbolisme

chez les lyriques hebreux; Ad. Lods, Les parrains de la “Bible du cen-

tenaire’’ au XVIIe siecle; P. Lobstein, Edouard Reuss, Notes et Sou-

venirs.

Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne, Juillet-Octobre

:

Georges Meautis, L’introduction du christianisme en Egypte; Philippe

Daulte, Le denouement final.

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques, Paris, Octobre:

G. Rabeau, Concept et jugement. Etude sur quelques formes du rela-

tivisme contemporain (ii)
;
M. Jugie, La beatitude et la science par-

faite de Tame de Jesus viateur, d’apres Leonce de Byzance; H.-D.

Noble, Le syllogisme moral.

Rivistra Trimestrale di Studi Filosofici e Religiosi, Perugia, 11 : 3 :

G. Furlani, La dottrina trinitaria di Apollinaire di Laodicea; II valore

estetico e religioso della critica; A. Pini, II messaggio religioso di A.

Towianski^ Y. Colombo, Dio e la filosofia.

Schvueizerische Theologische Zeitschrift, Zurich, November: P.

Marti, Jeremias Gotthelf, Beitrage zur bern. religiosen Volkskunde

(schluss) ; A. Waldburger, Geschichte der Elizabethenkirche und

-Gemeinde zu Basel; Kippmann, Neuere Palaestinensische Forschung

(schluss) ;
M. Haller, Ein schweizerisch-protestantisches Lehrmittel

fur Religionsunterricht.

Zeitschrift fiir katholische Theologie, Innsbruck, XLV
: 4: Bern-

hard PoscHMANN, Die kirchliche Vermittlung der Siindenvergebung

nach Augustinus (iii)
;
Urban Holzmeister, Grundgedanke und Gedan-

kengang im Gesprache des Herrn mit Nikodemus; Paul Styger, Die

erste Ruhestatte der Apostelfiirsten Petrus und Paulus an der Via

Appia.

Zeitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche, Tubingen, 29:5: Theodor

Haering, Der Gedanke des “Urfalls”
;
Karl Heim, Gedanken eines

Theologen zu Einsteins Relativitatslehre ;
Theophil Steinmann, Sinn

und Tatsiichlichkeit bei Spengler, Lessing und Rickert.





THE ORIGIN OF PAUL’S RELIGION
By J. Gresham Machen. New York: The Alacmillan Company. Cloth; 8vo.

Price, $3.00.

“It is not often that we have had the privilege of reviewing a book, dealing

with so important a theme, so worthy of praise both as regards its scholarship

and its literary excellence. It deals with the problem of the origin of Chris-

tianity from the point of view of the origin of Paul’s religion
;
and it does

this in so masterly and convincing a manner as not only to greatly enhance

Professor Machen’s reputation as a New Testament scholar, but as to entitle

him to the gratitude of every lover of Christianity. Whether one views his-

torical Christianity sympathetically or not, these lectures constitute a volume

that no modern man, who is both thoughtful and earnest, can afford to ig-

nore. In particular, it is a book which every minister, be he a conservative

or a liberal, ought to read and consider.’’—Rev. Samuel G. Craig, in The
Presbyterian.

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW
An Exposition. By Charles R. Erdman, Professor of Practical Theolop^,

Princeton Theological Seminary. Philadelphia. The Presbyterian

Board of Publication. Crown 8vo., pp. 224. Cloth $1.00 net.

This volume is uniform with the commentaries, by the same author, on the

Gospel of Mark, the Gospel of John, the Acts, and the General Epistles. It

contains an introduction, an outline, and the text of the Revised Version.

Its expository discussions lay special emphasis upon the kingly aspect of the

Person of Christ and upon his teaching relative to the Kingdom of Heaven.

THE WALL AND THE GATES
By J. Ritchie Smith. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1919. 8vo., pp.

278. Price $1.50 net.

“Some Sermons are edifying and some are otherwise. This book belongs

emphatically in the former class. There is instruction, consolation, enthusi-

asm, encouragement, visions and foundations for everyone. To glance at

its table of contents inspires hope
; a perusal of its pages deepens faith, and

to sit with it for an evening makes one feel stronger and nearer to his

Master when he gets down upon his knees. There is scholarship and liter-

ature in happy combination. The Scriptures are richly interpreted and the

spirituality of the book will commend it to all who love God.’’

—

The United
Presbyterian.

STUDIES IN THE BOOK OF DANIEL
A Discussion of the Historical Questions. By Robert Dick Wilson. New

York and London: G. F. Putnam’s Sons; The Knickerbocker Press, 1917.

8vo, pp. xvi, 402. Price, $3.50.

“It is difficult within a short space to give an adequate account of the way
in which Professor Wilson acquits himself in the task of meeting all the

objections that adroit and learned combatants have been alleging with a view
to undermine faith in the historical character of Daniel and his prophecies.

He seems always to take the statements of some at least of the Higher
Critics almost more seriously than the critics themselves, and then institutes

an inquiry about as thorough as in the nature of the case is possible, with
the result that the conclusion is forced upon us that after all the Destructive
Critics have mistaken their own ipse di.rits for evidence, and baseless as-

sumptions for the conclusions of an inductive science.’’—John R. Mackay, in

The Monthly Record of the Free Church of Scotland.

ELECTION
By Benjamin B. Warfield. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion, 1918. i6mo, pp. 22. Price, Ten cents.

“A strong, forceful and instructive setting forth of the Scripture teaching

as to this great doctrine of divine grace.’’

—

The Herald and Presbyter.


